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NOMENCLATURE 
2 Â contact area between an air bubble and a particle, cm . 
2 
surface area of an air bubble, cm . 
2 AQJ maximum contact area between an air bubble and a particle, cm . 
2 
Ag interfacial area between an air bubble and water, cm . 
a air phase. 
a"*" activity of a positive potential-determining ion in the solution, 
a^ activity of a positive potential-determining ion at PZC. 
a~ activity of a negative potential-determining ion in the solution. 
a~ activity of a negative potential-determining ion at PZC. 
a^ acceleration, cm./sec^. 
b radius of contact between an air bubble and a particle, cm. 
C concentration of particles in a pulp, g./cu. cm. 
Cg initial concentration of particles in a pulp, g./cu. cm. 
C^^ bulk contraction of ions, mole/cu. cm. 
E surface energy, erg/cm . 
in terfacial energy before the bubble-particle attachment, erg. 
Ej interfacial energy after the bubble-particle attachment, erg. 
Fg attachment force for a large air bubble, dyne. 
Fg attachment force for a small air bubble, dyne. 
Fgm limit of attachment force, dyne. 
F|j buoyant force of a gas bubble, dyne. 
Fg force of gravity, dyne. 
F^g total gravity force acting on n' particles, dyne, 
f correlation factor between r and r*. 
vi 
G(t) fraction recovered from the floatable and valuable material at 
time, t. 
g gas phase. 
h height of the truncated air bubble, cm. 
k flotation rate constant, ^. min. 
1 liquid phase. 
M amount of material which remains unfloated. 
m maximum number of particles to be adsorbed on an air bubble, 
n flotation rate order. 
n' number of particles to be adsorbed on an air bubble. 
P(x) mass fraction of the valuable component of size, x. 
P^(x) mass density distribution of the floatable and valuable component 
of size, X. 
total fraction of the valuable component in the feed. 
total fraction of the valuable component which can be floatable 
over a very long time. 
R(x) mass fraction of the valuable component of size, x which can be 
floatable over a very long time. 
R' radius of a spherical particle, cm. 
Rm radius of the smallest air bubble, cm. 
radius of the largest spherical particle, cm. 
r radius of a small air bubble, cm. 
r' radius of a truncated air bubble, cm. 
r^j radius of an adsorbed ion, cm. 
floatability of a particle of size, x. 
vii 
s solid phase. 
o 
T absolute temperature, K. 
total mass fraction recovery. 
t time, min. 
V volume of the flotation pulp, cm. 
W(x) overall particle size distribution 
Wg adsorption work required to bring the potential determining ion 
from the bulk solution to the Stern phase, erg. 
AW work of adhesion of an air bubble on a spherical surface, erg. 
AW' work of adhesion of an air bubble on a flat surface, erg. 
w water phase. 
X particle size, cm. 
valence of a positive potential-determining ion. 
Z~ valence of a negative potential-determining ion. 
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rg adsorption density on the Stem layer, mole/cm". 
Y surface tension, dyne/cm. 
5 closest distance of approach of counter ion to solid surface, cm. 
Ç potential at the shear plane, volts. 
0 contact angle, degrees. 
p density, g./cu. cm. 
(|) adsorption potential, volts. 
ipg potential at the Stem plane, volts. 
surface potential, volts. 
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ABSTRACT 
A number of experiments were conducted to determine the flotation 
characteristics of Iowa coals in which various conditions were applied 
to study the effect of different parameters such as frother dosage, oily 
collectors, pyrite depressants, and various combinations of these 
reagents. Flotation tests were also conducted with Appalachian coals 
for comparison. 
Iowa coals did not respond as well to froth flotation as Appalachian 
coals. Although Iowa coal floated very slowly and Incompletely with only 
a frother (methyl Isobutyl carblnol or MIBC), It floated rapidly when a 
large dosage of an oily collector (No. 200 LLS fuel oil) was employed in 
addition. No. 1 fuel oil was not nearly as effective as a collector for 
this application. The order of addition of flotation reagents appeared 
very Important for achieving a high recovery of Iowa coal. 
Appalachian coals floated rapidly with only a frother (methyl iso­
butyl carblnol) or an alkaline solution. A small amount of an oily 
collector increased the recovery of Appalachian coals significantly. 
The results of these flotation experiments showed that little mineral 
matter was removed when a high recovery was achieved. A microscopic 
analysis of Appalachian coal used in these experiments showed that much 
of the mineral matter was Incompletely liberated from the coal particles. 
And, the use of ultrasonics did seem to Improve mineral matter liberation. 
Bubble-particle attachment was studied from a theoretical view point. 
This study showed that the mechanism of attachment differs depending on 
the relative size of bubbles and particles. When small bubbles adhere 
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to a flat or slightly curved surface of a particle, the bubble size was 
found to be determined by the contact angle between the bubble and the 
particle. The study indicated that micro-bubbles could separate 
mineral matter from low rank coal more selectively than macro-bubbles 
could. When a micro-bubble flotation technique was employed to float 
Appalachian coal, it produced a cleaner coal product than conventional 
macro-bubble flotation. 
A general kinetic model was proposed to represent the rate of flo­
tation of coal. For two Appalachian coals, the model successfully 
represented the flotation kinetics of uniformly sized coal. The pro­
posed model also represented well the flotation kinetics of coal 
consisting of two sizes of particles. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the world's leading oil exporters, members of the Organization 
of Oil Exporting Countries (OPEC), grasped their opportunity to push up 
oil prices to a totally unprecedented level in 1973, energy has become 
an everyday concern for most people in the world. This action by the oil-
producing countries is not isolated, but Is related to deeper causes. In 
the two decades following 1950, oil and gas rose from 38% of world energy 
needs to 64% (28). 
The oil embargo and resulting price rise directed all the major oil-
using countries to assess reserves of alternate energy sources. Even before 
the oil embargo, the United States government was sufficiently concerned 
about the future of natural energy resources to commission a major study 
by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to explore future energy needs, and 
the research and development that would be required to assure adequate 
future energy supplies to the nation. 
Some alternate energy sources that have been considered are coal, 
nuclear energy, solar energy, wind power, geothermal energy, oil shale, and 
tar sand. Except for coal, these substitutes for oil are uneconomical 
for the most part or have technical and safety problems. Coal, one of the 
oldest forms of energy to be considered anew, seems to be the most abundant 
and practical energy source. 
The total amount of coal in the world is 11.2 trillion tons and 27.1% 
of this amount is in the United States (10). Altogether about 89.5% of 
known coal reserves are located in Russia, the United States, and China. 
Coal now accounts for 32% of the world's energy needs. To maintain this 
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position, it will be necessary to increase production by 3.6% annually. 
However, one of the problems with coal as a source of energy is its 
sulfur content. Upon combustion of coal as mined, sulfur-containing gases 
are emitted into the atmosphere with detrimental effects upon animal and 
plant life. 
The coal resources of states west of the Missouri River, particularly 
in Montana and Wyoming, contain 1.0% sulfur or less and are estimated to 
account for 20% of United States reserves. High sulfur coal, containing 
over 3.0% sulfur, amounts to 43% of United States reserves (25). Only a 
relatively small portion of the coal can be burned without violating 
state and federal environmental standards. 
Sulfur in coal occurs in three forms: organic, pyritic, and sulfatic. 
The organic part of coal contains sulfur attached to the organic molecular 
structure, while the inorganic part contains sulfur as iron pyrite or 
marcasite and as metallic sulfates. 
Organic sulfur occurs in coals in the following two modifications: 
primary organic sulfur which was a constituent of parent substances (coal-
formers) , and secondary organic sulfur which entered the coal substance 
during or after the process of formation. Organic sulfur, which is an 
integral part of the coal matrix and which can not be removed by direct 
physical separation, comprises from 30 to 70% of the total sulfur in coal. 
In low-sulfur coals, the content of organic sulfur may be higher 
than that of pyritic sulfur. An increase in the content of pyritic sulfur 
may be accompanied by an increase in the amount of organic sulfur. In 
coals with a high sulfur content, the pyritic sulfur content is usually 
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higher than the organic sulfur content. 
In general, the pyritic sulfur content ranges from less than 1% to 
several per cent. Pyritic sulfur, occurring as discrete and sometimes 
microscopic particles, is a heavy mineral with a specific gravity of about 
5.0, whereas coal has a maximum specific gravity of only 1.8. 
The sulfate content of coal is normally an oxidation product which 
is water-soluble and therefore readily removed during coal cleaning. 
Sulfatic sulfur is usually less than 0.05%. 
Control of sulfur emissions may be divided into two categories. One 
is aimed at removal of sulfur dioxide from the flue gas, while the other 
category involves the removal of sulfur from coal by cleaning prior to 
combustion. The first category involving flue gas desulfurization (FGD) 
presents many difficulties. Among these are the stability of sulfur dioxide, 
the relatively low concentration of sulfur oxides in stack gas, the tremen­
dous volume of flue gas from a typical power plant, and the problem of waste 
disposal. Consequently, large equipment and operating costs inhibit the 
use of this approach. Therefore, the chemical and/or physical removal of 
sulfur from coal prior to combustion deserves more consideration. 
Several techniques have been developed to remove sulfur from coal prior 
to combustion. Nearly all cleaning techniques being applied today rely 
on differences in either specific gravity or surface characteristics 
between coal and its mineral matter to effect a separation. The specific 
gravity separation method utilizes jigs, heavy media baths, concentrating 
tables, and hydrocyclones. These devices can only be used effectively with 
+48 mesh size coal. 
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For cleaning fine-size coal, froth flotation appears to be one of 
the more promising techniques. This technique separates fine-size particles 
by selective attachment of air bubbles to coal particles, causing them 
to be buoyed to the surface of a coal-water suspension where they are 
collected in a froth. Since mineral particles remain unattached, they 
are not recovered In the froth. This process deals with fine particles 
in a turbulent, aqueous system where specific gravity is not as significant 
as the surface properties of the particles. This is one of the principal 
processes used for cleaning fine-sized coal. 
Froth flotation involves thoroughly mixing fine-size coal and water. 
Frothers and other conditioning reagents are added to the slurry, and as air 
is bubbled up through the slurry the coal particles attach themselves to 
the bubbles and are carried to the surface. The resulting froth, containing 
primarily the hydrophobic components, is skimmed off, separating the coal 
from the mineral particles which remain in the water suspension. The wide­
spread use of froth flotation for cleaning coal is relatively recent, 
although froth flotation has long been used in the mineral Industry for 
separating various minerals, often of a very complex nature. 
One of the most serious problems in applying the froth flotation 
process is that finely ground pyrite and coal have similar surface character­
istics and both tend to float readily in an aerated water suspension with 
only a frother. As Gaudin (34) mentioned, pyrite is extremely hydrophobic 
if its surface is unoxldized or only slightly oxidized. 
One of the major purposes of this study was to Investigate the 
flotation characteristics of Iowa coal since very little previous work had 
been done on this material. Also, it has not been cleaned industrially by 
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the froth flotation technique because Iowa coal presents several problems. 
Since it is classified as a low rank coal (high volatile C bituminous coal), 
it has a high oxygen content and is naturally hydrophilic. Therefore, 
it does not float readily. Furthermore, Iowa coal contains lots of sulfur 
and ash. Much of the sulfur is present as iron pyrites, and it has been 
shown that an appreciable fraction of this material is present as microscopic 
single crystals and framboids which are finely disseminated throughout the 
coal (42). Two kinds of Iowa coals were employed to study the flotation 
characteristics, and the flotation results were compared with those of 
Appalachian coals. Also, with Iowa and Appalachian coals, numerous ex­
periments were conducted to reduce the floatability of pyrite while making 
coal particles more hydrophobic in order to improve clean-coal recovery. 
To achieve this purpose, a study was made of the major factors affecting 
coal flotation. Several kinds of flotation reagents (frothers, collectors 
and regulators) were employed with changes in concentration, combination of 
reagents, and order of addition. Pulp density and particle size were also 
changed. Any effects on clean coal recovery and pyritic sulfur removal 
were noted. 
Since fresh or slightly oxidized pyrite floats readily because it 
is very hydrophobic (34), one method of reducing its floatability is to 
oxidize the pyrite surface and render it hydrophilic. The oxidation of 
pyrite with a hot alkaline solution containing dissolved oxygen was in­
vestigated at Iowa State University by Tai et al. (100). This technique 
was found to be very effective for rendering pyrite more hydrophilic 
without changing the surface properties of coal (44, 56, 70). In the 
present investigation, a wet oxidation pretreatment step was included and 
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two kinds of alkaline solutions were investigated. After the oxidation 
step, froth flotation was used to determine any change in the floatabillty 
of coal and pyrite. 
It was found that the degree of liberation of mineral matter is a very 
Important factor in flotation. Chemical comminution and ultrasonic 
vibration techniques were utilized to Improve liberation, in addition to 
more conventional grinding methods. Chemical comminution involves fracturing 
or breaking coal by the application of specific chemical reagents such as 
anhydrous ammonia and acetone which are strongly adsorbed by coal macérais 
but not by minerals. The coal breaks along boundaries between organic and 
inorganic phases, liberating mineral matter without excessive size reduction 
(5, 50, 110). In this investigation, two chemical comminution reagents, 
anhydrous ammonia and acetone, were applied to study the liberation 
phenomenon. 
In the ultrasonic vibration technique, an oscillation is induced in 
bubbles trapped between the coal and mineral matter. The high rate of 
oscillation rapidly fatigues the material at the bond interface and causes 
breakage (31, 38). Using a laboratory-scale model W-375 Sonlcator, size 
reduction and mineral matter liberation were investigated. 
Although it has long been claimed that the optimum coal size for 
froth flotation is between 50 and 140 mesh (14, 58) , it is usually not 
possible to liberate finely disseminated mineral matter by reducing coal 
to this size. Also, It has been shown by scanning electron mlscroscope 
analysis that pyrite particles in this size range can be coated with organic 
material which may render them hydrophobic. Also, the size of gas bubbles 
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generated by conventional flotation apparatus is too large for selective 
flotation of organic particles. A single large gas bubble may float a 
pyrite particle by becoming attached to the particle at a point where the 
particle is coated with a small amount of organic material. 
For the ultrafine particle size required for more complete liberation 
of mineral matter, conventional flotation apparatus is not very suitable. 
Ultrafine particles of both coal and mineral matter are trapped in the 
liquid film surrounding large bubbles and float along with the bubbles (43). 
This phenomenon results in high recoveries of both coal and mineral matter 
but does not effect a separation. A new mlcrobubble flotation technique 
shows promise of overcoming this difficulty. Therefore, in the present 
investigation, consideration was given to the adsorption of microbubbles 
by individual coal particles. A special flotation cell was utilized to 
study the adsorption of microbubbles by coal particles, and the results 
of micro-bubble flotation were compared with those of conventional macro-
bubble flotation. 
Based on both experimental and theoretical considerations, a new 
kinetic model for coal flotation was proposed and tested. Statistical 
analysis was applied to determine the significance of various factors which 
affect the rate of flotation of coal. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Froth flotation is used for separating valuable solid components from 
worthless or less valuable solids based on the difference in the surface 
properties of the various materials. Generally, this process is applied 
to the concentration of metallic minerals, to the cleaning of solid fuels, 
and to the beneficiation of non-metallic minerals. 
Separation is accomplished by creating gas bubbles which selectively 
float certain particles from a water slurry. The bubbles collide with 
particles and become attached to those particles which are hydrophobic. 
The bubbles and attached particles rise to the top of the water suspension 
where they are collected in a layer of froth and removed by skimming. 
Particles which remain in the water suspension are referred to as 
tailings (59). 
The mechanism of particle to bubble attachment is generally believed 
to be based on the solid-liquid, solid-gas, and liquid-gas interfacial 
tensions and the associated contact angle which determines whether wetting 
or non-wetting of a surface occurs (1, 28, 34, 37, 70, 73, 99). If the 
contact angle between the solid and liquid is essentially zero, the liquid 
will spread over the solid. This type of solid is said to be hydrophilic, 
and is non-floatable. Conversely a contact angle of 180° would represent 
non-wetting and this type of solid is called hydrophobic and is floatable. 
No solid is known to give an air-water contact angle larger than about 110°, 
so that a contact angle of 180° is not realized experimentally (34, 57). 
The possibilities for separation by flotation can be increased by employing 
reagents which modify the surface properties of particles so that the 
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particles are made either more hydrophilic or more hydrophobic. 
Theoretical Background of Froth Flotation 
The basic principle of froth flotation is based on the electrical 
double layer theory (1, 34, 35, 57, 72, 87). The process of immersing a 
solid into an aqueous solution is known to produce a region of electrical 
inhomogenelty at the solid-solution interface. An excess of positive or 
negative charges apparently fixed at the solid surface is exactly balanced 
by a diffuse region of equal but opposite charges in the liquid side. This 
region, the surface charge and its counter ions, is called the electrical 
double layer. 
The electrical nature of the particle solution interface is the result 
of either a preferential dissolution of lattice ions as in the case of 
silver iodide, or of the hydrolysis of the surface species followed by 
pH-dependent dissociation at the surface, as in the case of alumina (114) 
and quartz (72, 90). For silver iodide type solids, the lattice ions are 
considered as potential determining ions (90, 57). For oxide minerals, 
ions and OH ions are the potential determining ions through the following 
mechanism: 
^ H+ OH" 
-M(H20) . -MOH . ' -MO" + H2O 
Positive Neutral Negative 
surface surface surface 
Thus, in the case of an oxide in water, changing the pH of the solution will 
markedly affect the magnitude and even the sign of the surface charge 
(33, 57). 
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The schematic representation of the electrical double layer is 
presented in Figure 1. The closest approach of the center of gravity 
of the counterions to the surface is called the Stern plane, 6. The 
double layer potential or the surface potential is ijjp, and the potential 
at the Stern plane is Another region, called the diffuse or Guoy layer, 
extends, from the Stern plane, to a distance where the potential is zero. 
The zeta potential, Ç, is the potential at the shear plane between the 
liquid and solid where one is moving relative to the other. The surface 
potential can be expressed as follows. 
where F is the Faraday constant, T is the absolute temperature in °K, and 
R is the gas constant. Furthermore, a^ and a~ are the activities of the 
positive and negative potential determining ions in the solution with the 
valences Z"*" and Z~. Also, a^ and a^ are the corresponding activities 
when no double layer exists and the surface charge is zero. Such a condition 
is called the point of zero charge (PZC) (33, 57, 87). The PZC of oxides 
depends on the crystal structure, the chemical nature of the metal ions, 
the presence of impurities, the degree of bulk and surface hydration, and 
therefore on the past treatment of the oxides (3) . 
If ions are adsorbed only electrostatically, their adsorption density, 
rg (moles per unit area), in the Stem layer is given by the Stern-Graham 
equation (72, 87, 88). 
Fg = 2 roCm exp ( - -^ ) (2) 
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Figure 1. A schematic.representation of the double layer 
(cited from (87)) 
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where r^ is the effective radius of the adsorbed ion, is the bulk 
concentration of ions in moles per unit volume, and Wg is the work required 
to bring the ion from the bulk solution to the Stern plane. 
The work for electrostatic adsorption is equal to ZF^g where Z is 
the valence of the adsorbed ion. The adsorption of organic ions in the 
Stern plane results from electrostatic forces, plus an added force which 
results from the decrease in free energy that accompanies the removal of 
the hydrocarbon chain from water. This free energy decrease is l.lkT per 
methylene group (33, 92), where k is the Boltzmann's constant. In this 
case, the density also contains an adsorption potential, (f): 
rg = 2 ro Cm exp ( - ) (3) 
where ZF<{) is the work of adsorption that results from the association of 
hydrocarbon chains. 
One of the major assumptions in using this equation is that ^gis 
equal to the zeta potential. This assumption is safe under conditions of 
low adsorption in the Stern plane. At high adsorption densities, however, 
the large number of counter ions between these planes will make the zeta 
potential significantly lower than and therefore the foregoing assumption 
will not be valid. 
The Gibbs adsorption equation shows the relationship between the 
adsorption density and the surface tension at the solid-liquid interface, 
Y^g, as follows (1, 34): 
-dYig = RT PgdCln C*) (A) 
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Also, Young's equation relates the three interfacial tensions Ygi» 
Ygg, and the contact angle, 9, between the solid and liquid phase 
in the solid-gas-liquid system of Figure 2. 
Ygs - Yis = Ygi cos 0 (5) 
Here, the difference, Ygg ~ Yig, must be smaller than Yg^ a large 
contact angle and thereby good flotation (89). For a large value of Yg^» 
good flotation can be achieved only by keeping Ygg small and Yls as large 
as possible (87). Since the adsorption of surfactant at any interface will 
only decrease the interfacial tension there, it is clear that the above 
condition can best be satisfied by allowing the transfer of surfactant 
species from the bubble surface to the solid-gas interface. 
Flotation Reagents 
Flotation reagents ensure that the flotation process is highly 
selective and efficient, and they produce optimum conditions, improving 
this method of concentration. Flotation is practically impossible without 
flotation reagents. 
The reagents are classified into three groups depending on their 
function. The most important reagents are the collectors, which adsorb 
on mineral surfaces, rendering them hydrophobic and facilitating bubble 
attachment. The frothers help maintain a reasonably stable froth. Regula­
tors are used to control the flotation process; these either activate or 
depress mineral attachment to air bubbles and are also used to control 
the pH of the system (26, 34, 37, 44, 58, 59, 79, 103, 111). 
Figure 2. Contact angle at a solid-gas-liquid contact 
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Collectors 
To float minerals, hydrophobiclty has to be imparted to them unless 
they are naturally hydrophobic. For this purpose, surfactants known as 
collectors are added to the pulp which is then agitated or conditioned for 
a period of time to allow adsorption to take place. Collectors are mostly 
organic compounds which render specific minerals water-repellent through 
adsorption on the mineral surface. Collectors may be ionizing compounds 
which dissociate into ions in water, or non-ionizing compounds, which are 
practically insoluble and render the mineral water-repellent by covering 
its surface with a thin film (111). 
Ionizing collectors have found very wide application in flotation. 
They have complex molecules which are asymmetric in structure and are 
heteropolar, i.e., the molecule contains a non-polar hydrocarbon group 
and a polar group. The non-polar part of the molecule is a hydrocarbon 
radical which gives practically no reaction with water dipoles and has 
pronounced water-repellent properties. The latter are due to the presence 
in hydrocarbon radicals of extremely weak lateral residual van der Waals 
forces, whereas the bond forces within the hydrocarbon chains (the C-C 
bond between carbon atoms) are strong. In contrast to the non-polar part of 
the molecule, the polar part has the property of reacting with water. 
Because of chemical, electrical, or physical attraction between the polar 
portion and surface sites, a collector adsorbs on the particle surface 
with its non-polar end oriented toward the liquid bulk, thereby imparting 
hydrophobiclty to the particle (26, 37, 87). 
Ionizing collectors are classified by the type of active ion,, anion or 
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cation, that produces the water-repellent property in water. The 
classification is given in Figure 3 (37, 111). 
Generally speaking, collectors are used in small amounts, such as 
may be necessary to form a monomolecular layer on the surface of particles 
being floated (starvation level), since higher concentrations, apart from 
the cost, tend to float all of the particles, reducing selectivity. It is 
always harder to eliminate a collector once it is adsorbed than to prevent 
its adsorption. The flotation yield may be extended without loss of 
selectivity by using a collector with a longer hydrocarbon chain, thus 
producing greater water-repellency, than by increasing the concentration of 
a shorter chain collector (37). 
However, chain length is usually limited to two to five carbon atoms, 
since the solubility of the collector in water rapidly diminishes with 
increasing chain length. Not only the chain length, but also the chain 
structure, affects solubility; branched chains have higher solubility 
than do straight chains. 
Anionic collectors Anionic collectors are the most widely used ones 
in mineral flotation and are grouped into two types according to the 
structure of the polar group: (1) Oxyhydryl collectors having organic 
acid and sulfo acid anions as their solidophil groups, and (2) Sulfydryl 
collectors in which the solidophil group includes bivalent sulfur (111). 
Oxyhydryl collectors have an organic acid anion or sulfo acid anion 
in their polar parts and, as with all anionic collectors, the cation 
takes no significant part in the reagent-mineral reaction. Typically, 
oxyhydryl collectors are an organic acid or soap. The carboxylates are 
known as fatty acids, and occur naturally in vegetable oils and animal 
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fats from which they are extracted by distillation and crystallization. 
The salts of oleic acid, such as sodium oleate and linolelc acid, are 
commonly used. As with all ionic collectors, the longer the hydro­
carbon chain length, the greater the water repellency and the lower 
the solubility. Soaps (the salts of fatty acids), however, are soluble 
even if the chain length is long. The carboxylates are strong collec­
tors, but have relatively low selectivity. 
The sulfates and sulfonates are used more rarely. They possess 
similar properties to fatty acids, but lower collecting power. The 
commonly used collector of this type in coal flotation is sodium 
dodecylsulfate. The adsorption of this reagent on a coal surface 
was found to be insufficient to make flotation possible in the 
absence of a non-polar oil, but the reagent did facilitate the 
spreading of a non-polar oil and improve flotation recovery (15). 
The most widely used collectors are of the sulfydryl type, where 
the polar group contains bivalent sulfur. They are very powerful and 
selective for the flotation of sulfide minerals. The common forms of 
these types are xanthogenates (commonly known as xanthates) and the 
dlthiophosphates. The xanthates are most important for sulfide 
mineral flotation. 
The reaction between a sulfide mineral and a sulfydryl collector 
is complex. Xanthates are assumed to adsorb on sulfide mineral sur­
faces due to chemical forces between the polar group and the mineral 
surface, resulting in Insoluble metal xanthates, which are strongly 
hydrophobic. It has been shown that the sulfide is not joined to the 
collector anion without the previous action of oxygen (77). A high 
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degree of surface oxidation, accompanied by the formation of sulfates 
which readily react with xanthates, forms films which slough off the 
mineral. Xanthates are normally used in weakly alkaline pulp, since 
they decompose in acid media and, at high values of pH, hydroxyl ions 
can displace xanthate ions from the mineral surface. 
Dithiophosphates are not as widely used as xanthates, but are still 
important reagents in practice. They are comparatively weak collectors, 
but give good results when used in combination with xanthates. It appears 
that the water repellency imparted to the mineral surface is due to the 
formation of an oxidation product of the dithiophosphate collector which 
adsorbs on the mineral surface. 
Strongly oxidizing conditions destroy hydrophobic substances and are 
thus undesirable, while oxidation of the mineral surface itself may impede 
collector adsorption (111). 
Cationic collectors The characteristic property of this group is 
that the water repellency is produced by the cations or the polar group 
which is composed of pentavalent nitrogen, the amines being the most 
common (37, 111). The anions of such collectors are usually halides, or 
more rarely hydroxides, which take no active part in the reaction with 
minerals. 
Unlike xanthates, the amines are considered to adsorb on mineral 
surfaces primarily because of electrostatic attraction between the polar 
head of the collector and the charged electrical double layer on the 
mineral surface. Such forces are not as strong as the chemical forces 
of anionic collectors, so these collectors tend to be relatively weak 
in collecting power. 
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Catlonlc collectors are very sensitive to the pH of the medium, being 
most active In slightly acidic solutions and Inactive In strongly alkaline 
or strongly acidic media (111). For floating oxidized coal, the catlonlc 
collectors laurylamlne, resin amine - D acetate, and Isoamyl amine are 
reportedly very effective (94) . 
Non-ionizing collectors Glembotskii et (37) explained the 
action of non-ionizing collectors clearly. These collectors are reagents 
which are incapable of dissociation into ions and are of extremely low-
solubility in water. Physically, most of them are hydrocarbon liquids 
obtained from petroleum or coal as by-products of coking or the coal-tar 
chemical industry. In composition and structure, these collectors are 
hydrocarbons which lack polar groups. They give practically no reaction 
with water dlpoles, and react very weakly with the surfaces of minerals 
having an ionic lattice. 
Non-ionizing collectors have no solidophil groups and do not form 
oriented adsorbed layers on mineral surfaces. Their attachment to minerals 
is based on adhesion. Attachment of the collectors becomes progressively 
easier as mineral surfaces become less hydrated. Minerals which have 
sufficient natural water-repellency to be easily coated by a non-polar 
collector are coal, graphite, sulfur, diamond, molybdenite, and other 
minerals which crystallize in laminated and molecular lattices. For this 
reason, non-ionizing collectors are inapplicable to flotation of minerals 
with anions which contain oxygen (barlte, calclte, malachite, etc.) or 
to flotation of oxides (quartz, cuprite, casslterlte, etc.). 
By covering the surface of weakly hydrated minerals, non-ionizing 
collectors reduce their hydration to a level at which mineral particles 
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can attach themselves quite firmly to air bubbles. Due to their low 
solubility in water, they form typical emulsions when the pulp is mixed; 
the droplet size depends on mixing conditions, the physical properties 
of the collector, and the presence of emulsifiers which prevent the small 
droplets in the emulsion from coalescing to form large droplets. When 
preparing a collector for introduction into the pulp, it is difficult to 
obtain the required degree of dispersion without emulsifiers. 
The attachment of a non-ionizing collector to a mineral is possible 
in principle, whatever the extent of surface hydration (excluding complete 
hydration, which corresponds to a zero contact angle). However, the 
greater the water-repellent action of the mineral surface, the greater the 
possibility that a non-ionizing collector will attach itself to the 
surface. For this reason, non-ionizing collectors attach themselves 
selectively to graphite, coal, and other minerals which are fairly water-
repellent in nature. 
The common non-ionizing collectors are kerosene and various hydro­
carbon oils, products of fractional distillation of wood or coal tar 
obtained by low-temperature coking and full coking. Kerosene is used 
as a collector in flotation of graphite, talc, molybdenite, and sulfur. 
It can also be successfully used for flotation of coal, but in this case 
kerosene is usually completely lacking in frother properties, so a frother 
must be used with it. 
Brothers 
When coal particles have been rendered hydrophobic by the use of a 
collector, the stability of bubble attachment to these particles depends 
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largely on the efficiency of the frother. Ideally, the frother acts 
entirely in the liquid phase and does not affect the state of the 
particle surface. A good frother should have negligible collecting 
power, and also produce a froth which is just stable enough to retain 
the floated coal while it is being removed from the surface of the 
pulp (111). 
Brothers are generally heteropolar, surface-active organic rea­
gents, capable of being concentrated at the air-water interface. When 
surface-active molecules react with water, the water dipoles combine 
readily with the polar groups and hydrate them, but there is practi­
cally no reaction with the non-polar hydrocarbon group, the tendency 
being to force the latter into the air phase. Thus, the heteropolar 
structure of the frother molecule enhances its concentration at the 
air-water interface, i.e., the molecules concentrate in the surface 
layer with the non-polar groups oriented towards the air and the polar 
groups towards the water (37, 111). 
Hence, the frothing action is due to the ability of the frother to 
concentrate at the air-water interface and to reduce the water surface 
tension, thus stabilizing the air bubbles. Brothers must be soluble to 
some extent in water, otherwise they would be distributed very unevenly 
in the water and their surface-active properties would not be fully 
effective. 
In summary, a practical frother must be: 
1. An organic substance. 
2. Heteropolar and consisting of one or more hydrocarbon 
radicals attached to one polar group. 
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3. Of neither large nor very small solubility (the range of 
solubility from 0.2 to 0.5 g./l. Hg appears desirable). 
4. Unionizable material. 
5. Available at reasonable cost (26, 34). 
The molecular structure of the most effective frothers includes one 
of the following groups: 
Hydroxyl -OH 
Carboxyl -COOH 
Carbonyl -CO 
Amine group -NHg 
Sulfo group -OSOgOH, or -SOgOH 
Organic acids, amines and alcohols are the most common types of frothers. 
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The alcohols are the most widely used because they have practically no 
collecting properties, and in this respect are preferable to other 
frothers. The presence of collecting and frothing properties in the 
same reagent may make selective flotation difficult (79). Frothers with 
either an amino group or a sulfo group also have weak collector 
properties. 
Methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC) is of major importance in the 
selective flotation of complex ores and in bulk sulfide flotation, but 
seems to find little use in the flotation of gold, pyrite ores and simple 
copper ores. It is widely used in domestic coal flotation practice and 
is reported to be the most efficient frother for coal flotation (54, 
68). None of the alcohol frothers other than MIBC has an important 
single use at present (33). 
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Pine oil and cresylic acid are sometimes used in coal flotation as 
frothers. Pine oil, which contains aromatic alcohols, also has collect­
ing properties for coal and is somewhat adsorbed on the coal surface. 
Thus, the amount of pine oil required for the equivalent flotation will 
be higher than the amount of MIBC. Although cresylic acid is cheaper 
than other frothers, it is adsorbed on the coal surface to a consider­
able extent, reducing the residual concentration in the pulp available 
to function as a frother. Therefore, the amount of cresylic ecid is 
higher than the amount of MIBC or pine oil required for an equivalent 
flotation yield (44). 
Another kind of frother used in coal flotation is a solution of 
inorganic salts or seawater. This approach has been studied exten­
sively in Russia and used commercially (37). Inorganic salts such as 
sodium chloride, calcium chloride, potassium chloride, and calcium 
sulfate are commonly used at a concentration of 2 wt. % in the pulp 
(12). This method, which is sometimes called 'salt flotation' is 
rapid and selective. Increased frothing in salt solutions is most 
probably due to the retardation in drainage of solution from the 
hydrated film between bubbles, which disperses air bubbles (37). 
Iskra and Laskowski (48) used potassium chloride (0.5 M solution) 
as a frother for the flotation of a low-ash bituminous coal. They 
found that the degree of flotation decreased with intensity of coal 
oxidation and with increase in pH of the solution. With an unoxi-
dized coal at low pH, almost all the coal was recovered by salt 
flotation. An important feature of salt flotation is that it yields 
a relatively dry (the water content of the froth is 30 to 45%) and 
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unstable froth which is easy to filter. However, the use of salts in 
coal flotation has not been widely developed, possibly because of their 
corrosive properties (12). 
Regulators 
Regulators, or modifiers, are used extensively in flotation practice 
to modify the action of collectors, either by intensifying or reducing 
the hydrophobic effect of collectors on particle surfaces. Regulators 
make collector action more selective with regard to solid particles, 
thus ensuring a more accurate separation of different particles (34, 37, 
58, 79, 111). Whan a regulator is Introduced into the pulp, the 
collector may render some minerals water-repellent while not affecting 
others. 
Regulators can be classified as activators and depressants. Acti­
vators are reagents which facilitate collector attachment to a mineral, 
or increase the amount of collector which can be attached, or reduced 
mineral surface hydration, and thus intensify collector action on the 
mineral. Reagents which have the opposite effect on a mineral are called 
depressants (40, 111). 
The same regulator may be an activator for one mineral and a de­
pressant for another. For example, sodium solfide activates flotation 
of many oxidized non-ferrous minerals, but depresses flotation of 
sulfide minerals. 
In addition, the same regulator may be both an activator and a 
depressant for the same mineral, depending on the conditions under 
which it is used. Sodium sulfide activates non-ferrous metal oxides 
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at comparatively low concentrations, but may become a depressant if 
its concentration in the pulp is increased above a certain point. 
Therefore, the use of the terms, activator and depressant, implies 
the activating or depressing action of any regulator on a definite 
mineral under a specified set of conditions. 
Regulator action in flotation is extremely varied in form as 
follows: 
1. Regulators may act directly on the mineral surface and change 
its chemical composition. In these circumstances, the mineral-collector 
reaction is either intensified or is prevented. 
For example, the action of water-soluble copper salts on sphalerite 
leads to the formation of copper sulfide on the sphalerite surface so 
that the amount of xanthate attached to sphalerite increases and the 
strength of collector attachment is increased. Consequently, sphalerite 
flotation is greatly improved. On the other hand, cyanide will dissolve 
copper sulfide on the sphalerite surface and greatly reduce the possibil­
ity of xanthate attachment. 
2. Regulators may detach a collector from a mineral surface, thus 
preventing flotation. When water-soluble sulfides like sodium sulfide 
are introduced into a flotation pulp, creating a fairly high concentra­
tion of sulfide and hydrosulfite ions, the latter may detach xanthate 
from the surface of galena and other non-ferrous sulfides, thus pre­
venting their flotation. 
3. Regulators may also change the floatability of a mineral, in­
dependently of their effect on its reaction with a collector. Due to 
mineral surface heterogeneity, some parts of the mineral surface may be 
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covered by the collector while other parts which are free from collector 
may adsorb regular Ions or molecules. 
If regulator attachment reduces mineral surface hydration, the 
regulator will intensify the water-repellent effect produced by the 
collector and facilitate flotation; in other cases, in which the regu­
lator ions adsorbed on the mineral increase hydration of the collector-
free surface areas, this increased hydration may offset the water-
repellent effect produced by the collector attached to the other 
surface areas. As a result, flotation of the mineral will decrease 
or may even be hindered completely. 
4. Certain regulators are capable of producing marked changes in 
the alkalinity of the medium in which collectors react with minerals, 
thus affecting the flotation of the latter. 
Pyrite is depressed in alkaline solutions. In an alkaline solu­
tion, hydroxyl ions adsorb on the pyrite surface and create a negative 
surface charge. Such a surface is hydrophilic and will not adsorb 
anionic collectors like xanthate. On the other hand, pyrite can be 
floated using xanthate as a collector in a neutral or weakly acidic 
solution. 
Activators 
Activators alter the chemical nature of mineral surfaces so that 
they become hydrophobic due to the action of a collector. Activators 
are generally soluble salts which ionize in solution, and then react 
with the mineral surface. 
A classical example is the activation of sphalerite by copper in 
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solution. Sphalerite is not floated satisfactorily by a xanthate, be­
cause the collector products formed, such as zinc xanthate, are relative­
ly soluble in water, and so do not provide a hydrophobic film around the 
mineral. 
Floatability can be improved by the use of large quantities of 
long-chain xanthates, but a more satisfactory method is to use copper 
sulfate as an activator, which is readily soluble and dissociates into 
copper ions in solution. Activation is due to the formation of copper 
sulfide on the mineral surface, since copper is more electronegative 
than zinc and therefore ionizes less readily (111). 
ZnS + Cu"*^ CuS + Zn"*^ (6) 
The copper sulfide deposited on the sphalerite surface reacts 
readily with xanthate to form insoluble copper xanthate, which renders 
the sphalerite surface hydrophobic. Very careful control of reagent 
feeding must be observed when copper sulfate is used in conjunction 
with a xanthate collector. It is essential that the mineral be con­
ditioned with the activator separately, before the collector is added, 
and that when the conditioned pulp is mixed with the collector, there 
is little residual copper sulfate in solution. Xanthates react readily 
with copper ions, needlessly consuming both reagents. This phenomenon 
is known as pseudo-depression (33). 
Activators find very little application in coal flotation. Non-
electrolytes such as dextrin, starch, tanin, glue and albumin have been 
reported to activate coal flotation when used in small concentration 
probably by dispersion of fine shale or clay particles. They depress 
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the coal when used in high concentration, by coating the coal with a 
hydrophilic film (12, 26). 
Depressants 
Depressants are used to increase the selectivity of flotation by 
rendering certain minerals hydrophilic, thus preventing their flotation. 
There are many types of depressants and their actions are complex 
and varied, and in most cases little understood, making depression more 
difficult to control than the application of other types of reagents. 
However, Glembotskii et al. (37) summarized the major important 
depressants as follows; 
1. Sodium sulfide and other water-soluble sulfides, which are used 
primarily for depression of sulfide minerals. 
2. Cyanides, which are used for selective sulfide ore flotation, 
and principally for depression of sphalerite, copper minerals and pyrite. 
3. Sulfites, hydrosulfites and certain sulfates (for example, zinc 
and ferrous sulfates), which are used for selective flotation of sulfide 
ores, and principally for depression of sphalerite. 
4. Chromium salts (KgCrO^, KgCrgO^) which are used as depressants 
for lead glance. 
5. Lime - a specific depressant for ionized sulfides in flotation 
of sulfide ores. 
For depression of pyrite in coal flotation, lime or sodium and 
potassium cyanides are usually used, lime being the cheapest and most 
good depressants for pyrite in the pH range 4.5 to 6.9 (33, 112). 
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Floatabillty of Coal and Pyrite 
It has long been known that some types of coal possess an inherent 
floatabillty. This natural floatability varies for coals of different 
rank. Research has indicated that the contact angle and floatability 
vary regularly with the dry mineral matter free carbon content of coal 
( 6 ,  1 2 ) .  
Brown coal and lignite have a strongly hydrophilic character and a 
high intrinsic moisture content. In the transition from brown coal and 
lignite to bituminous coal (70 to 80 % carbon), the chemical structure 
of the coal is changed due to the elimination of some polar groups such 
as hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, and the inherent moisture content is 
reduced. Therefore, the coal substance becomes less hydrophilic. In the 
range of 81 to 89 % carbon content, the polar character is even less and 
as a result the coal is more hydrophobic; the maximum hydrophobicity occurs 
at about 89 % carbon content. Above 89 % carbon, the hydrophobicity of 
the coal is reduced slightly as the carbon atoms form a structure with 
greater order in three dimensions. The ease of coal flotation increases 
with hydrophobicity (33, 45). 
The surface of a solid particle may contain both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic regions. Most coals consist of floatable and non-floatable 
chemical constituents which affect their flotation properties in an 
opposite way. Thus, the floatability of coal depends on which component 
is predominant (15, 94). 
The extent of particle surface oxidation is of great importance in 
coal flotation. Freshly-mined coal generally floats better than that 
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which has been exposed to the atmosphere for even a few days. The effect 
is attributed to surface oxidation, which takes place readily at normal 
atmospheric temperature, and is characterized by the formation of water-
insoluble oxidation products at the coal surface, resulting in a reduction 
of hydrophobicity and floatability of the coal (37, 40, 45, 93). In almost 
all cases, oxidation reduces floatability but exposure of freshly-cleaved 
coal surfaces to air for a short time may increase floatability. This 
may only be due to drying of the coal surface which then becomes more 
difficult to wet and more hydrophobic. 
Reactivity towards oxygen varies with the rank of coal. Low-rank 
coals are readily oxidized and lose much of their floatability, but there 
is a general decrease of reactivity as the carbon content increases (12). 
The flotation properties of coals are very closely related to the 
properties of the inorganic mineral Impurities found in them and to the 
composition, amount and dispersion of gangue mineral inclusions. Most 
of the impurities in coal are from the surrounding rocks and strata. Some 
of the mineral impurities form finely dispersed Inclusions in coal, which 
cannot be removed by crushing. In addition to these external impurities, 
coal also contains internal mineral matter from the vegetable matter which 
formed the coal. These impurities are so closely linked with the organic 
material that it is hard to remove them by physical methods. 
It is generally accepted that sulfur exists in coal in three forms: 
pyritic, organic, and sulfatic sulfur. Sulfatic sulfur usually makes up 
less than 1 % of the total sulfur content, and is soluble in water. 
Pyritic and organic sulfur make up almost all of the total sulfur 
content, and occur in varying amounts in different coals. They can vary 
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greatly even within the same seam. Pyritic sulfur may constitute 20 to 
80 % of the total sulfur content (64). Chapman and Jones (17) stated that 
organic sulfur, unlike pyritic sulfur, does not exist as discrete particles, 
but is intimately associated with the coal structure, and, because of 
this, it is practically impossible to remove by physical means such as froth 
flotation. 
Gaudin (34) stated that pyrite is floatable if its surface is un-
oxidized. When pyrite is oxidized in the presence of water, a film of 
ferric hydroxide forms on its surface, leading to an extremely high level 
of hydration and the floatability of pyrite is depressed (37, 78). Yancy 
and Taylor (112) showed that the oxidation products of pyrite are powerful 
depressants of pyrite in the pH range of 4.5 to 6.9. Although permanganate 
and dichromate were reported very effective as oxidizing agents for pyrite, 
tliey have a bad side effect since they may also depress coal (6). 
Flotation Characteristics of Iowa Coal 
Little work has been done on Iowa coal flotation except at Iowa State 
University, and froth flotation has not been applied industrially to clean 
Iowa coal because Iowa coal presents several problems, including much 
sulfur and ash - forming mineral matter. 
Min (70) at Iowa State University conducted flotation experiments 
with several Iowa coals using a Wemco laboratory flotation cell. His 
flotation results showed that MIBC gave the best ash reduction, while Dow 
frother No. 1012 gave the greatest sulfur reduction. Both frothers gave 
similar coal recoveries. The recovery of Iowa coal was similar in acidic 
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or neutral solution and less in an alkaline solution (pH: above 10). 
Chemical oxidative pretreatment of Iowa coal with sodium salts resulted 
in greater sulfur reduction in subsequent flotation tests. However, 
the oxidative pretreatment step also reduced coal recovery. Mln also 
conducted two-stage flotation tests with Iowa coals. MIBC was used as a 
frother in the first stage. In the second stage, a coal depressant and a 
pyrite collector were employed with MIBC. The results showed that the 
two-stage flotation process reduced the ash content 15-50 % and the 
pyritic sulfur content 15-55 % depending on the coal source. However, 
the two stage process was not as effective for Iowa coals as shown by 
Miller (67) for Pennsylvania coals. In particular, the recovery was 
generally low and relatively large amounts of frother were required for 
Iowa coals. 
Laros (54) also used Iowa coals for froth flotation experiments 
with a Denver laboratory flotation cell. Among six commercial frothers 
which were tested, MIBC produced the greatest reduction in sulfur content 
and provided a high recovery. But, all the frothers exhibited some collect­
ing ability as evidenced by a decrease in ash and sulfur removal with 
increasing concentrations of frothers. Laros also found that a single-
stage flotation technique using metal salts was more effective for cleaning 
Iowa coals than the two-stage technique. But, the sulfur and ash contents 
of the clean coal product were still high, probably because pyrite and other 
mineral matter are finely disseminated throughout Iowa coal as shown by 
Greer (42). 
Using modified Hallimond mlcroflotatlon cells. Le (56) and Ho (44) 
studied the floatabllity of Iowa coals and pyrite. Le found that the 
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floatability of Iowa coals and pyrite appeared to be affected by pH in 
the presence of MIBC. For Iowa coals and pyrite, acidic pulps resulted in 
higher recoveries than basic pulps did. Ho showed that the effect of a 
wet oxidative treatment in alkaline solutions on the floatability of Iowa 
coal was not significant. Cleaning with an acid solution did not affect 
the floatability of Iowa coal whether followed by the oxidative treatment 
or not. 
Variables of Coal Flotation 
The cleaning of fine-size coal by froth flotation depends on the 
surface characteristics of the coal rather than its specific gravity. In 
the flotation process, the hydrophobic coal particles have an affinity for 
air bubbles and are collected on the surface of the flotation pulp as a 
froth product. Conversely, the hydrophillc impurities are preferentially 
wetted by the water and remain in the tailings (60). 
Various flotation parameters have been Investigated by different 
researchers to improve the method (12, 16, 20, 37, 58, 60, 65, 66, 68, 95, 
96, 100). Some of the Important variables are particle size, frother type 
and concentration, pulp density, pulp pH, and agitator speed. 
Particle size 
For a highly floatable bituminous coal, the flotation recovery was 
shown to be directly related to the percentage of coal surface available 
for bubble attachment and inversely related to particle mass. The particle 
flotation rate can be thought of in terms of both particle mass and the 
coal surface available for bubble attachment and can be expressed by the 
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following relationship (65, 66). 
„ ^  ffx) 
, , (7) 
g(m) 
where F = particle flotation rate, f(x) = a function of particle surface, 
and g(m) = a function of the particle mass. This expression shows that 
the particle flotation rate increases with an Increase in the coal surface, 
X, and with a decrease in particle mass, m. 
Miller et^ al. (66) found that in a given time flotation recovery 
increases with a reduction in particle size down to 100 mesh, so that any 
recovery of coarse particles in the pulp will be accompanied by progressively 
higher recoveries of fine particles, down to 100 mesh. The flotation 
rate is lower for coarser particles because the surface-to-mass ratio for 
a coarse particle is less than that for a fine particle of the same 
specific gravity. Consequently, greater selectivity would be expected for 
a coarse size. For bituminous coal, the following characteristics were 
found by Miller (65): 
1. Flotation products nearly equal in sulfur content to the clean 
coal products of washablllty tests can be produced from the 14 x 48 mesh 
fraction. 
2. Flotation selectivity decreases and contamination of product 
Increases as particle size decreases from 48 to 100 mesh. 
3. Just as the flotation rate is constant, contamination of the product 
is also constant, and the sulfur content of products is very high in the 
size range from 100 to 325 mesh. 
Particles with a large ratio of surface to mass are floatable even 
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though they may have a high sulfur content. The inefficiency of flotation 
for processing -100 mesh coal can be attributed to the size of bubbles 
generated in present apparatus. 
Sun and Zimmerman (96) showed that it requires more than one bubble 
to float a coarse coal particle, whereas a single bubble can float many fine 
particles. In the case of -100 mesh particles, a single bubble can buoy 
up any particle that has carbon exposed on its surface, regardless of the 
specific gravity of the particle. 
With present laboratory apparatus, the maximum size of bituminous 
coal which can be floated was reported to be 3 to 6 mesh. For anthracite, 
14 to 20 mesh was found to be the maximum floatable size (12, 96). If 
apparatus were available to generate very small bubbles, the flotation 
process could separate even the finest particles more efficiently (113). 
Flotation reagents 
Various types of flotation reagents have been described above. 
Zimmerman (115) reported that, for most coals, it was desirable to use 
both a frother and collector together, such as an alcohol and kerosene or 
fuel oil. Frothers usually are used at rates of 0.1 to 0.5 lb./ton of 
feed. Collector amounts may vary from 0.5 to 2.0 lb./ton of feed. 
According to Laros (54) at Iowa State University, MIBC produced the 
best ash and total sulfur removal out of six commercial frothers tested, 
even though MIBC appeared to exhibit a collector-like property. Miller (68) 
also stated that MIBC is superior to any other frother such as pine oil 
or water-soluble polyglycol types. 
Non-polar fuel oil and collectors containing an amine group such as 
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laurylamlne and isoamyl amine were reported to be very efficient for coal 
flotation (58, 94). 
To depress pyrite in coal flotation, lime or sodium and potassium 
salts have also been used as pyrite depressants (33, 112). 
Ho (44) investigated the depressing action of various inorganic 
reagents on pyrite flotation with MIBC. His results showed that sodium 
chloride was the least effective depressant and calcium hydroxide was the 
most effective depressant for pyrite among eight inorganic salts tested. 
Moreover, the amount of calcium hydroxide required to depress pyrite was 
much less than the amount of other reagents. Next to calcium hydroxide, 
the most effective depressant was sodium hydroxide and the next most 
effective depressant was calcium chloride at high concentrations. 
The hydroxyl ion, a well-known pyrite depressant, probably accounts 
for the depressing action of sodium hydroxide and calcium hydroxide. Ho 
found that the effectiveness of four sodium compounds for depressing 
pyrite Increased in the order of sodium chloride, sodium bicarbonate, 
sodium carbonate, and sodium hydroxide. This order corresponds to the 
increasing basicity of these compounds. 
The inorganic reagents tested by Ho also slightly depressed the 
flotation of coal with MIBC. Except for ferric chloride, none of the 
inorganic compounds reduced the recovery of Iowa coal much below 80 % 
which was not greatly below the recovery of 92 % achieved with MIBC 
alone. The importance of hydroxyl ions was further indicated by the 
action of various sodium compounds as coal depressants. The most basic 
solutions were the strongest depressants. 
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Pulp density 
Pulp density is another important factor for efficient flotation, 
both from a chemical and a mechanical aspect. Because pulp density affects 
the volume of material processed, it determines the residence time for a 
given flow rate of solids in conditioning tanks and flotation machines. 
Since most reagents are added on a pound per ton of solid basis, pulp density 
determines reagent consumption. From the standpoint of the lifting effect 
of gas bubbles, the volume of the pulp is important (that is, its effect 
on particle spacing). 
According to Brown (12), in metalliferrous flotation practice, the 
best results were often obtained with a pulp density of 20 to 30 % by 
weight. In coal flotation, the optimum pulp density was reported to be 
generally lower, approximately 12% by weight (21). In treating relatively 
coarse coal, i.e., -28 mesh with a minimum of 200 mesh particles. Decker 
and Hoffman (26) obtained good results with a pulp density of 20 % by 
weight. Although Brown (12) stated that the pulp density varies from 6 
to 25 %, depending on coal rank, type, and ash content, it is current coal 
flotation practice in the United States to employ a pulp density of 3 to 
20 %, or an average of about 7 % (58). Davis (24) Indicated industrial 
experience has shown that 8 % solids is the maximum desirable pulp density. 
From experimental results of laboratory tests on a Pittsburgh coal, 
it was found that cleaner product was usually obtained with a low pulp 
density, as a consequence of reduced mechanical entrapment of gangue in 
the froth; however, the percentage recovery of feed was higher with a 
high pulp density (12). 
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Pulp pH 
Although some coals float well over a wide range of pH, usually the 
optimum pH for coal flotation is nearly that of a neutral solution (112). 
Near pH of 7, the coal surface will have a small negative charge, and as 
the pulp is made slightly acidic; hydrogen ions will be adsorbed so that 
the charge on the coal particles will become zero and the hydrophobicity of 
the surface will be a maximum. In a more acidic pulp, the coal surface 
will acquire a positive charge. In an alkaline pulp, the coal surface will 
acquire a negative charge through adsorption of hydroxyl ions and conse­
quently the surface will become less hydrophobic. 
Flotation tests conducted on Pittsburgh seam coal indicated that the 
recovery was highest when the pH was between 6 and 7.5 (6, 58). Although 
the ash content of the concentrate increased as the pH was raised, the 
total sulfur content of the concentrate decreased. 
Working with Australian coals. Surdon (13) found the optimum pH for 
coal recovery to be from 6 to 8. On the other hand, Sun and Savage (95) 
reported that a pH of 7 to 10 was optimum for coal flotation. An alkaline 
solution is known to depress pyrite. 
Agitator speed 
Agitator speed has a relatively small effect on coal flotation. Too 
low an impeller speed provides insufficient mixing, insufficient dispersion 
of an oily collector and poor bubble-particle contact. Excessively high 
speeds can decrease effective air dispersion and destroy fruitful bubble-
particle contact (6). Markley and Cavallaro (16, 60) compared the results 
of two agitator speeds (900 and 1100 r.p.m.) using Pocahontas coal and 
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found that the yield was greater at the lower speed and indicated that 
the higher speed impeded bubble-particle contact. They found virtually 
no difference in product quality attributable to agitator speed. 
Other variables affecting coal flotation are air flow rate, tempera­
ture, design of the flotation machine, retention time, and reagent dosage. 
Separation of Pyrite from Coal 
As noted before, both unweathered bituminous coal and freshly ex­
posed unoxidized pyrite tend to be naturally water repellent (34, 37). 
Since the froth flotation technique depends mainly on a difference in sur­
face properties for separation of coal and pyrite, several methods for 
making pyrite hydrophilic without changing the coal surface have been 
considered. A wet oxidation treatment with dissolved oxygen or air has 
been proposed as a promising method for this purpose (44, 56, 75, 99, 100). 
Another problem in coal flotation arises from the fact that pyrite 
is hard to liberate completely from the coal matrix. Some minerals 
including pyrite, are finely disseminated in the coal and are very hard 
to liberate through mechanical crushing. Mechanical equipment for crush­
ing and grinding coal is notoriously inefficient, with most of the energy 
supplied converted into heat. Energy utilization for fine grinding is of 
great concern because it requires a much larger input of energy than for 
coarse grinding. Furthermore, breakage induced by sudden application of 
large mechanical forces tends to be non-selective. Both coal and mineral 
matter are fragmented somewhat randomly with little tendency for breaking 
along boundaries separating organic and inorganic components. Thus, 
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excessive size reduction may be required to liberate mineral matter (8, 
110). Furthermore conventional flotation machines are not suitable for 
separating ultrafine particles. 
Conducting a detailed examination of Upper Freeport coal and 
Pittsburgh coal using scanning electron microscopy, Greer (41) found 
that pyrite, quartz, and clays (kaolinite and mixed layer illites) are 
the major inorganic impurities in these coal. Some calcite is also present. 
The clays and much of the pyrite are present as very small particles which 
are finely disseminated through the coal matrix. Various photomicrographs 
showed that the pyrite microcrystallites are not liberated even when the 
coals are mechanically ground to pass a 325 mesh sieve. 
Consequently, a better method of liberation is needed which breaks 
coal along interfacial boundaries between macérais and minerals without 
dissolution or excessive size reduction. New techniques which may provide 
more efficient liberation are chemical comminution and ultrasonic vibration. 
Wet oxidation pretreatment 
Hot aqueous solutions containing dissolved oxygen or air extract 
pyritic sulfur from coal. This has been demonstrated in numerous laboratory 
tests carried out over a wide range of experimental conditions ( 8, 29, 
30, 44, 56, 63, 70, 75, 81, 91, 100, 109). 
McKay and Halpem (63) tried to oxidize pyrite at relatively high 
temperature (100 - 130°C) and at elevated oxygen pressures (0-4 atm.). 
Under mildly acidic conditions, the pyrites appeared to react as follows: 
2 FeSg + 7 Og + 2 HgO ^2 FeSO^ + 2 HgSO^ (8) 
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A large portion of the ferrous sulfate produced by the preceding reaction 
was further oxidized to ferrie sulfate as follows : 
4 FeSO^ + Og + 2 HgSO^ ^ ^ 2 FegCSO^) + 2 H^O (9) 
McKay and Halpern found that about 35 % of the pyrite was oxidized after 
6 hr reaction. Also, at moderate pH (but not at low pH) the ferric 
sulfate was hydrolyzed and ferric oxide was precipitated. As a result 
of these reactions, water-soluble sulfates were produced which were 
readily extracted. 
A process was described by Forward and Halpern (29) for extracting 
uranium from ores containing pyrite. Under acidic conditions, the 
following reactions were proposed by Forward and Halpern: 
FeSg + 3.5 Og + HgO ^=± FeSO^ + HgSO^ (10) 
2 FeSg + 7.5 0^ + H^O q=± Fe2(S0^)3 + HgSO^ (11) 
2^2(304)3 + (3-kx) HgO FegOg.x H^O + 3 HgSO^ (12) 
Fe2(S0^)2 + (2+2x) H^O 2 Fe(OH)SO^.x H^O + HgSO^ (13) 
All these reactions yield sulfuric acid; some also result in the forma­
tion and dissolution of iron salts. Although the above four reactions 
were expected at high temperature and low acidity, the hematite forming 
reaction appeared to be more probable. 
According to Stenhouse and Armstrong (91), pyrite is oxidized with 
a sodium hydroxide solution at elevated temperature (100 - 130°C) con­
taining dissolved oxygen under pressure (100 - 200 psi). The final prod­
uct of this oxidation are iron oxides and sulfate ions. They proposed an 
unreacted core model in which iron oxides form a stable layer around each 
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partly-reacted pyrite particle. Both hematite and magnetite were found 
in either a completely or an incompletely oxidized particle. 
The Ames process was conceived at Iowa State University (18, 44, 70, 
75, 100, 109) to extract pyritic sulfur from coal with a hot alkaline 
solution containing dissolved oxygen. This process employs alkaline 
solutions (e.g., 0.2 M sodium carbonate at 150°C and oxygen at about 14 
atm. to leach over 95 % of the pyritic sulfur within 1 hr. from certain 
coals. The overall reaction between pyrite and oxygen dissolved in a 
sodium carbonate solution was proposed by Mheelock and Markuszewski (110) as 
2 FeSg + 7.5 Og + 4 HgO ^Fe^Og + 4 HgSO^ ( 4) 
HgSO^ + 2 NagCOg ^NagSO* + 2 NaHCO^ ( 5) 
Min (70) applied the Ames process under very mild conditions to achieve 
only a surface oxidation of the pyrite. Pulverized Scott coal (-35 mesh) 
from Iowa was mixed with a dilute sodium carbonate solution (0.1 wt. %) 
at atmospheric pressure. Air was then introduced through a sparger for 
30 min. while the suspension was maintained at 80°C. Comparing the 
flotation results of chemically treated and untreated coals, it was found 
that the chemical pretreatment step reduced the floatabilityof pyrite 
about 5 %. Le (56) conducted related experiments in which the alkali 
concentration was varied from 0.1 to 10 wt. %, using a Hallimond micro-
flotation cell. His results showed that the flotation recovery of pyrite 
decreased from 15 to 3.5 % when the chemical pretreatment was conducted 
at 80°C. Ho, (44) conducted numerous experiments with Iowa coal and 
pyrite to determine the effect of the wet oxidation pretreatment on 
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flotation. For the oxidizing treatment, the particles were suspended In 
solutions having different concentrations of sodium carbonate (0 - 4 wt. 
%) which were heated to 80°C. Then, air was bubbled through the solu­
tion to create an oxidizing environment and the treatment lasted 5 min. 
at atmospheric pressure. Although the alkali by itself reduced the 
floatablllty of the pyrites markedly, wet oxidation in sodium carbonate 
solutions reduced the floatablllty an additional amount in the presence 
of MIBC. On the other hand, the wet oxidation step had very little 
additional effect on the floatablllty of Iowa coal. 
In the oil agglomeration of coal study by Patterson (75), coal 
particles were treated in various alkaline solutions such as sodium 
carbonate and sodium bicarbonate containing dissolved air at atmospheric 
pressure and at 50°C or 80°C for various time periods. Pretreated coals 
were then oil agglomerated. The results showed that chemical pretreat-
ment increased pyrite rejection and the effectiveness of the treatment 
depended on the type and concentration of alkali, reaction temperature 
and residence time. Also, chemical pretreatment was found to be more 
effective in reducing the inorganic sulfur content of fine coal (-400 
mesh) than of coarse coal (-100 mesh). 
Ultrasonic vibration 
Ultransonlcs have been employed in flotation for emulsifying flo­
tation reagents to raise the efficiency of their action and to lower 
their consumption. It is known that ultrasonic waves possess very high 
energy which can produce cavitation in liquids. Ultrasonic waves are 
also capable of rupturing quite strong chemical bonds (36). 
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The physico-chemical and purely physical effects of ultrasonics on 
the surface layers of solid particles have been studied very little. 
Glembotskii (36) conducted some flotation tests with galena. After 
flotation with optimum reagent conditions, the froth product was separated 
and placed in a cell with water, and treated with ultrasonic vibration 
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at a frequency of 20 KHz. with an intensity of about 2 W./cm . After 
ultrasonic treatment the froth product was transferred to a flotation 
cell and flotation was attempted with a frother. The tests showed that 
short-time (3-5 min.) ultrasonic treatment largely destroyed the 
xanthate adsorption layer, so that after the treatment the galena did 
not float at all in the presence of the frother. 
It was shown possible to take advantage of the ultrasonically 
induced oscillation of a gas bubble trapped between a foreign impurity 
and a small particle. The high rate of oscillation rapidly fatigued the 
material at the interface and caused it to break off (31, 38). Reunivtzer 
and Dmitriev (80) employed the ultrasonic vibration technique to liberate 
impurities from feldspar. Feldspar grains are, as a rule, covered with 
crusts of kaolin and films of iron hydroxides. Sometimes considerable 
quantities of organic impurities are present on the grain surface. When 
mechanical grinding methods are employed, the above mentioned impurities 
are only partially removed. They remain in the irregularity of the grain 
surface, in pores and in micro-cracks. Reunivtzer and Dmitriev (80) found 
that ultrasonic cleaning of feldspar (10 - 15 min.) at a frequency of 20 
KHz., in a sodium carbonate solution (2 Kg./ton of feldspar) or in 10 % 
hydrochloric acid solution, was much more effective than mechanical 
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grinding as it permitted additional extraction of harmful impurities such 
as hematite. Mineralogical analysis with a microscope showed that the 
surface of the feldspar was almost completely liberated from foreign films. 
Although apparently ultrasonics have not been used for liberating coal 
particles in froth flotation practice, the method seems promising. 
Chemical comminution 
This technique involves fracturing or breaking coal by the application 
of specific chemical reagents such as anhydrous ammonia, acetone, or 
methanol, which are strongly absorbed by coal macérais but not by minerals. 
The coal breaks along bedding planes and boundaries between organic and 
inorganic phases. Consequently, mineral matter is liberated without 
excessive size reduction (110). 
Although several theories have been proposed, the mechanism is not 
yet fully defined. Keller and Smith (50) reported that inhibition of 
ammonia caused a volume increase of at least 50 % for most bituminous coal. 
Since the macérais swell but not the minerals, stress develops along the 
interfacial boundaries separating these components, and fracturing occurs 
where stress is concentrated. 
Another possibility is that the comminuting agent disrupts the bonding 
between the major components of coal (5). Thus, ammonia which has the 
ability to hydrogen bond may interfere with the hydrogen bonding between 
coal macromolecules. 
According to Howard ^  ad. (46) at Syracuse University Research 
Corporation, no significant dissolution of the coal matrix has been found 
nor is there any apparent interaction between the non-coal constituents 
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and the comminuting agent. What results, then, from the act of commi­
nution is simply fragmented coal, from which the entrained pyrite and 
ash-forming mineral matter have been liberated. Since the comminuting 
agent does not appear to affect the coal impurities, the particle size 
of the pyrite and other mineral constitutents is governed solely by those 
forces applied before or after chemical comminution. 
Although Matida et al. (62) stated that the coal matrix is not 
dissolved in the comminuting agent, ammonia-treated Mayachi coal in 
Japan (120°C for 4 hrs.) was found highly reactive toward gasification, 
producing methane by reaction with hydrogen at high gasifying tempera­
ture (above 800°C) when catalyzed by nickel. The Japanese workers pro­
posed the following explanation: The dispersion of the catalyst on the 
treated coal was improved because of the increase in surface area and 
change in surface state, i.e., affinity of the catalyst or its aqueous 
solution. Also, the impregnation of the catalyst into coal microcracks 
may have prevented the coal particles from caking and preserved the 
effective surface area for reaction. 
After treating Pittsburgh and Illinois coals (previously crushed to 
IH in. top size) with anhydrous liquid ammonia or with liquid methanol 
as comminuting agents, Howard e^ al. (46) found that approximately 90 % 
of the comminuted coal was +32 mesh. Longer treatment with the comminut­
ing agents did not produce more fine-sized coal. They indicated that the 
reduction in the amount of fines to be handled is quite a significant 
economic factor which greatly simplifies handling, transportation, 
and storage of the cleaned coal. Even for a float-sink test, the -100 
mesh fraction is usually omitted due to the attendant difficulties in 
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handling. Float-sink tests in tetracholoroethylene (1.62 sp. gr.) 
with several Appalachian and Illinois seam coals showed that for the 
same recovery rate the cumulative sulfur content of the float product 
was much lower for chemically comminuted coal than for mechanically 
crushed coal (5, 19, 22, 23, 46). Furthermore, for the same sulfur 
content level, the product recovery after chemical comminution was 
greater than after mechanical grinding. 
Mln (70) also applied chemical comminution to some Iowa coals at 
Iowa State University after the coals were passed through a double roll 
crusher to reduce them to 0.25 in. top size. Although Mln conducted 
float-sink tests with both chemically comminuted coal and mechanically 
crushed coal (0.25 in. top size), he did not get significantly better 
results with the chemically comminuted coals. 
The degree of fragmentation achieved with ammonia depends on 
several factors including the coal rank, the time of exposure, and treat­
ment conditions (5, 23, 111). Although many float-sink tests have been 
conducted, fine coals (-100 mesh) are usually discarded because of the 
handling problem. But, as Wheelock (107) indicated, froth flotation is 
an appropriate beneficiation method for such fine-size coal. Mln (70) 
conducted flotation tests with chemically comminuted coal and untreated 
coal. Employing Iowa coals, he achieved a better recovery when the 
coals were chemically comminuted than when the coals were untreated 
even though ash and sulfur removal was not always consistent. 
Micro-bubble flotation 
Microscopic inspection of sized portions of ground ore has shown that 
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liberation of a specific mineral is more nearly perfect for the fine sizes. 
Gaudin (34) found that the liberation of galena from an ore was almost 
perfect when the particles were mechanically ground to -26 ym. size. For 
the case of sphalerite, Gaudin achieved 99 % liberation when the particles 
were ground to -37 ym. size. 
For a bituminous coal. Miller ^  (66) found that froth flotation 
is more selective for coarse particles. As the particle size becomes 
finer (e.g., -100 mesh), the separation efficiency decreases and the product 
becomes more highly contaminated with impurities. But, the flotation 
rate was reported to be very high when fine particles were fed. 
Since bubbles produced in present conventional flotation apparatus 
are large (approximately 1 mm. in diameter), a single bubble can buoy 
up any fine coal particle (-100 mesh) that has carbon exposed on its 
surface, regardless of its specific gravity (60, 95). Another possible 
explanation for low separation efficiency was proposed by Hemmings (43) as 
the froth lamella-thickness hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, 
the ultrafines, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic particles, are retained 
in the film of the aqueous lamella which coats the surface of big gas 
bubbles. 
If smaller gas bubbles were produced, the disadvantages described 
above could be overcome. Very small gas bubbles, which are smaller than the 
solid particles, could selectively adhere to the hydrophobic part of any 
given particle. Since a number of gas bubbles would be required to lift 
an individual coal particle, the particles which had only a small amount 
of coal would be suppressed. Also, the retention of foreign particles In 
the film surrounding the micro-bubbles would be suppressed by the relatively 
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larger size of the particles. 
Several methods have been used to generate small gas bubbles for 
the flotation of fine particles (11, 20, 84, 86). These methods include 
the bubble-cyclone generator developed by Shea and Bamett (86) and the 
batchwise funnel flotation cell developed by Collins and Jameson (20). In 
Germany, a semi-commercial micro-bubble flotation process was reported 
by Bethe (11). In the German process, a coal slurry and air are passed 
through a narrow tube at high speed to produce micro-bubbles. The generated 
gas bubbles and slurry are delivered to a flotation cell without mechanical 
agitator. With this method, -30 ym. coal slimes having an ash content of 
30 % were successfully processed in a pilot plant to produce a concentrate 
with 12 % ash and a waste with more than 60 % ash. The fourth and most 
familiar technique was developed by Sebba (84, 85) based on Jackson's 
report. Jackson (49) described how the dissolution of gases in water could 
be speeded up by entrainment of the gas in a fast moving stream of water 
using a venturi type of aerator, and suggested that use of surfactant could 
improve the aeration by diminishing the bubble size. In Sebba's technique, 
micro-bubbles are generated by means of a modified glass aspirator which 
is designed to entrain a gas into a stream of fast moving liquid containing 
a surfactant. By repeatedly recirculating the dispersion of micro-bubbles 
until the volume of the dispersion reaches a steady-state, the maximum 
concentration of micro-bubbles is achieved. 
Besides greater separation efficiency, micro-bubble flotation has 
the following potential advantages over conventional flotation. First, 
more bubble surface area is available for adsorption for the same volume 
of gas; second, the mass of linked bubbles rises rapidly through the column 
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of liquid; and third, the bubble dispersion can be pumped from a bubble 
generator to a flotation column (86). 
With this technique, Sebba (84, 85) produced bubbles as small as 
20 ym. in average diameter (ranging from 5 to 50 ym.) with a half life 
of 5 min. or more. Also, it was found that the size and stability of 
the micro-bubbles were determined by the following factors: the re­
circulating liquid velocity, the gas pressure, the dimensions of the 
aspirator, the liquid level in the reservoir, and the frother type and 
concentration. 
Using both the micro-bubble flotation technique and a conventional 
flotation technique with a Wemco flotation machine, Yoon and Miller 
(113) conducted some preliminary experiments and compared the results. 
Employing Pittsburgh coal with 35.0 % ash and 5.6 % pyritic sulfur and 
applying MIBC as a frother, cleaner coal was produced with the micro-
bubble flotation technique without any loss in recovery of the -100 
mesh size. However, when the particle size was reduced to -200 mesh, 
both methods produced similar results and neither method had an ad­
vantage over the other. 
Kinetics of Coal Flotation 
The flotation rate of coal varies for different coals and different 
conditions. While the rate depends on the concentration of coal parti­
cles in the pulp, the rate dependency can vary between coals under 
similar conditions. It is commonly accepted that a complete characteri­
zation of coal flotation is complicated and not sufficiently developed 
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at present to accurately predict many important flotation phenomena. 
However, a number of mathematical models have been proposed to explain 
flotation characteristics (7, 35, 37, 47) and several workers have 
applied these models to coal flotation (53, 101). According to the 
model developed by Glembotskki et (37), the flotation rate of 
particles is proportional to the probability of particle-bubble 
collision and the probability of adhesion. This model is a theoretical 
one and the experimental measurement of such concepts proved hard and 
tedious. When Tsai (101) applied Glembotskki's concept to a certain 
bituminous coal floated with MIBC as a frother, it was found that 
flotation did not follow first-order kinetics. 
Gaudin (34) proposed a first-order flotation model which assumed 
that each mineral particle was completely liberated from foreign im­
purities and that the desired mineral particles were all floatable. 
These assumptions are very questionable and probably not applicable to 
coal flotation. Arbiter and Harris (7) generalized Gaudin's model by 
varying the flotation order in batchwise, semi-batch and tubular flow 
flotation cells. Although they modified Gaudin's assumptions and 
allowed for some floatable material to remain after a prolonged time, 
they still assumed that the feed material was completely liberated from 
impurities. 
An Improved and more practical model was proposed by Huber-Fanu, 
et al. (47). They developed a first-order flotation model for batch 
and continuous flotation cells. For the first time, a flotation model 
took into account the distribution of floatability characteristics and 
particle size distribution of particles undergoing flotation. Floata-
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bility was defined as a probability factor for froth flotation. 
Although this concept was first considered by Glembotskki et al., 
Huber-Panu and coworkers converted the concept to practicality. 
This first-order model was applied to coal flotation kinetics by 
Klimpel ^  al. (53). They used a Western Pennsylvania bituminous 
coal and a particular frother (M150 from Dow Chemical Co.) for 
flotation. For a monosize coal, they found that the first-order 
model described the experimental data successfully. 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
Froth flotation test 
All macro-bubble flotation experiments were conducted with a Denver 
D - 1 laboratory Sub-A flotation cell (Model No. 5201-110) manufactured 
by Joy Manufacturing Company, Denver Equipment Division, Denver, Colorado. 
This equipment included a standard open impeller (Speed Range: 0-3300 
r.p.m.), a diffuser, and several sizes of stainless steel tanks (1, 2, 
and 4 liter). 
For a flotation experiment, a suspension of ground coal and water 
together with appropriate reagents was placed in the cell and agitated 
for several minutes to condition the suspension. After conditioning, 
air was introduced at a constant flow rate to produce a froth. During 
the frothing operation, air bubbles dispersed by the impeller collided 
with the solid particles and collected those that were hydrophobic and 
carried them to the surface of the suspension (see Figure 4). The re­
sulting froth which floated on the surface of the suspension was removed 
by hand skimming with a spatula. The clean coal was recovered from the 
froth product by filtration. The flotation experiment was conducted 
either for a definite time or until the froth no longer carried any coal. 
After the test, the pulp remaining in the cell was filtered to recover 
the solid refuse or tailings. The product and tailings were dried, 
weighed, and analyzed for ash and sulfur. After each experiment, the 
cell was carefully washed in order to prevent any memory effect. 
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Figure 4. A schematic representation of a froth flotation cell 
(cited from (86)) 
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Chemical pretreatment step 
The chemical pretreatment step which was designed to oxidize the 
surface of the pyrite particles was conducted with the apparatus shown 
in Figure 5. The experimental procedure for this step was as follows: 
1. A 50 g. batch of coal and 500 ml. of prepared chemical solution 
were placed in a 1000 ml. three-necked flask and agitated. 
2. Until the reaction temperature was attained, nitrogen gas was 
introduced into the suspension through a gas dispersion tube 
(12 EC Pyrex 39533, ASTM 70-200). 
3. The slurry was agitated by an electric motor which rotated at 
450 r.p.m. The escaping gas was vented through a water-cooled 
reflux condenser. 
4. The slurry was heated by an electric heating mantle which was 
controlled by a variable transformer. 
5. When the temperature reached 80°C, the flow of nitrogen gas was 
interrupted and air was supplied to the flask. 
6. The reaction temperature was maintained at 80 + 2°C for 15 min. 
The air flow was maintained at a constant rate of 5 l./min. with the 
aid of a rotameter. 
7. After 15 min. of reaction, the electric heating mantle was removed 
and the reactor was quickly cooled by a cold water bath. At the 
same time, nitrogen was used to flush air from the reactor. 
8. When the reactor reached room temperature, the slurry was removed 
and filtered. After the filter cake was rinsed with deionized 
water, the cake was placed in the flotation cell for the flotation 
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Figure 5. Chemical pretreatment apparatus 
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test. The filtrate was sometimes used as a flotation solution 
or discarded. 
9. When the pretreatment step was completed, the dispersion tube was 
rinsed with water and immersed in a sulfuric acid-potassium di-
chromate solution for cleaning. 
Micro-bubble flotation test 
A laboratory-scale micro-bubble flotation cell was built based on 
Sebba's technique for generating micro-bubbles (see Figure 6). The 
principal components of the apparatus were the glass joint section (A) 
where the micro-bubbles were generated, the tetrahedral-shaped flotation 
cell (B), and the centrifugal pump (C) to circulate the pulp. 
A surfactant-coal slurry (50 g. coal and 1000 ml. solution) placed 
in the tetrahedral-shaped plastic tank (1 liter-size, 15 x 15 x 20 cm.) 
was pumped through flexible tubing (8 mm. inside diameter) by the high 
speed centrifugal pump (Model E-1, Type 100-RST manufactured by Eastern 
Industries, Hamden, Connecticut). The motor delivered the coal slurry 
at a rate of 6 l./min. Meanwhile, slightly pressurized air was supplied 
through the gas inlet into the micro-bubble generating section (A). The 
air leaked through the roughened ground glass joint (5 7/25. ACE Glass, 
Inc.) which was separated by very fine carborundum powder. When the coal 
slurry passed through the glass joint at high velocity, the pressurized 
air was drawn into the slurry and formed micro-bubbles which were dispersed 
throughout the slurry. 
The slurry was continuously recirculated until no more micro-bubbles 
were generated. The micro-bubbles tended to adhere to the hydrophobic part 
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Figure 6. Micro-bubble flotation cell 
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of each coal particle and carried the particles to the surface of the 
suspension. The floated coal was removed with a scraper. 
Any surfactant solution remaining in the system was removed by 
repeatedly flushing the system with fresh deionized water. 
Other equipment 
The equipment listed below was used for size reduction, weighing, 
drying and other operations performed on coal and pyrite. 
1. A modified soxhlet extractor (J & W Scientific Inc., Orangevale, 
CA.) was used for chemical comminution of coal with anhydrous 
ammonia gas. This stainless steel cylindrical extractor (6.6 cm. 
inside diameter and 24 cm. in depth) allowed pressures of 1 to 
200 atm, 
2. A high-frequency cell disruptor (Model #-375, Heat Systems -
Ultrasonics, Inc., Plainsview, New Jersey) was employed for ultra­
sonic treatment of coal. The vibrating tip was 0.5 in. in diameter 
and the unit was capable of supplying 375 watts power acoustic 
at 20 KHz. 
3. A jaw crusher (Sturtevant Mill Co.) was used to crush coarse coal. 
4. A bench scale double roll crusher (Smith Engineering Works, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin) was used to crush coal to 0.25 in. top size. 
5. A Mikro-Samplemill (Pulverizing Machinery Division, American 
Marietta Co., Summit, New Jersey) was used to grind coal to fine 
size. 
6. A disk attrition mill (Quaker City Mill, A.W. Strauss Co., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) was also used to produce fine-size coal. 
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7. A Mettiez H31 analytical balance (Mettiez Instrument Co.) was 
used to weigh samples. 
8. A drying oven (Blue M Electric Co.) was used to dry samples. 
9. A Bausch and Lomb stereo camera was used with a steromicroscope 
(Model 3-D, Bausch and Lomb Inc., Rochester, New York) to photo­
graph particle-bubble attachment phenomena. 
Materials Used 
Coal 
The source of the coals used for most of the experiments is shown in 
Table 1. The ash content, sulfur distribution and heating value of these 
coals were determined by ASTM methods (D2492, D3174, D3177) and are shown 
in Table 2. 
Table 1. Source of coals used as feedstock for experiments 
Coal Source Status 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
Star 
Dahm 
Upper Freeport 
Lower Freeport 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) 
Lower Kittanning 
Loveridge Mine, Fairview, WV Oxidized 
Star Mine, Monroe County, lA Oxidized 
Dahm Mine, Marion County, lA Unoxidized 
E-Seam, Helen Mine, Central, 
PA Unoxidized 
Lancashire, No. 24 Mine, 
Cambria, PA Unoxidized 
Ireland Mine, Moundsville, PA Unoxidized 
Lancashire, No. 24 Mine, 
Cambria Ct. PA Unoxidized 
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Table I. (cont.) 
Coal Source Status 
Lovilla Lovilia Mine, Monroe County, lA Unoxidized 
Illinois No. 6 Elm Mine, Trivoli, IL Unoxidized 
Table 2. Composition and heating value of coals 
H.V.f Ash, Sulfur distribution, wt. % 
BTU/lb. wt. % Pyr. Suif. Org. Tot. 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 11. 30 1, .05 0. ,10 1. ,21 2, .36 
Star^ 17. 43 3, .14 0. ,31 0. ,73 4. ,18 
Dahm*^ 11. 59 1, .57 0. ,13 1. ,16 2, .86 
Upper Freeport 11, 831 23. 93 2, .57 0. ,05 0, .63 3 .25 
Lower Freeport 11, 436 26. 69 0, .32 0. ,09 0, .37 0. ,78 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) 8, 806 37. 53 2, .53 0. ,10 1, .32 3 .95 
Lower Kittanning 11, ,909 21. 95 1, .42 0. ,05 0. ,79 2, 26 
Lovilia^ 11, 463 16. 57 2, .43 0. 08 0, .67 3, .18 
Illinois No. 6 13, 404 10. 27 1 .36 0. ,11 1. ,54 3, .01 
^Dry basis. 
^High volatile C bituminous coal. 
Chemical reagents and oils 
Methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC) from Union Carbide Co. was used as 
a frother. Two kinds of oils were used as collectors. They were heater 
oil (usually called No. 1 fuel oil, sp. gr. = 0.811) and No. 200 LLS fuel 
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oil (sp. gr. = 0.916) from Amoco Oil Co., Chicago. Also, recently developed 
non-ionic silicone surfactants (X2 - 8063, E3664 - 81C, E 2943 - 129 - 2, 
E3664 - USD, and E3664 - 81 F) were used as coal collectors. These 
five surfactants were supplied by Dow Corning Co., Midland, Michigan. 
To depress pyrite, sodium carbonate (Reagent grade. Fisher Scientific 
Co.) and sodium bicarbonate (Reagent grade. Fisher Scientific Co.) were 
used. Deionized water was used for all flotation tests. 
Analysis and Calculations 
After each flotation experiment, the floated material (product) and 
the remaining pulp (tailings) were filtered through Whatman No. 1 paper, 
dried in an oven for 2 hr. at 110°C, and weighed. The overall recovery 
was calculated based on these data. 
The dried product and tailings were pulverized for 30 sec. with a 
high-speed micro-pulverizer (Type A-10, Ika Werk, West Germany) to reduce 
the particle size below 60 mesh and to homogenize the materials. Finally, 
the pulverized materials were analyzed for ash, total sulfur, total 
inorganic sulfur, and pyritic sulfur, respectively, by ASTM methods. 
The overall recovery in percent was calculated using the following 
equation: 
Product (g.) 
Recovery (%) = ——— X 100 (16) 
Product (g.) + Tailings (g.) 
The sulfur (total, inorganic, pyritic) removal in percent was 
calculated using the following equation: 
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Tailings (g.) x Sulfur in Tailings (%) X 100 
Sulfur Removal (%) = — ——-
Product (g.) X Sulfur in product (%) + 
Tailings (g.) x Sulfur in Tailings (%) 
(17) 
The ash removal in percent was calculated in a similar way: 
Tailings (g.) x Ash in Tailings (%) X 100 
Ash Removal (%) = 
Product (g.) X Ash in Product (%) + Tailings 
(g.) X Ash in Tailings (%) 
(18) 
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THEORETICAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Bubble-Particle Attachment 
When a system consisting of a gas bubble and a solid particle 
suspended separately in a liquid changes to a system consisting of the 
gas bubble attached to the particle, an energy change has occurred. This 
change can be evaluated from the three interfacial energies and the 
change in the three interfacial areas. Evaluation of the energy change 
is then possible in terms of the surface energy of the liquid, of the 
contact angle between the gas bubble and the particle, and of the inter-
facial -area changes. Gaudin (34) found that the attachment of air bubbles 
to particles occurs spontaneously if the contact angle is greater than 
zero. 
In flotation, the attachment force must be great enough for a particle 
to be held by a gas bubble as it rises to the surface of the pulp. If the 
force of gravity acting on a particle is greater than the attachment 
force, the particle will not be retained by the gas bubble. 
When a gas bubble and a particle are attached in a liquid. Young's 
equation can be applied as follows: 
(19) 
This equation can be expressed in terms of surface energies. 
(20) 
Bubble-particle attachment was analyzed for two cases which are 
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described below. 
Attachment of bubbles to spherical surfaces 
In the conventional flotation process, small particles come in 
contact with large gas bubbles. Adhesion does not change the bubble 
volume, so that effectively the air-water interface and the mineral-water 
interface are both reduced by the area of contact A, while the mineral-
air interface is increased by the area of contact. According to Gaudin 
(34), the work of adhesion is expressed as 
Since the work of adhesion is positive for all values of 0 between 
0 and 180°, adhesion occurs spontaneously for all values of the contact 
angle that are not zero. 
On the other hand, each particle which floats should be supported 
by the attachment force because of the force of gravity, Fg. 
(21) 
By substituting Equation 20 into Equation 21, Gaudin obtained 
AW' = A Eg^ (1 - cos 0) (22) 
F (23) 
For the case of a spherical mineral particle which is attached to 
a large air bubble (see Figure 7), the following attachment force, F^, 
is necessary to overcome the force of gravity. 
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Figure 7. A small spherical particle supported by a large bubble 
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= 2 wb'Yaw sin 0 sin 3 (24) 
The derivation of this relationship is indicated in Figure 7. The same 
relationship was derived by Nutt (71) and Scheludko ^  (82) . Nutt 
added the volumetric attachment force by assuming that the volume of the 
air bubble changes with the adsorption of the particle. However, 
Scheludko et al. indicated that the difference is small. 
Also, by applying Pythagoras' theorem to Equation 24, the following 
relationship is obtained. 
F, - ' Y3„ Si. « (35, 
To determine the upper attachment force limit, F^^, let us set 
u = — = cos 3 0 < u < 1 (26) 
R' ~ ~ 
In Equation 26, u is a dimensionless variable which provides a measure 
of the ratio of the size of the bubble-particle contact to the size of 
the particle. Then, Equation 25 becomes as follows; 
Fg = 2 R' u /l - vr sin 0 (26) yp" 
Let us define v as follows: 
V = u Jl - (27) 
Then, 
v^ = _ (u2 -i)2 +-i (28) 
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Therefore, the maximum value of v is 0.5 when u is 0.707. This means 
this value is substituted into Equation 25, the attachment force limit, 
^am' be expressed as follows: 
By plotting against b'/R' for different values of 0 with Equation 25, 
a family of curves as shown in Figure 8 is obtained. For any given 
However, only the value of b* which is larger than 0.707 R* represents 
a stable attachment. Therefore, b^ represents a stable condition whereas 
b| does not. If a detachment force larger than is applied, b' will 
tend to be reduced which increases F^ so that the system is stable. On 
the other hand, if the system is at the condition represented by b^, 
an increase in the detachment force will reduce b' which will reduce F^ 
and the system will come apart. If the detachment force is larger than 
Fg^ at a given contact angle, the particle can not adhere to the air 
bubble. This force limit is necessary for the detachment of the particle 
from the air bubble and such a concept was also discussed by Nutt (71). 
Under steady state conditions where there is no acceleration, the 
force of gravity is equal to the attachment force. Therefore, the following 
relationship is obtained by equation Equation 23 and Equation 25. 
that the attachment force is a maximum when the angle, 3, is 45°. When 
(29) 
particle, there are two values of b' which provide the same value of F^. 
^ ™ (Ps - Pw) 8 - 2 ,b',/R'2 - b'2 g (30) 
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Figure 8. Attachment force versus contact radius for various contact angles 
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By rearranging Equation 30, the following expression Is obtained: 
- • 
The particle size limit, R^, is when b'/R' is 0.707 as derived in 
Equation 28, and expressed as follows: 
^ • i/S 
This relationship indicates that the particle size limit is a function 
of the contact angle, 0. For various contact angles, the particle size 
limit of coal was calculated by Equation 32 and the results are shown 
in Table 3. 
Table 3. Coal size limit for various contact angles^ 
Contact angle, 6, 
degrees 
Size limit, R^, 
cm. 
Min. bubble size, R^^, 
cm. 
Contact area, A^, 
cm^. 
10 0.139 0.110 0.036 
20 0.195 0.155 0.070 
30 0.236 0.187 0.102 
40 0.268 0.213 0.132 
50 0.292 0.232 0.157 
60 0.311 0.247 0.178 
70 0.324 0.257 0.193 
80 0.331 0.263 0.202 
90 0.334 0.265 0.205 
®Yaw 72.75 dynes/cm. at 20°C. 
pg = 1.5 g./cu. cm. (density of coal), 
p = 1 g./ cu. cm. (density of water), 
g = 980 cm./sec^. (gravity acceleration). 
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Also, it is possible to calculate the minimum bubble size, Rm, 
for a particle of maximum size, R^. When a particle of radius, is 
attached to an air bubble of radius, Rj^, the gravitational force of the 
particle and the buoyant force of the air bubble are equal at steady state, 
or 
4 irRm^ 4 ÏÏR2 
— (pg - Pw) 8 = 3 (Pw - Pa) 8 (33) 
By rearranging Equation 33, the minimum radius of the air bubble is 
given by the relation. 
Rm = (34) 
Pw ~ Pa 
For each value of R^, the minimum size of air bubble, R^, was calculated 
by using Equation 34, and the results are presented in Table 3. 
By using Equation 26, it is possible to calculate the bubble-
particle contact area. Am, for the maximum particle size as follows; 
1 - cos 3 
Am = 4 TrR^3 (35) 
or 
An = 0.59nR^2 (36) 
For each maximum size of particle, the contact area was calculated and 
the values are shown in Table 3. 
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The selectivity of froth flotation increases as the ration of contact 
radius to particle radius, b'/R'» becomes larger. If the ratio is small, 
it should be possible to float a very dirty coal particle or to float a 
foreign particle which has only a small part of its surface coated with 
coal. On the other hand, when the ratio is large, it should only be 
possible to float a relatively pure coal particle or a foreign particle 
which has a large part of its surface coated with coal. Therefore, the 
ratio, b'/R', should be as large as possible for good selectivity. 
When particle radius, R', is plotted against the ratio, b'/R', for 
various contact angles by using Equation 31, the family of curves shown 
in Figure 9 is obtained for coal. Figure 9 indicates two values of the 
ratio exist for the same size of coal particle at each contact angle 
unless the ratio is equal to 0.707. One value of the ratio is smaller 
than 0.707 and the other larger than 0.707. If the particle size is 
variable at a constant contact angle, higher selectivity can be achieved 
either by making the particle larger for b'/R' < 0.707, or by making it 
smaller for b'/R' > 0.707. If the particle size is constant and the con­
tact angle is variable, higher selectivity can be achieved either by de­
creasing the contact angle for b'/R' < 0.707 or by increasing it for 
b'/R' > 0.707. The contact angle of low and medium rank coal is very 
low. Apian (6) and Brown (12) indicated that the maximum contact angle 
of around 60 degrees occurs for low volatile bituminous and semi-
anthracite coals and that the contact angle of the highest rank coal, 
anthracite, is somewhat lower. The contact angle of high volatile 
bituminous coals is lower than 10 degrees. 
A similar plot for pyrite (see Figure 10) indicates the same type 
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of phenomena as for coal. However, the particle size limit for pyrite 
is much lower than that for coal because of the higher density of pyrite 
(5.02 g./eu. cm.) and low contact angle. These facts indicate that small 
pyrite particles can be easily separated from large coal particles by 
froth flotation. 
If a bubble-particle combination in a quiescent state is suddenly 
subjected to rapid acceleration as in an agitated pulp, the attachment 
force will vary in order to accommodate the changing conditions. In such 
a case, the balance of forces expressed in Equation 30 is changed as 
follows ; 
(p, - p„) ^ Si. « 
(37) 
where the acceleration, a^, is included for this unsteady state. By 
arranging Equation 37, the following equation is obtained: 
r.2 = 1 ^ /I _ ( ^  J- (38) 
(P. - P„) (g + a. 
Y.,., sin 0 
j  -  ( ^ )  
which is same to Equation 31 except the fact that the acceleration, a^, 
is included in Equation 38. The positive value of a^ means that the 
particle is accelerated downward, and the negative value means that 
the particle is accelerated upward. If the upward acceleration is 
larger than 980 cm./sec?, any size of particle can attach to bubbles 
and Equation 38 is not meaningful. 
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When the particle size, R', is plotted against the acceleration, 
a^, for various contact ratios, b'/R', at constant contact angle of 30°, 
the following conclusions can be obtained. At a given contact ratio, 
only smaller coal particles can attach to air bubbles as the acceleration 
increases in the positive direction (see Figure 11). If the acceleration 
decreases in the negative direction, the coal particle size increases until 
The similar plot with pyrite in Figure 12 gives the same conclusion 
as for coal except a lower size limit for pyrite results because of its 
higher density and lower contact angle. 
If the size and density of each spherical particle are the same 
in a quiescent pulp, the maximum number of particles, n', which can 
be buoyed up by a single large air bubble can be found according to the 
following procedure. The buoyant force, F^, of a single bubble of radius, 
R, can be expressed as follows. 
On the other hand, the total force of gravity acting on n' particles. 
2 the acceleration reaches to -980 cm./sec. 
Fb (Pw - Pa) 8 (39) 
F^g, is given by the following expression: 
(P, - p.) s (40) 
At equilibrium, the buoyant force of a single bubble is equal to the total 
force of gravity. Therefore, by equating the previous expressions, the 
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Figure 11. Coal particle size (R') versus acceleration for a contact angle of 30° and 
for various contact ratios (x = b'/R') when calculated by using Equation 38 
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Figure 12. Pyrite particle size (R') versus acceleration for a contact angle of 30° and 
for various contact ratios (x = b'/R') when calculated by using Equation 38 
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result is as follows: 
(P„ - Pa) 8 = (Ps - Pw) 8 (41) 
When the preceding equation is solved for n', the following relationship 
is obtained: 
° "" (vY (42) 
p,-p„ / 
Equation 42 indicates that the maximum number of particles which 
can be buoyed up by a single large air bubble is proportional to the 
ratio of the bubble volume to the particle volume. The equation also can 
be used to predict the minimum volume which will float n' particles of 
known size. 
Considering the attachment force, the corïtact area for maximum 
particle size, is expressed by Equation 35. Also, the surface area 
of an air bubble, A^, can be expressed as follows: 
AG = 4 TTR^ (43) 
If all the surface of an air bubble is covered with n monosized particles 
of radius R', the following relationship has to be satisfied; 
4 ïïr2 = 2 ttR'2 (1 - sin 6) m (44) 
By solving the above equation for m, the following equation is obtained: 
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2 
m (45) 
1 - sin 3 
Where m is the maximum number of particles of radius R', which can 
cover an air bubble of radius R. Therefore, there exists a limit beyond 
which Equation 45 can not be used. By equating Equation 42 and Equation 
45, the following relationship can be obtained: 
By rearranging the above equation, the following result can be obtained: 
Therefore, Equation 42 is valid until the size ratio of the air bubble 
to the mineral particle satisfies Equation 47. If the size ratio is 
larger than that given by Equation 47, the maximum number of particles 
which can be attached to the gas bubble is given by Equation 45 instead of 
Equation 42. 
Attachment of bubbles to flat surfaces 
Assume that an air bubble of radius r, initially suspended in water 
adheres to a flat mineral surface forming a contact angle, 0, between the 
bubble and the mineral surface as shown in Figure 13. In this case, it 
is assumed that the volume of the air bubble does not change during the 
attachment. However, since the air bubble is flattened on one side when 
(46) 
R 
R' 1 - sin 3 ~ PQ 
(47) 
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Water 
Figure 13. Adhesion of a small air bubble to flat surface of a 
submerged mineral 
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it is attached to a flat mineral surface, the radius r' of the truncated 
sphere will be different from the radius r of the original sphere. The 
relation between r and r' will be shown later in this section. 
The decrease in surface energy, AW, which occurs during the 
attachment process is the sum of the initial interfacial energies less 
the sum of the terminal interfacial energies. The radius of the three-
phase circle of contact, b, the height of the upper spherical segment, h, 
and the surface area of the upper spherical segment, A^, can be expressed 
as follows: 
b = r' sin 0 (48) 
h = r' (1 + cos 0) (49) 
1 + cos 0 
Ag = 4 irr'2 — (50) 
2 
Then, the sum of the initial interfacial energies, E^, can be obtained 
by adding the mineral-liquid interfacial energy, AEg^, and the air-liquid 
O 
interfacial energy, 4 irr as follows: 
Ei = A Egw + 4 nrZ E^, (51) 
where A is the contact area. In the same way, the sum of the final 
interfacial energies. Eg, are obtained by adding the mineral-water inter-
facial energy, (A -TTb^) Eg^, the air-mineral interfacial energy, nb^ E^g, 
and the air-water interfacial energy, Ag E^^, i.e., 
Ef = (A - 7lb2) Eg„ + Trb'2 E33 + Ag E^„ (52) 
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Combining the preceding relations, the decrease in surface energy, AW, 
is given by, 
AW = (A Eg„ + 4 Trr2 - [(A - irb^) + irb^ E^g + Ag E^^] 
(53) 
By applying Equation 20 and 50 to Equation 53, the following is obtained: 
.? 9 9 2 1 + cos 8 
Aw = - Trr sin 0 cos 0 E + (4iTr - 4 irr' •) E 
aw 2 aw 
(54) 
To further simplify the preceding equation, let r' = fr, and replace 
sin^0 by 1 - cos^0. The parameter, f, is a correlation factor that 
relates r' and r. Then, Equation 54 reduces to 
„ r -f2(l - cos^0) cos 0 f^(l + cos 0) 
AW = 4 Trr^ E^w + 1 
2 
(55) 
or 
AW = 4 TTr^ E^^ 
2 + 3  c o s  0  -  c o s ^ 0  
1 fZ (56) 
To evaluate f, assume that the air bubble initially in the form of 
a sphere does not change in volume when it is adsorbed on the mineral 
surface. The attached gas bubble in the form of a truncated sphere of 
height h and radius r' will have a volume Vg given by the relation, 
Vf =lTrh^ (3r' - h) (57) 
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Equating this volume to the initial volume of the spherical gas bubble 
leads to 
— irr^ =-jTrf^ r^ (1+ cos 6)^(2 - cos 0) (58) 
Therefore, 
3 
f (59) 
2 + 3  c o s  0  -  c o s ^ O  
By applying Equation 59 to Equation 56, the following is obtained: 
AW = 4 Trr^ E^^ (1 - G) (60) 
where 
2 + 3  c o s  0  -  c o s ^ 0  1/3 
(61) 
In other words, the work of adhesion is a product of the surface 
2 
area of the original bubble, 4ir r , the interfacial energy between air 
and water, E^^, and the parameter, 1 - G, which is a function of 0 only. 
This parameter is positive for all values of 0 between 0 and 180°, so 
that the energy change is in the direction favoring spontaneous adhesion 
for all values of the contact angle that are not zero. 
When a small spherical air bubble adheres to a large mineral 
particle, the attachment force, F^, is as follows: 
= 2 TT b y sin 0 (62) 
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Under steady state condition where there is no acceleration of the 
particle-bubble combination, the attachment force must balance the 
buoyant force of the gas bubble. Equating these forces leads to the 
relation. 
4 irr-
- P=) g = 2 TTb Yaw sin 9 aw (63) 
The above equation must be satisfied when an air bubble is attached 
to a flat particle surface. 
According to Equation 63, the buoyant force is proportional to the 
cube of the bubble radius, r, but the attachment force is proportional 
to the first power of the contact radius, b. Therefore, there exists 
only a specific size of gas bubble which can adhere to a large particle. 
The bubble size, r, can be obtained from Equation 63. 
3 3 b Yaw ® 
' " 2 (P, _ P,) g 
(64) 
By combining Equations 48 and 59 with Equation 64, the relation shown 
below is obtained: 
2 3 Yaw sinfe 
r^ = 
2 - "») S 2 + 3  c o s  0  -  c o s  0  
1/3 
(65) 
By rearranging Equation 65, the bubble size is given by the relation 
r = 
3 Y 
aw 
1/2 
2 - "a) 8 2 + 3 cos 0 - cos 0 
1/6 
sin 0 
(66) 
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The preceding equation indicates that the size of gas bubble which 
forms a stable attachment to a flat surface is a function of the contact 
angle. For various contact angles, sizes of gas bubbles in water which 
would attach to flat surface were calculated with Equation 66 and are 
shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Bubble size for various contact angles^ 
Contact angle, 0 Bubble size, r. 
degrees cm. 
1 0.006 
2 0.012 
3 0.017 
6 0.035 
8 0.046 
10 0.058 
20 0.114 
30 0.167 
40 0.216 
50 0.259 
60 0.297 
70 0.329 
80 0.355 
90 0.375 
- 72.75 dynes/cm. at 20°C 
p =1 g./cu. cm. (density of water) 
p" = 0.001 g./cu. cm. (density of air at 20°C and at 1 atm.) 
Pg =1.5 g./cu. cm. (density of coal) 
g = 980 cm./sq. cm. 
Therefore, when the contact angle is fixed, only spherical bubbles of 
a certain size can adhere to a flat surface. Also, the contact angle can 
be determined by measuring the adhering bubble size and using Equation 66. 
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Kinetic Modeling 
In studying the mechanism of coal flotation, it is useful to employ 
kinetic models. Previous testing by various investigators has indicated 
that many variables affect the kinetics of flotation. Although it is 
difficult to express the flotation mechanism of coal by involving all the 
known variables which affect the flotation rate, it still appears possible 
to develop a general kinetic model which can explain the effects of some 
variables. The following mathematical model was developed during the 
course of the present investigation. 
At first, let C(x, S^, t) be the concentration of the coal particles 
of size, X, and floatability, S^, that exists in a flotation cell at time, 
t. Floatability, S^, is defined as the hydrophobic factor of the original 
coal of size, x. The concept of floatability was studied by Glembotskii 
e^ (37). Glembotskii and his coworkers approximated the floatability 
by the probability of the collision of a mineral particle and an air 
bubble times the probability of a stable bubble-particle attachment. 
Although the concept appeared reasonable, it was found by various 
investigators (47, 53, 101) that the measurement of each probability 
factor was practically impossible. In the present model, the floatability, 
S^, is a lumped parameter containing Glembotskii's concept and an 
experimentally measurable variable. 
Then, the kinetics for a batch flotation cell can be expressed by 
the following rate equation: 
1 d[ C(x, Sx, t) V] 
^x ^ x t) 
n (67) 
V dt 
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which is similar to the classical nth order chemical kinetic representation 
for a single reactant species. The rate constant, k^, is affected by 
the flotation conditions, such as amounts and types of flotation reagents, 
coal particle size, and aeration rate. By integrating Equation 67 from 
t = 0 to t = t for a pulp of constant volume and for n = 1, the following 
equation is obtained: 
C(x, S^, t) 
Z(x, Sx, t) = exp (-k^S^t) (68) 
C(x, S„, 0) 
Similarly for n ^  1, the following is obtained: 
—1 
C(x, S , t) n-1 
Z(x, S , t) [1 + (n - 1) k S t C(x, S , O)"" •"] 
* C(x, S^, 0) XXX 
(69) 
Let W(x) be the overall particle size distribution of the total mass 
expressed as follows: 
f  W(x) dx = 1 (70) 
In Equation 70, Xq and x^^ are the minimum particle size and the maximum 
particle size respectively. 
When Klimpel et (53) developed a kinetic model for coal flotation, 
it was assumed that the feed was entirely pure coal. But, complete 
liberation of foreign impurities from coal is seldom realized so that the 
concept of the valuable component is introduced in the present model. 
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Therefore, the following equation is obtained by defining P(x) as the 
mass fraction of the valuable component in each size, x. 
f  P(x) W(x) dx = (71) 
X 
o 
where P^ is the total fraction of the valuable component in the feed. 
Also, R(x) is defined as the mass fraction of the valuable component 
of particle size, x, which actually is floatable over a very long time. 
Therefore, R^, the total fraction of the valuable component which can 
be floated over a very long time is given by the following expression: 
^m 
R^ = / R(x) P(x) W(x) dx (72) 
*o 
The mass density distribution of the floatable, valuable component. 
Pp(x) can be expressed by: 
R(x) 
Pj.(x) P(x) W(x) (73) 
%o 
where 
/ Pj.(x) dx = 1 
X 
o 
The fraction of the recoverable particles which remain unfloated at time, 
t, is Z(x, S^, t), so that the amount of material of size x which remains 
unfloated, M(x, S„, t), is: 
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M(x, S , t) = Z(x, Sjj, t) Rjj Pj.(x) (74) 
Therefore, the fraction recovered from the floatable, valuable material 
at time, t, G(t), is: 
Sx 
G(t) = 1 - / / Z(x, Sx, t) Pr(x) Y(SJ dS^dx 
X 0 
(75) 
Where is the maximum floatability and Y(S^) is the distribution 
function of floatability. The total mass fraction recovery, T^, at time, 
t, is: 
T = E [1 - / / Z(x, S^, t) P^(%) Y(S^) dS dxj 
ro xO XX 
o 
(76) 
In the case of I discrete size fractions. 
Tp = [1 - Z Pj.(x.) /" Z(x^, , t) Y(S^ ) ds^ ] (77) 
1=1 
If it is assumed that the floatability, S , Is rectangularly distributed 
for a given size x, then S = 1/S , and If n=l, the preceding equation 
*1 *1 
can be integrated to obtain the following: 
Tr - *o 
1 S- -
^ -T ill is^ 
(78) 
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Similarly for n=2, the following expression will result; 
Tr - *0 
Z  P f C X i )  
(79) 
If n is not equal to 1 or 2, the integrated expression is as follows: 
n-2/n-l' 
Tr = % 
• Î 11 - [1+ (n - 1) 
It L — 
1=1 
(» - 2' •SciVo""'' 
(80) 
Although various investigators have developed flotation kinetic 
models, they have never considered the initial condition. By applying 
the initial condition, = 0 at t = 0, to the above three equations 
with L'Hospital's rule, the following equation is obtained; 
} 
5, Fr(*i) = 1 
i=l 
(81) 
When this relationship is applied to the above three equations and 
letting k S = K, the following expressions result for a monosize 
*i *i 
feed: 
- Rq [1 - exp (-Kt)] } for n = 1 (82) 
= Rq [1 In (1 + KCgt) ] for n = 2 (83) 
n-2/n-l_ 
KC^t 
Tr = Bo 1 + 
1 - [1 + (n - 1) KCo""^t] 
(n - 2) KC_*"lt 
for n / 1, 2 
(84) 
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For flotation results exhibiting the same kinetic order, n, and the 
same ultimate recovery, RQ, a high value of rate constant, k, means 
that the recovery attains its ultimate value rapidly. If the flotation 
kinetic order differs for different coals, the flotation mechanism must 
also differ. A high value for the ultimate recovery indicates that 
the coal is highly floatable. In a later section, these models will be 
applied in analyzing the results of flotation tests on monosize particles 
for two Appalachian coals. 
Although the kinetic equations for monosize particles are simply 
expressed as Equations 82, 83, and 84 for different kinetic orders, 
corresponding equations for mixed particle sizes can not be expressed 
so simply because Equation 81 can not be used to simplify Equations 
78, 79, or 80 for mixtures of different sizes. Therefore, unsimplified 
Equations 78, 79, and 80 have to be used for mixed particle sizes. 
Although the kinetic models developed by Huber-Panu e^ al. (47) or by 
Klimpel £t (53) appear similar to the ones developed in my study, their 
models are based on different concepts. As indicated in Equation 71, 
the concept of particle liberation was introduced in my kinetic model. 
Also, the initial condition was applied in my flotation model and the 
important relation of Equation 81 was obtained. Furthermore, this is 
the first time that the general n-th order kinetic model was developed 
for practical use. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Flotation Characteristics of Iowa Coals 
The froth flotation characteristics of Iowa coals were determined by 
conducting a number of experiments with two Iowa coals In which various 
conditions were applied to study the effects of different parameters such 
as frother concentration, collector concentration, pyrite depressants, 
order of addition of reagents and pulp density. The flotation character­
istics of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal were determined also for comparison. 
And, Upper Freeport coal was employed to Investigate the effect of air rate 
on froth flotation. 
Effect of frother concentration 
Since methyl Isobutyl carblnol (MEBC) Is known to be one of the most 
effective frothers for coal flotation. It was selected for the flotation 
of Iowa coals. A series of preliminary experiments was conducted to 
determine the response of Iowa coals to frother concentration. For these 
experiments, two Iowa coals from the Star mine and Dahm mine were chosen, 
along with Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal. Since both the Pittsburgh and Star 
mine coals had been stored for some time in unsealed containers, it was 
likely that these coals were somewhat oxidized. On the other hand, the 
Dahm coal had been placed under a nitrogen atmosphere shortly after a fresh 
sample was collected from the mine and great pains were taken to prevent 
oxidation. 
For sizing, each coal was crushed first with a bench-scale double roll 
crusher and then pulverized with a high-speed impact mill. According to 
dry screening tests, 89.9 % of the Pittsburgh coal was between 45 and 230 
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mesh, 81.9 % of the Star coal was between 60 and 230 mesh, and 78.7 7„ of the 
Dahm coal was between 60 and 270 mesh. 
For each flotation test, 50 g. of coal and 1000 ml. of deionized water 
were placed in the Denver cell and conditioned for 5 min., using an agitator 
speed of 1500 r.p.m. Then MIBC was added and the suspension was conditioned 
for another 6 min. before air was introduced at a rate of 0.5 cu, ft./min. 
to float the coal. The froth was scraped from the surface of the pulp until 
no more coal appeared in the froth. The steps are summarized below. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
3. Add MIBC to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 6 min. 
5. Float coal to extinction. 
Pittsburgh coal floated readily in the presence of small amounts of 
MIBC as shown in Figure 14, Table A-1, and Table A-2. The recovery of coal 
in the float product Increased from 45.7 % when no MIBC was used to 94.5 % 
when a dosage of 15 yl. (0.49 lb./ton of coal) was applied. However, in­
creasing the dosage further produced only a slight increase in the recovery. 
The amount of inorganic sulfur removed decreased almost linearly as the 
recovery increased (see Figure 15 and Table A-1). With a 45.7 % recovery, 
72.9 % of the inorganic sulfur was removed in the tailings, but with a 96.1 % 
recovery, only 22.4 % of the inorganic sulfur was removed. At the lowest 
recovery, 74.0 % of ash was removed in the tailings and at the highest 
recovery, 32.8 % of ash was removed. Thus, the decline in ash removal was 
not as great as the decline in sulfur removal as coal recovery increased. 
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Figure 14. Coal recovery to froth flotation using various amounts of MIBC 
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Figure 15. Results of froth flotation tests of Pittsburgh No. 8 
coal using different amounts of MEBC 
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The high volatile bituminous coal from the new Star mine did not 
respond well to froth flotation. Coal recovery was only 52.2 % with 
10 yl. of MIBC (0.32 lb./ton of coal) and the recovery increased very 
little with greater amounts of MIBC (see Figure 14 and Table A-1). Neither 
the Inorganic sulfur removal nor the ash removal was affected by the amount 
of MIBC added. The inorganic sulfur removal with 10 yl. of MIBC was 74.9 % 
and the ash removal was 57.5 %, and these results did not change with an 
increase in MIBC concentration. Compared to Pittsburgh coal, a higher 
percentage of sulfur was removed from Star coal and a lower percentage of 
ash-forming mineral matter was removed for the same coal recovery. 
The response of the coal from the Dahm mine was somewhat better, 
probably because it had been protected from atmospheric oxidation (see 
Figure 14 and Table A-2). A recovery of 74.9 % was obtained with as 
little as 5 yl. of MIBC (0.16 lb./ton of coal), but as with the Star coal, 
the recovery did not Increase when the concentration of MIBC was increased. 
Since the two Iowa coals are lower rank, high volatile bituminous C 
coals, they have a higher oxygen content than Pittsburgh coal. This 
factor could account for the lower flotation recovery of Iowa coals. 
Since the recovery did not change when the concentration of MIBC was 
varied, the products were not analyzed for ash and sulfur. For the two 
Iowa coals, 10 yl. MIBC (0.32 lb./ton of coal) seemed to float as much 
material as larger amounts of MIBC. 
Effect of alkali concentration 
According to the test results of Ho (44), sodium carbonate and 
sodium bicarbonate act as pyrite depressants without seriously affecting 
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the floatability of coal. To further study the pyrite-depressing action 
of these alkalis, several flotation tests were conducted with the three 
kinds of coal used in the preceding tests. These coals were ground as 
before. For each test, 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. of either sodium carbonate 
solution or sodium bicarbonate solution were mixed together and conditioned 
for 5 min. whereupon 10 yl. MIBC was added and the pulp was conditioned for 
another 6 min. Next, air was supplied at a rate of 0.5 cu. ft./min. and 
the froth was scraped from the surface until no more coal appeared in the 
froth. The steps are summarized below. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. alkaline solution to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
3. Add 10 yl. MIBC to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 6 min. 
5. Float coal to extinction. 
The results with Pittsburgh coal were unusual, inasmuch as the 
recovery declined from 82.8 % in water to 61.1 % in a solution with 0.25 % 
sodium carbonate, and then increased again to 94.4 % in a solution with 
2 % alkali (see Figure 16 and Table A-3). Increasing the concentration 
of alkali further produced only a slight increase in the recovery. 
Interestingly enough, the removal of sulfur and ash at various recoveries 
was almost identical to that shown in Figure 15 where the results were 
obtained by conducting the tests in water. This suggests that inorganic 
sulfur and ash were finely and homogenously disseminated in the coal matrix. 
Such was the case of coals examined by Albaugh ^  (4). A microscopic 
study of Kentucky and Illinois coals by these investigators showed that 
mineral particles as small as 0.01 ym. were randomly dispersed within the 
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organic matrix of these coals. Therefore, for Pittsburgh coal, the 
selectivity of the process was unaffected by the alkalinity even though 
the recovery was strongly affected. 
Adding sodium carbonate to Star coal affected the recovery very 
slightly (see Figure 16 and Table A-4). The recovery increased from 
52.2 % in water to 55.7 % in an 8 % sodium carbonate solution while a 
minimum recovery (47.2 %) was obtained with a 2 % sodium carbonate solution. 
As the concentration of alkali was increased from 0 to 4 %, the 
recovery of Dahm coal decreased from 81.0 % to 54.1 %. The effect of 
increasing sodium carbonate concentration on Dahm coal was noticeably 
different than the effect on Pittsburgh or Star coal. In all concentrations 
employed, alkali seemed to interfere with the recovery of fresh Dahm coal, 
whereas alkali in high concentrations actually enhanced the recovery of 
Pittsburgh and Star coals. 
The above flotation results of three bituminous coals in sodium 
carbonate solutions may be explained by electroklnetlc theory. A number 
of researchers (15, 93, 105, 106, 115) have shown that pH has a significant 
effect on coal flotation. According to the flotation results of Wen and 
Sun (105, 106), the hydrophobicity of bituminous coals approaches 
an optimum at the Isoelectric point (lEP). Also, it was proposed that 
in the presence of electrolytes, the maximum hydrophobicity of coal and of 
oxidized coal is near their lEPs. The IE? corresponds to the pH at which 
zero surface charge on the coal particles can be detected by electroklnetlc 
means. In the absence of any adsorbed ionic or polar species, the polnt-
of-zero charge (PZC) and the lEP are equal. The hydrophobicity and contact 
angle decrease as the pH increases or decreases away from the lEP. If 
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the change in electrical potential across the Stem layer is not signif­
icant, the zeta potential will correspond closely to the surface potential. 
The zeta potential is readily measured. Campbell and Sun (15) reported 
that the PZC of bituminous coals varies between coals but generally is 
in the pH range from 3.5 to 4.6. When the pH is greater than the PZC, the 
zeta potential is negative, and when the pH is less than the PZC, the 
zeta potential is positive. Wen and Sun (105, 106) found that hydronium 
and hydroxyl ions are the potential-determining ions for moderately 
oxidized coals but not for extensively oxidized coal. The zeta-potential 
variation due to oxidation is relatively small for a pH greater than 7 
compared to the variation for a pH less than 7. This phenomenon may be 
due to the solubility of humic acids. Humic acids are the major constit­
uent of organic oxidation products and are formed on coal surfaces with 
various molecular weights for different oxidation conditions. They are 
insoluble in acidic solutions but become soluble in alkaline solutions. 
Usually, the lower molecular weight humic acids dissolve in dilute 
alkaline solutions. 
When sodium carbonate is dissolved in deionized water, the pH of the 
solution increases, from about 7 to 10.6 with 0.25 wt. % sodium carbonate. 
The pH of the solution increases to 11.4 if the concentration of sodium 
carbonate is increased to 8 wt. %. A solution of sodium carbonate 
behaves as though it contains a frother with the amount of froth and its 
stability increasing in proportion to the sodium carbonate concentration. 
This seems to be the phenomenon of salt flotation as described by Iskra 
and Laskowski (48). Thus, sodium carbonate may act like sodium chloride, 
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calcium sulfate, and potassium chloride which are more commonly used in 
salt flotation. Glembotskll et (37) suggested that water dlpoles 
hydrate the electrolyte such as sodium carbonate which lies in the liquid 
phase in the vicinity of the air-water interface. This phenomenon aids 
bubble dispersion. 
Wen and Sun (106) measured the zeta potential of both oxidized and 
unoxidized coals at various pH. According to their results, the zeta 
potential of unoxidized and moderately oxidized coals decreased to 
negative values when the pH was increased above 7. Moreover, the zeta 
potential of a highly oxidized bituminous coal decreased to negative 
values until the pH was about 10, but then the zeta potential Increased 
when the pH was raised above 10. 
The above phenomena may explain the flotation results of various 
coals. Since the Dahm coal was protected from oxidation, its zeta 
potential may have become more and more negative as the sodium carbonate 
concentration was Increased. Therefore, the flotation recovery of Dahm 
coal decreased as the sodium carbonate concentration was Increased. On 
the other hand, the Pittsburgh coal and the Iowa Star coal were probably 
well-oxidized. Consequently, the zeta potential of the Pittsburgh coal 
and Star coal may have decreased until the pH reached 10 and then increased 
at pH above 10. For other coals. It was shown previously that the zeta 
potential was higher for an oxidized coal at a pH of 12 than for a pH of 
7 (106). The flotation recovery of Pittsburgh coal and Star coal may 
have paralleled the variation in zeta potential as the alkali concentration 
was increased. Another reason for the depressing action of sodium 
carbonate on Dahm coal may have been due to the presence of mineral matter. 
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Albaugh et (4) conducted several experiments with Illinois coal using 
MIBC as a frother. Surface analysis of floated particles by Albaugh and 
coworkers showed that each particle consisted of a core of coal coated 
with numerous minerals containing aluminum and iron. Much of the mineral 
matter in Dahm coal is likely to exist as metal oxides because the low 
rank Dahm coal has a high oxygen content. When Dahm coal is floated in 
alkaline solutions, the metal oxides react with hydroxyl ions and 
precipitate as metal hydroxides. This phenomenon was observed by Baker 
and Miller (9). According to the flotation results by Baker and Miller, 
mineral matter in coal precipitates as mineral hydroxides such as ferric 
hydroxide and aluminum hydroxide in alkaline solutions. Therefore, Dahm 
coal coated with precipitated hydroxides would be quite hydrophilic and 
its recovery by froth flotation greatly depressed. 
When sodium bicarbonate was applied in the flotation of Pittsburgh 
coal using the same procedure as before with 10 pi. of MIBC for 50 g. of 
coal, the results in Figure 17 (and Table A-5) were obtained. Contrary 
to the previous results with sodium carbonate, addition of sodium 
bicarbonate improved the recovery of Pittsburgh coal over the entire 
range of sodium bicarbonate concentration. Thus, the recovery increased 
monotonically from 82.8 % with no alkali to 96.4 % with 4 % sodium bi­
carbonate. Compared with the previous results with MIBC alone (Figure 15) 
or with sodium carbonate (Table A-3), the selectivity for coal over ash 
and inorganic sulfur was not improved by the addition of sodium bicarbonate. 
The monotonie increase in recovery of Pittsburgh coal with an 
increase in sodium bicarbonate concentration may be explained again by 
the results of Wen and Sun (105, 106). Although sodium bicarbonate is an 
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Figure 17. Results of froth flotation tests of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal in sodium bicarbonate 
solutions using 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal 
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alkali salt, it is not highly basic, so that the pH of a solution only 
Increases from about 7 to 7.6 as the concentration is increased from zero 
to 8 wt. %. Over this range of alkali concentraion, the zeta potential of 
an oxidized bituminous coal such as the Pittsburgh coal used in this 
work probably did not change much. Thus, the hydrpphobicity of Pittsburgh 
coal probably did not change much in the presence of sodium bicarbonate. 
On the other hand, sodium bicarbonate, like sodium carbonate, acts as a 
frother, so that a form of salt flotation is achieved. Therefore, the 
coal particles were influenced more by the frothing action of sodium 
bicarbonate than by its effect on the zeta potential. This seems to be 
the main reason that the recovery of Pittsburgh coal increased with 
increasing sodium bicarbonate concentration. 
Effect of wet oxidation pretreatment 
To investigate the effect of wet oxidation on the floatability 
of mineral matter and coal, two series of tests were conducted with 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal and Dahm coal. After 15 min. of the wet 
oxidation pretreatment in an alkaline solution at 80°C with air, the 
coal slurry and 500 ml. of a fresh alkaline solution were transferred 
to the flotation cell and then conditioned for 5 min. Next 10 pi. of 
MIBC was added and the pulp was conditioned for another 6 min. For 
flotation, air was supplied at a rate of 0.5 cu. ft./min. and the froth 
was skimmed off until no more coal appeared in the froth. The steps are 
indicated below. 
1. Wet oxidation pretreatment with 50 g. coal and 500 ml. alkaline 
solution (15 min., 80°C). 
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2. Transfer the pretreated slurry and another 500 ml. of a fresh 
alkaline solution to flotation cell. 
3. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
4. Add MIBC (10 yl.) to pulp. 
5. Condition pulp for 6 min. 
6. Float coal to extinction. 
When Pittsburgh coal was pretreated in a sodium carbonate solution 
and then floated in this solution with MIBC, the recovery was slightly 
lower than without the pretreatment step at any alkali concentration (see 
Figure 18 and Table A-3). This result may have been due to greater 
oxidation of the coal particle resulting in a more negative zeta potential, 
and reduced hydrophobicity, especially in a 0.25 % sodium carbonate 
solution where the pH approached 11. And, the oxidation of Pittsburgh 
coal under these conditions may have been very rapid resulting in minimum 
hydrophobicity. 
In the case of Dahm coal, the pretreatment also decreased the clean 
coal recovery as shown in Table A-2. The oxidation step depressed the 
recovery markedly compared to the recovery without oxidation step. The same 
explanation should hold for these results as for those obtained with 
Pittsburgh coal. Because of the poor recovery, the products were not 
analyzed for sulfur and ash. 
When Pittsburgh coal was pretreated with a sodium bicarbonate 
solution and floated with MIBC, the surprising results shown in Figure 17 
and Table A-5 were obtained. For the pretreated coal, a series of 
increases in sodium bicarbonate concentration for the flotation step 
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Figure 18. Results of froth flotation tests of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal in a 2 % sodium 
carbonate solution using 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal with and without wet oxidation 
step 
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caused the coal recovery to decline, pass through a minimum, and then 
increase. The minimum recovery was 66.3 % which was obtained with a 
0.5 % sodium bicarbonate solution. At the highest concentration of 
sodium bicarbonate, the recovery of pretreated coal was nearly the same 
as the recovery of coal which had not been pretreated. When Pittsburgh coal 
was pretreated with a sodium bicarbonate solution, the surface of the 
coal particles may have been oxidized and the zeta potential and hydro-
phobicity decreased. But, at higher concentrations, the frothing action 
of sodium bicarbonate may have become dominant and produced a high 
recovery. For Pittsburgh coal, flotation selectivity was not improved 
by applying the oxidation pretreatment with sodium bicarbonate (see Table 
A-5). 
From the results of applying the pretreatment step with either sodium 
carbonate or sodium bicarbonate solutions, it can be seen that the pre­
treatment step reduced the recovery of coal and did not improve flotation 
selectivity for coal over pyrite and other ash-forming mineral matter. 
The failure of the pretreatment step to improve selectivity may have been 
due to incomplete pyrite liberation. Also, the surface of the liberated 
pyrite may have been oxidized before the treatment was applied. 
Effect of collector dosage 
To determine the effectiveness of oily collectors for Iowa coals, 
two kinds of fuel oil, heater oil (No.l fuel oil) and No. 200 LLS fuel 
oil, were applied in another series of froth flotation tests with the 
same kinds of coal used in the previous series. 
First, a group of experiments were conducted with Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
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coal, to see how this coal is affected by the oily collectors. The 
flotation procedure was as follows: 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
3. Add fuel oil (10 Ml.) to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
5. Add MIBC (5 or 10 yl.) to pulp. 
6. Condition pulp for 6 min. 
7. Float coal to extinction. 
Table 5. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
coal in the presence of MIBC* 
Fuel oil^ MIBC Recovery^ Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., % Reduction, % yl. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
5 66.9 (no analysis) 
10 82.8 6.5 26.5 0.76 2.38 46.1 39.8 
No. 1 5 74.8 6.7 21.9 0.57 1.50 52.3 47.0 
No. 1 10 91.3 7.1 46.8 0.66 3.10 38.7 31.1 
No. 200 5 72.2 6.8 19.5 0.64 1.56 52.5 48.5 
No. 200 10 90.7 7.0 42.8 0.58 3.14 38.6 36.1 
^Average of duplicate tests. 
Recovery on the dry basis. 
9L0 yl. of each fuel oil used. 
According to the results of Table 5, the addition of either No. 
or No. 200 fuel oil increased the recovery of Pittsburgh coal. Previous 
results without an oily collector indicated a recovery of 66.9 % with 
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5 yl. of MIBC and 82.8 % with 10 yl. Addition of 10 yl. of No. 1 fuel 
oil increased the recovery to 74.8 % for 5 yl. of MIBC and 91.3 % for 
10 yl. MIBC. Similar increases were found with No. 200 fuel oil. The 
sulfur removal for the tests with 10 yl. of No. 1 fuel oil (0.32 lb. oil/ 
ton of coal) is indicated by Figure 19. For comparison, the regression 
line representing the results shown in Figure 15 (which were obtained by 
conducting the flotation tests in water and varying the MIBC concentration) 
is also drawn in Figure 19. It can be seen that the results obtained 
with No. 1 fuel oil were somewhat better than the other results because 
more inorganic sulfur was removed for a given recovery. However, the 
ash removal achieved when No. 1 fuel oil was employed was not much 
different from that achieved without oil. Similar results were obtained 
when No. 200 fuel oil was used. 
For Star mine coal, the addition of either No. 1 fuel oil (0.32 lb./ 
ton of coal) or No. 200 fuel oil (0.37 lb./ton of coal) in conjunction 
with MIBC (0.49 lb./ton of coal) produced a coal recovery of 59.5 %, which 
was only slightly higher than that achieved with MIBC alone (57.8 % 
recovery). Larger amounts of oil up to 80 yl. (2.60 lb. of No. 1 oil/ton 
of coal or 2.93 lb. of No. 200 oil/ton of coal) did not improve the 
recovery. Since the coal had not been protected from atmospheric oxidation, 
its surface may have been highly oxidized and very hydrophilic. Thus, the 
Star coal may have been highly hydrated. According to Glembotskii et al. 
(37), non-ionizing collectors like No. 1 or No. 200 fuel oil have a tendency 
not to form a water-repellent film on a severely hydrated coal surface. 
This may have been the main reason that the fuel oils did not have much 
effect on Star coal flotation. Since the recovery of Star coal was not 
MIBC 
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Figure 19. Results of froth flotation tests of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal using 0.32 lb. No. 1 
fuel oil/ton coal 
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encouraging, chemical analyses for sulfur and ash were omitted. 
More extensive tests were carried out with Dahm coal, using 
different amounts of either No. 1 or No. 200 fuel oil. The flotation 
tests were carried out as described above with 10 pi. MIBC (0.32 lb./ton 
of coal) except that the flotation time was limited to 10 min. The 
results of these tests (see Figure 20 and Table A-7) showed that No. 200 
fuel oil in relatively large concentrations was capable of greatly in­
creasing the recovery of Dahm coal. Thus, an oil dosage of 160 p1. (5.9 
lb./ton of coal) resulted in a recovery of 93.4 %, whereas with no oil the 
recovery was only 50.5 %. On the other hand, a similar dosage of No. 1 
fuel oil resulted in only a small increase in coal recovery. The recovery 
was only 64.8 % with 160 yl. No. 1 fuel oil (5.2 lb./ton of coal). 
Although No. 200 fuel oil proved to be a more effective collector than 
No. 1 fuel oil, it did not prove to be more selective. The removal of 
inorganic sulfur and ash were almost the same for a given coal recovery 
with either type of oil. 
Without oil, the flotation of Dahm coal was very slow so that in 
10 minutes, the recovery was only 50.5 % (see Figure 20). A high recovery 
had been obtained previously by prolonging the flotation test until no 
more coal appeared in the froth (see Figure 14). 
Effect of oil in an alkaline pulp 
Another series of tests was conducted to investigate the possibility 
of depressing pyrite by adding sodium carbonate to the flotation pulp, 
and to study the collecting properties of fuel oil in alkaline pulps. 
For each test, Dahm mine coal was suspended in a solution containing 2 % 
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Figure 20. Effect of fuel oil dosage on the recovery of Dahm coal by froth flotation 
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sodium carbonate instead of pure water. Otherwise, the procedure was 
similar to that employed in previous tests and Is summarized below. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. of a 2 % sodium carbonate solution 
to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
3. Add a specific amount of fuel oil (No. 1 or No. 200) to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
5. Add 10 yl. MIBC to pulp. 
6. Condition pulp for 6 min. 
7. Float coal until extinction. 
Surprisingly enough, the added fuel oil, either No. 1 or No. 200 LLS, 
reduced the coal recovery when flotation was conducted in a carbonate 
solution (see Figure 21 and Table A-8) . When No. 1 oil was used, the 
coal recovery declined gradually with increasing amounts of oil. Con­
sequently, the recovery dropped from 66.5 % with no oil to 50.5 % with 
80 yl. of No. 1 fuel oil (2.6 lb./ton of coal). On the other hand, with 
No. 200 fuel oil the recovery dropped to a minimum of 48.6 % when only 
20 y1. of the oil (0.73 lb./ton of coal) was used. Increased amounts of 
No. 200 fuel oil seemed to increase the recovery slightly. Overall it 
appeared that fuel oil acted as a depressant for coal in the presence of 
an alkaline pulp. Probably the alkaline solution (pH of 11.1) hydrated 
the surface of the coal and inhibited the oil adhesion. Furthermore, the 
fuel oils seemed to interfere with the formation of a stable froth in 
the 2 % sodium carbonate solution. Because of the poor recovery, the 
products were not analyzed for sulfur and ash. 
When Pittsburgh coal was floated in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution 
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Figure 21. Results of froth flotation tests of Dahm coal in a 2 % 
sodium carbonate solution with different amounts of fuel 
oil and 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal 
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with 10 yl. of either oil and 10 yl. MIBC as before, the recovery did 
not increase compared to the recovery without any oil (see Table 6). 
Since a high recovery of Pittsburgh coal was achieved even without an oily 
collector, the addition of oil could hardly increase the recovery. On the 
other hand, it did not decrease the recovery as in the case of Dahm coal. 
Table 6. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
coal in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution^ 
Fuel oil MIBC, Recovery^ Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., : ( Reduction, % 
yl. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
10 94.4 8.1 55.3 0.74 4.78 28.6 27.7 
No. 1= 5 94.1 8.1 57.3 0.69 4.85 30.9 30.8 
No. 1= 10 94.2 8.0 57.2 0.66 4.33 30.4 28.7 
No. 200^ 5 96.1 8.4 69.4 0.63 5.88 25.2 28.2 
No. 200^ 10 96.0 8.4 71.6 0.70 5.97 26.1 26.2 
^Average of duplicate tests. 
^Recovery on the dry basis. 
't.O yl. of each fuel oil used. 
The selectivity for ash and sulfur removal did not seem to be improved 
by the addition of either No. 1 or No. 200 fuel oil (see Figure 19 and 
Table 6). 
Effect of oil with wet oxidation pretreatment 
To see what effect fuel oil would have on the recovery of coal 
which had been subjected to the wet oxidation pretreatment step, another 
series of tests was conducted in which Dahm coal was pretreated in a 2 % 
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sodium carbonate solution. After the pretreatment step, the treated coal 
slurry was mixed with 500 ml. of 2 % sodium carbonate solution and placed 
in the flotation cell and conditioned for 5 min. Then, various amounts of 
either No. 1 or No. 200 fuel oil and 10 pi. MIBC were added prior to 
flotation. The oil was added first and MIBC next with the pulp being 
conditioned for 5 min. after each addition. The coal was then floated 
until no more coal appeared in the froth. 
The results showed that the recovery of pretreated coal was virtually 
constant when various amounts of No. 1 fuel oil were introduced (see 
Figure 22 and Table A-9). However, when increasing amounts of No. 200 
fuel oil were introduced, the coal recovery declined gradually. Therefore, 
it appears that the pretreatment step had some effect on the surface 
properties of Dahm coal because the coal responded differently with oil 
addition than it did without the pretreatment. The pretreatment may have 
oxidized the mineral matter present in Dahm coal particles. The oxidized 
material could have precipitated on the coal surface in the form of 
ferric hydroxide and aluminum hydroxide as observed by Baker and Miller 
(9). These hydrophilic metal hydroxides could have prevented oily 
collectors from being adsorbed on the coal surface. Since the flotation 
results were not encouraging, the products were not analyzed for ash and 
sulfur removal. 
When Pittsburgh coal was subjected to the same procedure, the re­
covery was 94.5 % with 10 yl. of No. 1 fuel oil and 95.7 % with 10 yl. of 
No. 200 LLS fuel (see Table 7). These recoveries were almost identical 
to those achieved without the oxidation pretreatment step. Therefore, if 
the surface properties of the Pittsburgh coal were affected by the 
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Figure 22. Results of froth flotation tests of pretreated Dahm coal 
in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution with different amounts 
of fuel oil and 0.32 lb. MlBC/ton 
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Table 7. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
coal with wet oxidation pretreatment^ 
Fuel oil. MIBC, Recovery^ Ash Cont., % Inorg. S Cont. , % Reduction, % 
Ml. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
10 88.2 7.8 31.7 0.72 2.83 35.2 34.6 
No. 1= 5 93.3 8.0 49.9 0.65 4.10 30.6 31.1 
No. 1^ 10 94.5 8.2 58.1 0.73 5.02 29.3 28.7 
No. 200^ 5 96.0 8.3 71.6 0.65 5.72 26.3 26.8 
No. 200^ 10 95.7 8.1 70.3 0.65 5.56 27.8 27.8 
^Average of duplicate tests. 
Coal oxidized in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution with air. 
Oxidation temperature: 80°C. 
Oxidation time: 15 min. 
^Recovery on the dry basis. 
^10 yl. of each fuel oil used. 
pretreatment step, the effect was masked by the oil. Neither ash nor 
sulfur removal seemed to be affected by the pretreatment step (see Table 7). 
Effect of stepwise addition of oil 
Since the density of both fuel oils is less than one and the 
viscosity is high, these oils had a tendency to spread on the top of the 
pulp without forming a water emulsion. In particular, the low agitator 
speed (1500 r.p.m.) used in the Denver flotation machine did not seem 
to emulsify an oily collector completely. This phenomenon is not 
desirable for froth flotation because the material which floats first is 
affected by the fuel oil and removed, while the remaining material is not 
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affected 
To improve the effectiveness of fuel oil each oil was added step­
wise and the product collected after each addition. After mixing 50 g. 
Dahm coal and 1000 ml. deionized water for 5 min., 10 yl. fuel oil (0.32 
lb. No. 1/ton of coal or 0.37 lb. No. 200/ton of coal) was added and 
the pulp was conditioned for another 5 min. Then, 10 yl. MIBC was added 
and the mixture was reconditioned for 30 sec. prior to 10 min. flotation. 
Next 10 yl. fuel oil was added again, the mixture was conditioned for 5 
min., and the coal was floated again for 10 min. The procedure was repeated 
until 40 yl, fuel oil had been used. The tests were conducted with No. 1 
and No. 200 fuel oil respectively. 
Table 8. Effect of stepwise addition of fuel oil on Dahm coal flotation^ 
Cone, of oil, Recovery. % 
yl. Each step Cumulative 
No. 1 oil 
10 
10 + 10 
10 + 10 + 10 
10 + 10 + 10 + 10 
47.2 
13.5 
7.9 
10.5 
47.2 
60.7 
68.6  
79.1 
No. 200 oil b 
10 
10 + 10 
10 + 10 + 10 
10 + 10 + 10 + 10 
49.5 
31.0 
15.9 
0 .0  
49.5 
80.5 
96.4 
96.4 
^10 yl. of MIBC used as a frother. 
^Average of duplicate tests. 
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The results showed that the stepwise input of fuel oil following the 
introduction of MIBC improved the recovery significantly (see Table 8). 
Thus, 40 yl. of No. 1 fuel oil in increments produced a recovery of 79.1 %, 
which was more than the 64.8 % recovery achieved when 40 pi. of oil was 
applied at one time before the addition of MIBC. Similarly, 40 )il. of 
No. 200 oil increased the recovery to 96.4 % when added stepwise following 
the MIBC addition. Previously when 40 yl. of No. 200 fuel oil had been 
added in a single step before the MIBC addition, the recovery was only 58 % 
(see Figure 20). 
The increase in flotation recovery may be explained as follows. If 
an oily collector is introduced first into the pulp and a frother next, 
the collector may not form a stable emulsion because of its high viscosity 
and hydrophobicity. Therefore, the action of the collector would be 
decreased. The introduction of a frother prior to an oily collector seemed 
to increase the dispersion of the collector. Glembotskii et (37) 
suggested that an emulsifier should be introduced prior to a nonpolar 
collector such as fuel oil for good dispersion. Klassen and Mokrousov (52) 
recommended frothers as emulsifiers of non-polar collectors. When MIBC was 
added first and a fuel oil next, MIBC seemed to act as an emulsifier. 
Stepwise addition of an oily collector also increased the dispersion. 
Two-stage flotation 
To see in detail whether the use of alkali. No. 200 fuel oil and 
MIBC applied in separate flotation stages would be more effective than the 
application of these reagents together in a single stage, several series 
of two-stage flotation tests were carried out with Dahm coal. 
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In the first series of tests, all the possible two-reagent combinations 
were compared (Table 9). The pulp was conditioned for 5 min. after dosing 
with each reagent. In each stage, flotation was continued until no more 
coal appeared in the froth. Thus in the first test, 10 yl. MLBC was added 
in the first stage and 86.2 % of the coal charged was recovered in the 
clean coal product. Then, 20 g. sodium carbonate was added to the remaining 
pulp and more coal was floated in the second stage, corresponding to a 
recovery of 2.6 %. The results were noteworthy inasmuch as the initial 
coal recovery with MIBC in the non-alkaline solution was high compared 
to the recovery with MIBC in alkaline solutions, and yet some additional 
clean coal was floated in the second stage when alkali was added. Also, 
the coal recovered in the second stage was somewhat cleaner than that 
recovered in the first stage. According to the results by Wen and Sun 
(105, 106), the flotation recovery of unoxidized coal in a non-alkaline 
solution should be higher than that in an alkaline solution, because the 
alkali reduces the zeta potential and makes the coal hydrophilic. 
In the second test, the order of using MIBC and sodium carbonate was 
reversed. In the first stage, 63.9 % of the coal was floated with only the 
alkaline solution. In the second stage after adding MIBC to the alkaline 
solution, the amount of coal recovered was only 2.5 % of the initial charge, 
which showed that MIBC is not very effective in an alkaline pulp. The 
inorganic sulfur content (1.0 %) of the coal recovered in the first stage 
was lower than that of coal recovered in either the first stage of the 
previous test or the second stage of the second test indicating that the 
alkaline solution acted as a pyrite depressant. 
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Table 9. Results of two-stage froth flotation tests with Dahm coal^ 
Product 
Wt . distr., 
% 
Analysis, % Distribution, % 
Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test I2 10 ul. MIBC in 1st §tage^_2 ,_%_N§2CQ3_in. c 1
 
Clean coal II 2.6 10.3 1.2 2.3 1.7 
Reject II 11.2 28.0 5.9 26.8 37.8 
Reject I 13.8 — 29.1 39.5 
Clean coal I 86.2 11.4 1.5 70.9 60.5 
Feed 100.0 13.2 2.0 100.0 100.0 
lest 2: 2 % NaoCOo 
_in_lst_stagei_10_yli_MIBC_in. 1! i 
Clean coal II 2.5 9.7 1.4 2.6 3.0 
Reject II 33.6 19.5 3.7 39.7 59.8 
Reject I 36.1 42.3 62.8 
Clean coal I 63.9 12.4 1.0 57.7 37.2 
Feed 100.0 14.7 1.9 100.0 100.0 
Test_3i__2_%_Na2CQ3. ln_lst_stagg^_2Q_Ul^_SQ^_2QQ_fusl_gil_ÎQ_2ad_S£âgê 
Clean coal II 25.3 9.1 1.5 17.3 22.1 
Reject II 6.6 41.9 10.0 20.0 37.6 
Reject I 31.9 37.3 59.7 
Clean coal I 68.1 12.2 1.0 62.7 40.3 
Feed 100.0 13.4 1.7 100.0 100.0 
Test_4i__20_uli, _NOi. 
1 i
l 
_gil_in_ lst_stage, _2_Oâ2QQ3_iîi_2Qd_§£âgê 
Clean coal II 58.1 11.9 1.0 50.8 33.3 
Reject II 41.9 17.2 2.9 49.2 66.7 
Reject I 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Clean coal I — — —  — 
Feed 100.0 14.1 1.8 100.0 100.0 
Test_5i__20_Uli_NOj,_200_fuel_oil_in_lst_stage^_10jili_MIBC_in_2ns|_stage 
Clean coal II 85.8 12.1 1.2 76.1 58.7 
Reject II 14.2 22.9 5.1 23.9 41.3 
Reject I 100.0 ——— 100.0 100.0 
Clean coal I 13.6 1.8 — — — — —  
Feed 100.0 100.0 100.0 
^Average of duplicate tests in most cases. 
Data are expressed on a dry coal basis. 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Wt. distr., Analysis, % Distribution. % 
Product % Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test_6i__10_ul. _*GBÇ_in_lst_stagea_20_yl. _No._200. £uel_oil. ia_2nd. 
Clean coal II 14.5 12.3 2.4 14.6 21.5 
Reject II 2.6 67.6 17.1 13.5 25.3 
Reject I 17.1 — — 28.1 46.8 
Clean coal I 82.9 10.8 1.1 71.9 53.2 
Feed 100.0 12.5 1.7 100.0 100.0 
In the third test, sodium carbonate was used in the first stage and 
20 pi. of No. 200 fuel oil in the second stage. Since the conditions for 
the first stage were identical to those for the previous test, the results 
were also similar. After adding the fuel oil to the alkaline solution, the 
amount of coal recovered in the second stage was 25.3 % of the initial 
charge, but since it contained 22.1 % of all the inorganic sulfur, it was 
relatively dirty. However, the results showed that No. 200 fuel oil was 
effective as a collector in recovering coal from alkaline pulps. 
In the fourth test, the order of addition of alkali and oil was 
reversed. With only No. 200 fuel oil added in the first stage, the 
amount of coal floated was negligible because the fuel oil does not 
act as a frother. After adding 20 g. of sodium carbonate to the oil-
treated coal suspension, 58.1 % of the coal was floated which was less 
than that floated with alkali alone. Therefore, treating the pulp with 
No. 200 fuel oil before adding alkali was counter-productive. 
In the fifth test. No. 200 fuel oil was used in the first stage and 
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MIBC in the second. Again the amount of coal floated in the first stage 
was negligible. After adding 10 yl. MIBC to the oil-treated pulp, 85.8 % 
of the coal was floated, which was no better than the recovery obtained 
with MIBC alone in the first stage of the first test. The small amount 
of No. 200 fuel oil (0.73 lb./ton of coal) did not seem to affect the 
flotation recovery in the presence of MIBC. This fact was also shown in 
Figure 20. 
In the sixth test, the order of addition of fuel oil and MIBC was 
reversed. In the first stage, 82.9 % of the coal was floated with 10 yl. 
MIBC, which was close to that obtained in the first stage of the first 
test. After adding 20 yl. of No. 200 fuel oil, an additional 14.5 % of 
the initial charge was floated in the second stage. The order of addition 
of MIBC and fuel oil appeared important again. A possible explanation of 
this phenomenon was suggested in the preceding section. The sulfur content 
of the material floated in the second stage was higher than that of the 
feed. 
From this series of tests, it can be seen that the order in which 
alkali, fuel oil, and MIBC are applied and utilized for floating Dahm coal 
is very important. 
When the percent inorganic sulfur removal was plotted against the 
percent recovery of coal for the preceding series of two-stage tests, the 
linear relationship shown in Figure 23 was obtained. Some of the points 
represent first-stage results while others represent cumulative results 
for both stages. Nevertheless, most of the points fell close to the same 
straight line. Figure 23 indicates that the percent sulfur removed de­
pended only on the recovery, and as the coal recovery increased, the sulfur 
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Figure 23. Results of two-stage froth flotation tests of Dahm coal 
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removal decreased. The relationship between percent ash removed and the 
percent recovery of coal was similar to that between the sulfur removed and 
coal recovery although the ash removed was somewhat less for any given 
coal recovery. 
To see whether lime and/or other acid-soluble Impurities present in 
Dahm coal were exerting a depressing effect on flotation, some of the coal 
(50 g.) was pretreated with a 1:9 hydrochloric acid solution (500 ml.) at 
70°C for 1 hr. and then the treated coal was filtered and rinsed with both 
1:9 hydrochloric acid and water. Thereafter, the treated coal was kept in 
a vacuum oven overnight prior to flotation testing. Any calcite present 
should have been dissolved by the following chemical reaction. 
CaCO] + 2 HCl • CaClg + HgO + COg 
The treated coal was subjected to two-stage froth flotation (see 
Table 10). The first test was conducted in the same way as the first 
test of the preceding series by using MIBC in the first stage and adding 
20 g. sodium carbonate in the second stage. Interestingly, the recovery 
of clean coal in the first stage reached 90.0 %, which was higher than 
that achieved with untreated coal. In addition, more inorganic sulfur 
was recovered with the clean coal in the first stage although the con­
centration was lower. 
The second test was conducted like the second test of the preceding 
series, using an alkaline solution in the first stage and adding MIBC in 
the second stage. Again, the recovery of clean coal was higher in the 
first stage than was realized with untreated coal and more sulfur was 
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floated with the clean coal. In addition, the recovery of clean coal in 
the second stage was higher than was realized with the untreated coal. 
Also, the ash content of the treated coal (see Table 10) was much lower 
than that of the untreated coal (see Table 9). Therefore, it appeared 
that acid cleaning did remove some ash-forming mineral matter which 
reduced the floatability of Dahm coal. 
The previous two series of flotation tests indicated that if MIBC 
was used in the first stage, some additional clean coal of lower sulfur 
content could be recovered in the second stage by addition of sodium 
carbonate. 
This finding was supported by another series of two-stage tests where 
Dahm coal was floated with 10 yl. MIBC in the first stage and different 
amounts of sodium carbonate in the second stage (see Table 11). The first 
test in this series amounted to a single-stage test since MIBC alone was 
used. The recovery of clean coal was 70 % which was somewhat less than 
that obtained before with 10 yl. MIBC. The lower recovery may have been 
due to the use of a different batch of Dahm coal. When two-stage tests 
were conducted with increasing amounts of sodium carbonate in the second 
stage, the cumulative recovery for both stages increased, while the sulfur 
concentration in the clean coal decreased. Consequently, an overall 
recovery of 84.2 % was achieved by using 4 % sodium carbonate solution in 
the second stage. Furthermore, 52.9 % of the inorganic sulfur was rejected 
which was only slightly less than that rejected in the first test with a 
much lower recovery of clean coal. Therefore, it appeared that very little 
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Table 10. Results of two-stage froth flotation tests of acid-cleaned Dahm 
coal® 
Wt. distr.. Analysis. % Distribution, % 
% Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test 1: 10 yl. MIBC in 1st stage, 2 % NaoCOo in 2nd stage 
Clean coal II 2.6 6.2 0.9 1.7 1.5 
Reject II 7.4 20.7 5.8 16.2 26.7 
Reject I 10.0 —— 17.9 28.2 
Clean coal I 90.0 8.6 1.3 82.1 71.9 
Feed 100.0 9.4 1.6 100.0 100.1 
Test_2i__2_%_Na2QQ3. in_lst_st3ge^. 10 yl^. MIBG_in_2Bd_s]^ggS 
Clean coal II 4.9 6.8 1.3 3.5 3.7 
Reject II 21.4 11.0 3.8 25.2 47.4 
Reject I 26.3 — ——— 28.7 51.1 
Clean coal I 73.7 9.1 1.1 71.3 48.9 
Feed 100.0 9.4 1.7 100.0 100.0 
^Data are expressed on a dry coal basis. 
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Table 11. Cumulative results of two-stage froth flotation tests with 
Dahm coal; 10 yl. MIBC in first stage, Na^COg in second stage^ 
Product- Wt. distr., Analysis. % Distribution. % 
% Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test_li__0_^_Na2QQ3 
Clean coal 70.0 10.9 1.2 57.0 43.7 
Reject 30.0 19.1 3.6 43.0 56.3 
Feed 100.0 13.4 1.9 100.0 100.0 
Test.2i__l_%_Na2ÇQ3 
Clean coal 71.1 10.8 1.1 59.8 43.9 
Reject 28.9 17.8 3.5 40.2 56.1 
Feed 100.0 12.8 1.8 100.0 100.0 
Test_3:__2_%_Na2Cg3 
Clean coal 75.8 11.1 1.0 62.0 44.0 
Rej ect 24.4 21.4 4.0 38.0 56.0 
Feed 100.0 13.6 1.7 100.0 100.0 
Test_4:__4_%_Na2ÇQ3 
Clean coal 84.2 10.3 0.9 69.1 47.1 
Reject 15.8 24.7 5.3 30.9 52.9 
Feed 100.0 12.6 1.6 100.0 100.0 
^ata are expressed on dry coal basis. 
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pyrite was floated in the second stage when 4 % sodium carbonate solution 
was employed. When these results are compared with the sulfur removal of 
previous experiments (see Figure 23), the sulfur removed in this series was 
higher. Also, more ash was removed for the same coal recovery in this 
series of tests (see Table 11) than was achieved in the previous two-stage 
tests (see Table 9). These results indicate that high concentrations of 
alkali depress pyrite. 
The two-stage flotation tests showed that more Dahm coal was floated 
when MIBC was used in the first stage and either alkali or fuel oil in the 
second stage, rather than the other way around. Also, more coal was 
recovered if alkali was used in the first stage and oil in the second 
stage than if the order was reversed. Although the entire phenomenon 
is not fully understood, there seemed to be some combined effect of depres­
sing Dahm coal when fuel oil was applied first and alkaline solution next. 
Therefore, a high recovery might be achieved by using three stages in 
which MIBC was added in the first stage, alkali in the second, and fuel oil 
in the third. 
Three-stage flotation 
To further study the effect of using both alkali and oil on coal 
flotation, several series of tests were conducted in which Dahm coal 
was floated in a three-stage sequence. The experimental procedure is 
summarized below. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
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3. Add 10 pl. MIBC to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
5. Float coal to extinction. 
6. Add 20 g. sodium carbonate to the remaining pulp. 
7. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
8. Float coal to extinction. 
9. Add a certain amount of either No. 1 or No. 200 oil to the 
remaining pulp. 
10. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
11. Float coal to extinction. 
The results presented in Table 12 show the cumulative recovery for the 
three-stage tests with No. 1 oil. The cumulative recovery increased from 
75.8 % when no oil was used to 91.0 % when 80 yl. of oil (2.6 lb./ton of 
coal) was employed. This is in marked contrast to the single-stage test 
results shown in Figure 21, where the recovery declined from 66.5 % to 
50.5 % as more oil was introduced. Increasing amounts of No. 1 fuel oil 
did not improve the separation of either ash or sulfur from Dahm coal 
compared to the results of two-stage flotation (see Figure 23). 
Even more significant results were obtained in another series of three 
stage tests which were conducted like the previous series except that 
No. 200 fuel oil was used (see Table 13). In this case, a cumulative coal 
recovery of over 97 % was achieved when 20 yl. (0.73 lb./ton of coal) or 
more of No. 200 oil was added in the third stage, whereas only 48.6 % 
recovery was obtained with 20 yl. of No. 200 oil in a single stage test. 
However, the sulfur and ash contents of the cumulative product were 
relatively high. The results of three-stage tests indicate that an oily 
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Table 12. Cumulative results of three-stage froth flotation tests with 
Dahm coal; 10 yl. MIBC in first stage, 2 % NagCO? in second 
stage. No. 1 fuel oil in third stage® 
Product 
Wt. Distr., Analysis, % Distribution, % 
% Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test 1; 0 wl. oil 
Clean coal 75.8 11.1 1.0 62.0 44.0 
Reject 24.2 21.4 4.0 38.0 56.0 
Feed 100.0 13.6 1.7 100.0 100.0 
Test 2: 10 ul« oil 
Clean coal 78.9 10.8 1.1 64.3 48.0 
Reject 21.1 22.4 4.4 35.7 52.0 
Feed 100.0 13.2 1.8 100.0 100.0 
Test 3: 20 ul. oil 
Clean coal 80.4 19.3 1.0 79.3 50.3 
Reject 19.6 20.7 3.9 20.7 49.7 
Feed 100.0 19.6 1.6 100.0 100.0 
Test 4: 40 ul. oil 
Clean coal 83.3 11.3 1.2 69.7 54.4 
Reject 16.7 24.5 5.0 30.3 45.6 
Feed 100.0 13.5 1.8 100.0 100.0 
Test 5: 80 ul. oil 
Clean coal 91.0 11.6 1.2 74.3 57.7 
Reject 9.0 40.6 8.8 25.7 42.3 
Feed 100.0 14.2 1.9 100.0 100.0 
^Data are expressed on dry coal basis. 
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Table 13. Cumulative results of three-stage froth flotation tests with 
Dahm coal; 10 yl. MIBC in first stage, 2 % Na^CO? in second 
stage. No. 200 LLS fuel oil in third stage® 
Wt. Distr., Analysis. % Distribution. % 
% Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test 1; 0 ul. oil 
Clean coal 
Reject 
75.8 
24.2 
11.1 
21.4 
1.0 
4.0 
62.0 
38.0 
44.0 
56.0 
Feed 100.0 13.6 1.7 100.0 100.0 
Test 2: 20 yl. oil 
Clean coal 
Rej ect 
97.5 
2.5 
12.4 
65.3 
1.7 
9.0 
87.9 
12.1 
87.8 
12.2 
Feed 100.0 13.7 1.9 100.0 100.0 
Test 3: 40 yl. oil 
Clean coal 
Reject 
97.8 
2.2 
8.3 
82.1 
1.5 
14.0 
81.6 
18.4 
82.5 
17.5 
Feed 100.0 9.9 1.8 100.0 100.0 
Test 4: 80 yl. oil 
Clean coal 
Reject 
97.3 
2.7 
12.1 
73.1 
1.3 
14.5 
85.4 
14.6 
75.6 
24.4 
Feed 100.0 13.7 1.7 100.0 100.0 
^ata are expressed on dry coal basis. 
collector, either No. 1 or No. 200 fuel oil, floated additional Dahm 
coal after some coal was floated with MIBC and some with alkali. On the 
other hand, in single-stage tests, either oil depressed Dahm coal when 
it was added before an alkali was added or when it was added to an alkaline 
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solution before MIBC was added. 
To see in detail what happened in each stage, two additional three-
stage flotation tests were conducted where the floated product from each 
stage was collected and analyzed separately. Otherwise, the tests were 
carried out as above where 20 yl. of No. 200 fuel oil was introduced in 
the third stage. The results presented in Table 14 are consistent with 
Table 14. Results of three-stage froth flotation tests with Dahm coal; 
10 yl. MIBC in first stage, 2 % Na^COg in second stage, 20 yl. 
No. 200 LLS fuel oil in third stage® 
Wt. Distr., Analysis. % Distribution, % 
% Ash Inorg. S Ash Inorg. S 
Test 1 
Clean coal 
Reject III 
III 14.9 
2.3 
13.5 
73.8 
3.1 
11.0 
16.1 
13.4 
30.0 
16.4 
Reject II 
Clean coal II 
17.2 
7.5 8.1 0.7 
29.5 
4.8 
46.4 
3.3 
Reject I 
Clean coal I 
24.7 
75.3 10.9 1.0 
34.3 
65.7 
49.7 
50.3 
Feed 100.0 12.5 1.5 100.0 100.0 
Test 2 
Clean coal 
Reject III 
III 11.4 
2.1 
13.8 
73.8 
3.4 
11.0 
12.6 
12.3 
26.1 
15.2 
Reject II 
Clean coal II 
13.5 
6.6 8.1 0.7 
24.9 
4.3 
41.3 
2.9 
Reject I 
Clean coal I 
20.1 
79.9 11.1 1.1 
29.2 
70.8 
44.2 
55.8 
Feed 100.0 12.5 1.5 100.0 100.0 
^Data are expressed on dry coal basis. 
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those shown in Table 13. On the average, 77.6 % of the clean coal was 
recovered with MIBC in the first stage, 7.0 % in the second stage with 
alkali, and 13.1 % in the third stage with fuel oil for a cumulative 
recovery of 97.7 %. The cleanest coal was obtained in the second stage 
and the dirtiest in the third stage. Since alkaline solutions depress 
pyrite more than coal, the cleanest coal seemed to be obtained in the 
second stage. On the other hand, Glembotskii et al. (37) showed that a 
non-polar collector such as fuel oil easily attaches to unhydrated pyrite. 
Therefore, the product of the third stage appeared dirty because Dahm coal 
had been protected from oxidation and the pyrite in it was largely un-
oxidized and probably unhydrated in the solution. Although the fuel oil 
acted as a collector for coal when employed after most of the coal had been 
removed by MIBC and sodium carbonate, it was not very selective. 
Agitator speed 
According to the flotation results of Markley and Cavallaro (60) 
with Pocahontas coal, a lower agitation speed (900 r.p.m.) gave a higher 
recovery than a faster speed (1100 r.p.m.), without changing the quality 
of the product. 
In the experiments with Star coal reported herein, two agitator 
speeds, 900 and 1300 r.p.m. were employed for comparison. Fifty grams of 
coal and 1000 ml. of deionized water were placed in a 1-liter flotation 
cell. Then, MIBC (10 yl.) was added and the coal was floated at different 
agitator speeds until no more coal floated in the froth. The flotation 
procedure is shown below. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water to a 1-liter flotation cell. 
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2. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
3. Add MIBC to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 5 min. 
5. Float coal to extinction (Air rate: 0.5 cu. ft./min.). 
a 
Table 15. Effect of agitator speed on froth flotation of Star coal 
Cell vol., Coal mass, MIBC, Agitation, Recovery^ 
ml. g. ui. IT • p « m* % 
1000 50 10 900 53.3 
1000 50 10 1300 60.9 
4000 200 40 900 20.5 
4000 200 40 1300 18.8 
^Air rate: 0.5 cu. ft./min. 
^Data expressed on dry coal basis. 
The results in Table 15 indicate that the lower speed gave a some­
what lower recovery (53.3 %) than the higher speed (60.9 % recovery). 
Another series of experiments was conducted with a 4-liter cell. First, 
200 g. coal and 4000 ml. water were added to the cell. Then, 40 yl. MIBC 
was added and Star coal was floated according to the previous procedure 
at two different agitator speeds (900 and 1300 r.p.m.). In this case, the 
lower speed gave a slightly higher recovery (20.5 %) than the higher 
speed gave (18.4 % recovery) with other conditions the same. However, 
the higher agitator speed (1300 r.p.m.) seemed to disperse the air 
bubbles in the pulp more thoroughly. But, if the speed was too high (above 
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1600 r.p.m.) it was observed that the pulp became very turbulent which 
interfered with particle-bubble attachment. Furthermore, even the 
hydrophilic particles were entrained in the froth. 
Air rate 
The air flow rate has been known to be an important factor in 
flotation. For the tests described above, an air rate of 0.5 cu. ft./min. 
was en^loyed because this rate had been recommended by the flotation cell 
manufacturer. Enough air is needed to generate sufficient bubbles for 
the process. But if the air rate is very high, the resulting bubbles may 
be too large for good dispersion or the pulp too turbulent for good 
particle separation. 
To test the effect of air rate, two air flow levels were used (0.3 
and 0.5 cu, ft./min.) for floating Star coal. Using a 1-liter cell, the 
flotation tests were conducted by the previous procedure. In some cases, 
a 2 % sodium carbonate solution was used instead of deionized water. The 
results in Table 16 showed that the lower air rate produced a slightly lower 
recovery than the higher air rate produced when Star coal was floated in 
2 % sodium carbonate solution without MBC or any oil. However, when ÎHBC 
was used as a frother and no alkali was present, the lower air rate 
produced almost the same recovery as did the higher air rate. 
To investigate the effects of aeration rate in greater detail, another 
series of experiments were conducted with Upper Freeport coal. This coal 
had been protected from atmospheric condition by storing it under nitrogen 
shortly after obtaining a large fresh sample from the mine. Upper Freeport 
coal was prepared for the flotation tests by crushing and then pulverizing 
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Table 16. Effect of air rates on froth flotation of Star coal^ 
Na,CO-
i 
MIBC, 
yl. 
Air rate, 
cu. ft./min. 
Recovery^ 
% 
2 0 0.3 56.4 
2^ 0 0.5 60.4 
0 10 0.3 61.5 
0 10 0.5 60.9 
^1300 r.p.m. agitation speed used in a 1-liter cell. 
^Data expressed on dry coal basis. 
^Average of duplicate tests. 
Table 17. Effect of air rates on froth flotation of Upper Freeport coal^ 
Air rate. 
b 
Recovery, Ash cont., % Tot. S cont., % Reduction, % 
cu. ft./min. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
0.05 86.0 16.1 74.7 3.17 7.57 43.0 28.0 
0.1 90.6 19.0 77.9 3.58 6.35 30.0 15.6 
0.25 93.3 21.0 80.2 3.70 5.66 21.4 9.9 
0.35 95.6 19.2 80.7 3.71 6.21 16.3 7.2 
0.5 95.0 21.9 83.0 3.68 5.03 16.5 6.7 
®10 yl. MIBC added. 
Flotation time: 10 min. 
Agitator speed: 1300 r.p.m. 
^Data expressed on dry coal basis. 
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it with a Mikro-samplemill (screen size: 0.02 in.). Into a 1-liter 
flotation cell, 50 g. coal was introduced with 1000 ml. water. After 
conditioning the pulp for 5 min., 10 yl. MIBC was added and the pulp 
conditioned for another 5 min. before floating the coal for 10 min. at a 
given air flow rate. Table 17 shows that the recovery increased as the 
air rate was raised from 0.05 to 0.35 cu. ft./min., but there was no 
further increase in recovery when the air rate was increased above 0.35 
cu. ft./min. The ash and total sulfur removal decreased linearly with the 
increase in recovery. Considering the fact that 0.25 cu. ft./min. of 
air produced a recovery of 93.1 %, and the higher air rate produced only 
a slightly higher recovery without better selectivity, it would be more 
economical to use the 0.25 cu. ft./min. rate than the higher rate. 
Conditioning time 
When a frother like MIBC is used for flotation, the pulp conditioning 
time after the frother is added may be in^ortant. Too long a conditioning 
time may cause the frother to be adsorbed by the coal particles which 
may interfere with frothing or flotation selectivity. If the conditioning 
time is too short, there is a possibility that the frother may not be 
dispersed thoroughly in the pulp which reduces the frother action. To 
study the effect of pulp conditioning time, a series of tests were con­
ducted with Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal. 
First, 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water were placed in a 1-liter 
flotation cell. After 5 min. of stirring (1500 r.p.m.), 10 yl. MIBC was 
added to the pulp, and then the pulp was conditioned for a specific time 
prior to flotation. The coal was then floated with an air rate of 
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0.5 eu. ft./min. and the froth was collected until no more coal particles 
floated. The results shown in Table 18 indicate that the recovery 
increased slightly as the conditioning time was increased from 1 to 6 min. 
and then decreased slightly as the conditioning time was increased further. 
Table 18. Effect of the conditioning time on froth flotation of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (I) coal* 
b 
Cond. time, 
min. 
Recovery^ 
% 
Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., % Reduction, % 
Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
1 76.4 6.5 24.0 0.60 1.92 53.0 49.4 
3 80.6 6.6 27.1 0.69 2.07 49.5 41.8 
6 82.8 6.5 26.5 0.76 2.38 46.1 39.8 
8 78.7 
10 77.9 6.9 23.2 0.78 1.86 49.0 40.7 
^Average result of duplicate tests 
Agitator speed: 1500 r.p.m. 
Air rate: 0.5 cu. ft./min. 
^After adding 10 y1. MIBC to pulp. 
'^Data expressed on dry coal basis. 
Flotation rates 
When flotation tests are conducted under a specific set of conditions, 
the flotation rates are different for different coals. Even for the same 
coal, the flotation rate can be different for various flotation conditions. 
To investigate these phenomena, two kinds of coals, Iowa Dahm coal 
and Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal, were employed. In a 1-liter cell, the 
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flotation tests were conducted as follows with 10 y1. of MIBC. 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water to flotation cell. 
2. Condition pulp for 5 min. (Agitator speed: 1300 r.p.m.) 
3. Add 10 yl. of MIBC to pulp. 
4. Condition pulp for 30 sec. 
5. Float coal. (Air rate: 0.5 cu. ft./min.) 
The results of duplicate tests with each coal showed that Dahm coal 
floated slowly whereas Pittsburgh coal floated rapidly (Figure 24). The 
cause of two different rates is unknown. The high oxygen content and 
hydrophilic nature of low rank coal such as Dahm coal is known to result 
in slow flotation rates. 
In another series of experiments, the above two coals were floated 
in a 4-liter flotation cell. In the 4-liter cell, the same pulp density 
(200 g. coal/4000 ml. water) and MIBC concentration (40 yl.) were used and 
the experimental procedure described above was used. The tests were 
conducted with an air rate of 0.98 cu. ft./min. and with an agitator speed 
of 1800 r.p.m. which was the maximum speed which did not cause severe 
turbulance. The duplicate results showed that with Dahm coal a lower 
rate of recovery was obtained with the 4-liter cell than with the 1-liter 
cell (Figure 24). On the other hand, Pittsburgh coal floated rapidly and 
at nearly the same rate as before in the 1-liter cell. 
When No. 200 LLS fuel oil (160 yl.) was introduced before dosing 
with MIBC in a 1-liter cell, Dahm coal floated very fast and almost all the 
product was collected in 2 min., reaching an average recovery of 90.3 %. 
The proportional addition of No. 200 LLS fuel oil (640 yl.) into a 4-liter 
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different cell sizes 
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cell also gave 85.2 % recovery in 2 min. when Dahm coal was floated with 
MIBC. The oily collector appeared to significantly affect the flotation 
rate of Dahm coal. 
Flotation of Selected Appalachian Coals 
The higher rank coals usually respond well to froth flotation because 
of a lower oxygen content than that possessed by lower rank coals such as 
found in Iowa. The previous flotation results with Iowa coals showed 
that either an alkaline solution or a wet oxidative pretreatment step 
depressed the coal without having much effect on sulfur removal. 
For this section, two somewhat higher rank Appalachian coals were 
used to investigate the effect of alkaline solutions with or 
without oxidative pretreatment on flotation. The flotation results were 
analyzed statistically. 
Two series of experiments were conducted with high-sulfur Upper-
freeport coal and Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal. These coals were placed 
under nitrogen when received to prevent surface oxidation. Each coal 
was prepared by passing it successively through a double-roll crusher and 
twice through a disk attrition mill. The material was then dry-screened with 
a 35 mesh sieve, and the oversized fraction ground further using a high­
speed Mikro-sançlemill (screen size: 0.125 in.). The product from the 
samplemill was then combined with the -35 mesh material. The final 
product was split into 50 g. portions with a small sangle splitter and 
stored under nitrogen prior to use. 
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Table 19. Size distribution of coals used for froth flotation tests 
Size, mesh Weight, Ash, Sulfur distribution, % 
(U.S. Std.) % % Py. S Org. S Sul. S Tot. S 
Upper Freeport coal 
+60 32.6 39.0 3.51 0.26 0.09 3.86 
-60/+100 14.3 25.6 3.30 0.27 0.15 3.72 
-100/+170 15.0 23.0 2.97 0.86 0.18 4.01 
-170/+325 11.6 21.3 3.05 0.79 0.18 4.02 
-325 26.5 24.1 2.15 0.83 0.13 3.11 
100.0 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal 
+60 33.0 42.2 2.62 1.30 0.18 4.10 
-60/+100 14.3 36.2 2.78 1.60 0.14 4.52 
-100/+170 12.9 32.2 2.75 1.77 0.23 4.75 
-170/+325 9.9 31.1 3.19 1.68 0.17 5.04 
-325 29.9 48.9 2.07 0.99 0.29 3.35 
100.0 
The prepared coals had the size distribution and composition shown in 
Table 19. The size distribution was determined by wet-screening a small 
sample of each coal. The sulfur concentration did not vary greatly 
between most of the size fractions, except that for both coals the sulfur 
concentration of the finest size particles was noticeably lower than for 
the other sizes. The ash content of the Upper-Freeport coal was fairly 
uniform except for the largest size, which had a noticeably higher ash 
content. In the case of Pittsburgh coal, both the largest and finest 
sizes had a higher ash content than the other size fractions. For 
Pittsburgh coal, there appeared to be an Inverse relation between the 
sulfur and ash contents of the various size fractions. 
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The flotation tests were conducted using a 1-liter cell and a 
feed slurry concentration of 5 % coal. Several preliminary tests showed 
that if either Upper-Freeport or Pittsburgh coal was suspended in a 2 % 
sodium carbonate solution, no additional frothing agent would be required. 
On the other hand, if either of these coals was suspended in plain water, 
a frother such as MIBC was needed. At least 10 jJl. of this reagent was 
required for an adequate recovery of coal. 
The flotation tests were carried out to compare the results of floating 
the two coals in (1) plain water with MIBC, (2) a 2 % sodium carbonate 
solution and (3) a 2 % sodium carbonate solution following pretreatment in 
this solution at 80°C. Froth collection time for all tests was 3 min. 
Similar flotation tests were conducted on Upper Freeport and Pittsburgh 
coals after a major portion of the -325 mesh particles were removed from 
these coals by dry-screening. 
The recovery, ash removal and pyrite sulfur removal for the two size 
consists of each coal are shown in Tables 20 and 21, The flotation results 
were analyzed statistically by Craig Van Nostrand of the Department of 
Statistics. Analyses of variance for coal recovery, pyritic sulfur removal, 
and ash removal based on a three-way model are shown in Tables 22, 23, and 
24 respectively. The three-way model included the effects of coal type 
(Upper Freeport versus Pittsburgh coal), size consist (35 x 0 mesh versus 
35 X 325 mesh), treatment (MIBC, 2 % sodium carbonate, pretreatment), 
the interaction between coal type and treatment, the interaction between 
coal type and size consist, the interaction between size consist and 
treatment, and the interaction of coal type, size consist and treatment. 
Table 20. Froth flotation tests of 35 X 0 mesh size coals^ 
Na2C0o Recovery^ Ash cont., % Py. S cont., % Reduction, % 
Process % % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Py. S 
Upper Freeport coal 
None^ — 27.9 3.19 _ _ 
Flotation 0 78.5 14.6 73.0 2.19 6.58 57.9 45.0 
Flotation 2 86.0 18.3 81.1 2.34 5.94 41.9 27.4 
Pretrt. & Flot. 2 83.5 17.2 79.0 2.44 5.80 47.6 32.0 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal 
Nonef , — _ 41.3 — 2.40 _ — _ 
Flotation 0 59.2 14.2 76.9 2.24 3.23 78.8 49.9 
Flotation 2 56.1 19.2 66.2 2.02 3.08 72.9 54.1 
Pretrt. & Flot. 2 54.5 20.1 62.6 1.89 3.08 72.4 57.8 
^Average results of duplicate tests for each set of conditions. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
^Composition of untreated coals, 
d 
Flotation using 10 #1. MIBC. 
Table 21. Froth flotation tests of 35 X 325 mesh size coals^ 
Process Na2C03, Recovery,b Ash cont., % 
% % Prod. Tails 
Py. S cont., % Reduction, % 
Prod. Tails Ash Py. S 
Upper Freeport Coal 
None -
Flotation*^ 0 
Flotation 2 
Pretrt. & Flot. 2 
71.8 
79.4 
78.0 
28.6 
12.3 
15.6 
16.1 
69.2 
74.4 
72.0 
3.17 
1.97 
2.38 
2.14 
7.08 
6.45 
6.11 
68.9 
55.2 
55.8 
58.5 
38.0 
44.7 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal 
V» W 
None -
Flotation^ 0 
Flotation 2 
Pretrt. & Flot. 2 
42.7 
45.0 
37.5 
35.8 
11.1 
13.9 
16.3 
50.6 
46.3 
43.1 
2.74 
2.07 
1.76 
1.74 
3.35 
2.99 
3.50 
85.9 
80.3 
81.5 
68.5 
67.6 
77.0 
Results of a single test for each set of conditions. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
^Composition of untreated coals. 
Flotation using 10 Pl. MIBC. 
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Table 22. Analysis of variance of recovery 
Source d.f.® S.S.^ M.S.^ F Pr.>Fd 
Coal 1 3763.3 3763.3 1016.5 0.0001 
Size 1 446.7 446.7 120.7 0.0001 
Treat® 2 35.9 17.9 4.9 0.0059 
Coal*Treat 2 92.5 46.3 12.5 0.0073 
Size*Coal 1 74.8 74.8 20.2 0.0041 
Size*Treat 2 5.9 2.9 0.8 0.4938 
Size*Coal*Treat 2 8.9 4.4 1.2 0.3654 
Error 6 22.2 3.7 - -
^d.f. = Degree of freedom. 
^S.S. = Sum of squares. 
^M.S. = Mean squares. 
d 
Pr. = Probability. 
®Treat = Treatment. 
As shown in Table 22, the type of coal had a significant effect on 
the recovery. Upper Freeport coal was more floatable than Pittsburgh coal. 
Also, the size consist had a significant effect on the recovery. The 
finer size consist was more floatable than the coarser size consist. 
Although the type of treatment did not appear significant at the a = 0.05 
level, the interaction between coal type and treatment had a significant 
effect on recovery. The interaction between size consist and type of 
coal also appeared to affect recovery significantly. 
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Table 23. Analysis of variance of pyritic sulfur removal 
Source d.f.a s.s.b M.S.c F Pr.>F^ 
Coal 1 1604.3 1604.3 297.7 0.0001 
Size 1 729.5 729.5 135.3 0.0001 
Treat® 2 130.9 65.4 12.1 0.0120 
Coal*Treat 2 419.5 209.8 38.9 0.0009 
Size*Coal 1 13.9 13.9 2.6 0.1691 
Size*Treat 2 5.5 2.7 0.5 0.6310 
Size*Coal*Treat 2 8.2 4.1 0.8 0.5153 
Error 5 26.9 5.4 - -
*d.f. = Degree of freedom. 
bg.S. = Sum of squares. 
^M.S. = Mean squares. 
dpr. = Probability. 
^Treat = Treatment. 
Previous experimental results showed that pyritic sulfur removal was 
closely related to ash removal. The trends for both pyritic sulfur removal 
a n d  a s h  r e m o v a l  w e r e  s i m i l a r .  5 h e s e  t r e n d s  w e r e  a l s o  s u p p o r t e d  b y  t h a  ' " '  
results of the present experiments treated by statistical analysis. From 
Tables 20, 21, 23, and 24, it can be concluded that coal type, size 
consist, and the type of treatment had a significant effect on both pyritic 
sulfur removal and ash removal at the a = 0.05 level. More pyritic sulfur 
and ash were removed from Pittsburgh coal than from Upper Freeport coal. 
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Table 24. Analysis of variance of ash removal 
Source 
a 
d.f. s.s.b M.S.^ F 
d 
Pr.>F 
Coal 1 2718.0 2718.0 1016.0 0.0001 
Size 1 351.9 351.9 131.5 0.0001 
Treat^ 2 373.9 187.0 69.9 0.0001 
Coal*Treat 2 67.2 33.6 12.6 0.0072 
Size*Coal 1 8.7 8.7 3.3 0.1205 
Size*Treat 2 2.3 1.1 0.4 0.6718 
Size*Coal*Treat 2 8.0 4.0 1.5 0.2958 
Error 6 16.1 2.7 - -
^d.f. = Degree of freedom. 
bg.S. = Sum of squares. 
^M.S. = Mean squares. 
•^Pr. = Probability. 
®Treat = Treatment. 
More pyritic sulfur and ash were also removed from the coarser size consist 
than from the finer size consist. The tests conducted with 10 pi. MIBC 
appeared mote effective in removing pyritic sulfur and ash than the tests 
conducted with 2 % sodium carbonate solution. The interaction between coal 
type and treatment also appeared to have a significant effect on pyritic 
sulfur and ash removal. The similar trends in pyritic sulfur and ash 
removal seemed to indicate that the degree of liberation was similar for 
pyrite and other ash-forming minerals. 
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Size Reduction and Degree of Liberation 
The previous section showed that fine coal is more floatable than 
coarse coal. Usually, the finer the particle size, the more floatable 
the particle is. 
With conventional flotation apparatus, which produces macro-bubbles 
about 1 mm. in diameter. Sun and Zimmerman (96) showed that it requires 
more than one bubble to float coarse sizes of coal (+60 mesh), whereas a 
single bubble can float many fine particles. In the case of -100 mesh 
particles, a single bubble can buoy up any fine particle that has carbon 
exposed on its surface. For a bituminous coal. Miller e^ (66) found 
that greater selectivity was achieved with coarse sizes. As the particle 
size becomes finer (e.g., -100 mesh) the flotation separation efficiency 
decreases, but the flotation rate becomes higher. 
Previous results of the present study showed that both pyritic 
sulfur removal and ash removal were closely related to clean coal recovery, 
which suggests that the pyritic sulfur and ash-forming materials were 
not completely liberated from the coal matrix. To liberate the mineral 
matter, it is necessary to reduce the particle size. Although a high 
degree of liberation may be achieved by pulverizing the coal particles 
to a micron size range, such a fine size is detrimental to flotation. 
As mentioned before, the Denver laboratory flotation cell produced macro-
bubbles which buoyed up any ultra-fine particles regardless of their 
surface properties. Considering the trade-offs, it was anticipated 
there would be some optimum particle size for good liberation and flotation. 
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Size effect 
For each class of particles, there is an upper size limit beyond 
which the particles can not be floated. The theoretical upper particle 
size limit for coal particles is 2 - 3 mm. in diameter when conventional 
flotation apparatus is used. But, Glembotskii et al. (37) demonstrated 
that the practical upper size limit for coal particles is only 1-2 mm. 
in diameter. The major reason for the difference between the theoretical 
and practical upper size limits is the following. The theoretical limit 
is based on the assumption that the particle-detaching force depends 
only on the weight of each particle under static conditions whereas in 
practice particles are detached from bubbles by inertial forces. The 
bubbles with their attached particles move through the pulp, which is 
being agitated by an impeller, along extremely irregular curved paths, 
impinging on various parts of the flotation machine and on other particles 
and bubbles, and rapidly changing speed and direction. 
To better understand the effects of particle size in coal flotation, 
an experimental study was performed with Upper Freeport ansd Pittsburgh 
coals. A series of flotation experiments was conducted with each coal 
after it had been separated into six different sizes. Grinding and 
flotation tests were carried out according to the following procedure. 
Each coal was crushed with a double roll crusher and then pulverized 
with a Mikro-samplemill (screen size: 0.125 in.). The pulverized coal 
was dry screened into six size fractions as indicated in Tables 25 and 
26. Then, each size fraction was split into a number of 50 g. increments. 
Each sang)le was kept under nitrogen prior to use. 
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Table 25. Froth flotation tests of different size fractions of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (II) coal* 
Size, mesh Recovery^ Ash cont., % Tot. S cont. . % Reduction, % 
(U.S. Std.) % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
+60 - 48.8 - 4.01 - - -
-60/+80 - 33.1 - 4.04 - - -
-S0/+120 - 36.6 - 4.37 - - -
-120/+170 - 33.9 - 4.88 - - -
-170/+230 - 37.1 - 4.53 - - -
-230 — 41.3 3.84 
Flgated_with_10jul^_MIBÇ 
+60 15.5 28.2 47.9 3.51 4.02 90.3 86.2 
-60/+80 26.2 18.7 40.0 3.56 4.61 85.8 78.5 
-80/+120 56.1 12.0 58.1 3.97 5.83 79.1 53.5 
-120/+170 73.0 13.4 80.9 4.50 6.31 69.2 34.2 
-170/+230 71.4 17.8 82.8 4.40 5.23 65.1 32.3 
-230 71.1 22.1 86.7 4.19 3.27 61.5 24.1 
Floated_in_2_%_ga2GQ2 
+60 18.2 24.0 53.8 3.69 4.79 91.0 85.4 
-60/+80 32.7 20.8 41.6 4.02 5.33 80.4 73.2 
-80/+120 33.1 14.2 40.4 3.98 5.02 84.7 71.2 
-120/+170 59.2 16.1 54.6 4.27 6.88 69.0 51.3 
-170/+230 75.4 22.2 80.9 4.78 5.28 54.3 26.5 
-230 79.3 29.0 86.4 4.97 2.76 43.8 12.7 
Pretreated_and_flgaSed_in. 2_%_Na2GQ3 
+60 19.3 30.7 50.9 3.39 4.57 87.4 84.9 
-60/+80 25.4 19.8 38.6 3.70 4.18 85.5 76.9 
-80/+120 23.7 17.7 36.9 3.63 5.07 87.0 81.8 
-120/+170 39.8 18.3 43.1 4.76 5.92 78.1 65.3 
-170/+230 58.2 24.0 54.4 4.25 5.25 61.9 47.0 
-230 63.1 28.6 62.9 3.91 3.53 56.3 34.6 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions, 
bcoal recovery on a dry basis. 
'^Composition of dry, untreated coal. 
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Table 26. Froth flotation tests of different size fractions of Upper 
Freeport coal^ 
Size, mesh Recovery^ Ash cont., % Tot. S cont.. % Reduction, % 
(U.S. Std.) % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
Untreated feed^ 
+60 - 44.7 - 4.08 - - -
-60/+80 - 28.5 - 3.62 - - -
-80/+120 - 23.2 - 3.89 - - -
-120/+170 - 19.9 - 3.58 - - -
-170/+230 - 19.2 - 3.31 - - -
-230 — 20.1 — 3.14 
Floated with 10 ul. MIBC 
+60 14.8 15.6 44.3 1.99 4.24 94.2 92.5 
-60/+80 65.5 11.0 62.4 1.98 8.30 74.9 68.8 
-80/+120 83.5 13.6 74.8 2.77 9.61 52.2 40.7 
-120/+170 93.9 15.2 81.0 3.30 5.65 25.7 10.0 
-170/+230 96.9 17.1 85.1 3.55 2.91 13.7 2.6 
-230 96.6 17.4 84.8 3.02 2.45 14.6 2.8 
Floated_in_ _2_%_ NagÇOg 
+60 46.8 14.7 71.7 2.16 7.60 84.8 80.0 
-60/+80 85.2 18.9 83.5 2.98 6.78 43.3 28.3 
-80/+120 93.1 19.1 86.5 4.18 4.34 25.2 7.2 
-120/+170 97.1 16.3 87.9 3.68 1.38 13.9 1.1 
-170/+230 97.8 16.8 88.4 3.26 0.90 10.6 0.6 
-230 98.0 10.4 89.6 2.95 1.01 15.2 0.7 
Pretreated _and_ floated in .2_%_Na2 c
n 
SI 
+60 41.2 14.8 64.8 2.29 5.58 86.2 77.7 
-60/+80 83.5 18.7 81.6 4.38 9.24 46.3 29.4 
-80/+120 91.0 17.9 84.9 3.53 4.30 31.9 10.7 
-120/+170 95.9 17.5 86.9 3.46 2.14 18.2 1.8 
-170/+230 97.1 17.1 89.1 3.33 1.40 13.1 1.9 
-230 96.5 17.3 89.1 2.89 1.69 2.7 2.1 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions. 
Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
^Composition of dry, untreated coal. 
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For each type of coal, each size fraction was floated in (1) water 
with 10 pi. MIBC, (2) a 2 % sodium carbonate solution, and (3) a 2 % 
sodium carbonate solution in which the coal had been pretreated at 80°C 
with air for 15 min. For each flotation test, an air rate of 0.25 cu. ft./ 
min. and a collection time of 3 min. were employed. 
When the flotation results for each coal were compared, it became 
apparent that Pittsburgh coal was much less floatable than Upper Free-
port coal (see Table 25 and 26). The lower flotation recovery of Pittsburgh 
coal may have been due mainly to the higher content of hydrophilic 
mineral matter within the coal matrix, which depressed coal floatability. 
Regardless of the particle size of the Pittsburgh coal, the pretreatment 
step with the 2 % sodium carbonate solution did not improve the results 
(Table 25). For each particle size, total sulfur was not removed 
efficiently for Pittsburgh coal (Figure 26). The total sulfur removal 
did not seem to be affected by any particular flotation condition, but 
only seemed to be related to the recovery. This phenomenon suggests 
that the sulfur was still homogeneously disseminated in the coal particles 
and not fully liberated. On the other hand, ash removal for Pittsburgh 
coal was affected by the flotation conditions. 
As the particle size decreased, the recovery increased and ash removal 
decreased under each condition (Table 25 and Figure 25). Although the ash 
removal decreased with high recoveries, the selectivity for coal improved 
for recoveries up to about 75 %. When MIBC was employed, the selectivity 
for coal was greater than when sodium carbonate was used. An indication 
of flotation selectivity is the departure of the plotted curves from a 
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45 degree straight line connecting the upper left hand corner of the 
diagram with the lower right hand comer. The greater the departure, the 
more selective the process for coal over ash-forming mineral matter. The 
hydrated film between air bubbles and water may have entraped and floated 
fine ash-forming minerals in salt flotation as described by Glembotskii 
et al. (37). This may have been the reason that the selectivity with 
sodium carbonate was lower than that with MIBC. The above three sets of 
flotation tests indicated that ash forming minerals in Pittsburgh coal 
are liberated from coal more extensively as the particle size is reduced. 
Upper Freeport coal (see Table 26) responded much better to froth 
flotation than Pittsburgh coal because it is more floatable under the same 
conditions. With MIBC as a frother, the -60/+80 mesh particles experienced 
a poor recovery (65.5 %), but ash removal was 75 % and total sulfur removal 
was 69 % which is considered high (see Figures 27 and 28) . As the particle 
size decreased to -80/+120 mesh, the recovery increased to 83.5 % while 
the ash and total sulfur removals decreased to 52 % and 41 % respectively. 
Although the recovery of the -120 mesh particles increased to more than 
93 % with MIBC, the efficiency of ash and sulfur removal decreased 
drastically. In a 2 % sodium carbonate solution, the recovery was higher 
for each size compared to the case with MIBC. But, the selectivities 
for ash and sulfur removals seemed to be somewhat lower in an alkaline 
solution. The oxidative pretreatment step slightly lowered coal recovery 
probably because of oxidation of the coal surface. Although oxidative 
pretreatment lowered recovery, it did not seem to have much effect on 
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sulfur or ash removal compared to the use of a sodium carbonate solution 
alone. 
When the graphs of ash and sulfur removal versus recovery for 
Pittsburgh coal (see Figures 25 and 26) were compared with those for 
Upper Freeport coal (see Figures 27 and 28), the following characteristics 
were noted. In regard to ash removal, slightly greater selectivity was 
realized with Upper Freeport coal for recoveries up to 70 %• In regard 
to sulfur removal, much greater selectivity was realized over the whole 
range of recovery with Upper Freeport coal. 
Since more ash and sulfur were present in the raw Pittsburgh coal 
(see Table 25), a larger fraction of these impurities may have been dis­
seminated in the coal even after grinding. The greater difficulty of 
liberating mineral matter from Pittsburgh coal may have accounted for the 
lower selectivity achieved with this coal. 
At high recoveries it is difficult to know whether poor selectivity 
is due to inadequate liberation or to the high floatability of all 
particles. It may be due to mechanical entrapment of fines. 
Degree of liberation 
To investigate the degree of liberation of Upper Freeport coal, 
several samples reported in Table 26 were analyzed by Professor D.L. Biggs 
and his associates in the Department of Earth Sciences. The samples 
were untreated feeds of two sizes (-60/+80 and -80/+120 mesh) and the 
flotation products from the flotation tests made with 10 )Jl. MIBC. 
For this examination, the particles were mounted in plastic which was 
then polished to expose a large number of particles on a flat surface. Two 
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methods of assessing the particles were employed. One method involved 
selecting 500 particles at random and classifying them into the following 
categories: clean coal, coal with pyrite, pyrite with coal, or free pyrite. 
The second method of assessment involved making a straight line traverse 
across the polished sample, classifying each particle encountered accord­
ing to the preceding scheme, and measuring the cross-sectional area of each 
particle. In both methods, particles other than coal or pyrite were Ignored. 
Whereas the first method provided a number distribution, the second method 
provided an area distribution or a volume distribution if it is assumed 
that the volume of a particle is proportional to its cross-section. 
Table 27. Distribution of coal and pyrite particles among products of 
froth flotation tests of Upper Freeport coal 
No. distribution, % Vol. distribution, % 
Pure Coal Pyrite Free Pure Coal Pyrite Free 
Coal with with Pyrite Coal with with Pyrite 
Pyrite Coal Pyrite Coal 
-60/+80 mesh feed 
Clean Coal* 51.6 47.1 0.5 0.8 63.0 35.3 1.0 0.7 
Reject® 2.7 28.3 6.0 63.0 0 58.0 14.7 27.3 
Feed 59.0 29.8 4.3 6.9 59.2 32.3 2.5 6.0 
-80/+120 mesh feed 
Clean Coal* 67.1 26.7 0.9 5.3 68.0 30.2 1.2 0.6 
Reject* 2.3 32.4 28.0 37.3 0.7 31.8 40.6 26.9 
Feed 69.0 19.2 2.4 9.4 71.4 20.7 5.0 2.9 
^Flotation results with MIBC (0.32 lb./ton coal). 
A summary of the data is presented in Table 27. The data are somewhat 
biased since particles other than pyrite or coal were excluded and because 
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the full cross-sectional area of particles was not measured. Nevertheless 
the data indicate several important trends. The data show a similar 
trend whether measured by either of the two methods. Although the method 
was not highly quantitative for determining the liberation of pyrite, the 
data provide a good indication of the degree of liberation. 
Conçaring the two feed samples, it can be seen that more pyrite was 
liberated at -80/+120 mesh than at -60/+80 mesh. Approximately 34 - 35 % 
of the feed particles were a mixture of coal and pyrite in the coarser 
feed while only 22 - 25 % were such a mixture in the finer feed. Exami­
nation of the results of the two flotation tests was revealing. The 
floated products contained almost no free pyrite and the tailings contained 
almost no pure coal. In other words, most of the pure coal particles 
floated and very few of the free pyrite particles floated. While the pure 
particles were well-separated by flotation, the mixed particles were not. 
Some of the mixed particles floated and others did not. However, the 
mixed particles which did not float were much richer in pyrite than the 
particles which floated. Therefore, particle floatability seemed to be 
strongly influenced by the pyrite or mineral content of the particle. 
The results indicate that Upper Freeport coal can be separated from pyrite 
by flotation if the coal is completely liberated from pyrite. 
Chemical comminution 
Present industrial coal cleaning operations depend on liberating 
pyrite and ash-forming minerals by mechanical crushing. Crushing the coal 
frees much of the mineral matter for later separation, but it also 
produces a large amount of fine coal that is difficult and expensive to 
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recover, and much of it is lost. This reduces the percent of clean coal 
recovered, and contaminates the refuse. 
Laboratory studies at Syracuse Research Corporation (46) indicated 
that chemical comminution is more efficient than mechanical crushing for 
exposing pyrite without reducing the particles below a desirable size. 
Experimental results with several Appalachian coals showed chemical 
comminution to have advantages over mechanical crushing when the coal 
was cleaned subsequently by gravity separation. It was demonstrated that, 
for the same recovery rate, the cumulative sulfur content of the float 
product was much lower for chemically comminuted coal than for mechanically 
crushed coal. Furthermore, for the same sulfur content level, product 
recovery was greater for chemically comminuted coal than for mechanically 
crushed coal. 
It is generally known that chemical comminution selectively fractures 
coal along naturally occurring systems of fractures, bedding planes, coal-
mineral interfaces, maceral boundaries, and other discontinuities. Low 
molecular-weight compounds such as ammonia, penetrate the coal, weakening 
and disrupting the bonding forces at various interfaces. This not only 
divides the coal, but also facilitates the separation of mineral matter, 
such as pyrite. This process produces a minimum of ultrafine particles. 
The purpose of the present study was to see if chemical comminution 
would lead to better separation by froth flotation. Two commonly used 
chemicals, ammonia gas and acetone, were employed for the experiments. 
Again, two Appalachian bituminous coals. Upper Freeport coal and Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (II) coal, were used. Each coal was crushed, ground and separated 
into six particle size ranges as before. 
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For the first series of experiments, 50 g. of each size fraction of 
coal was soaked in 50 ml. of acetone overnight. Then, the mixture was 
vacuum-filtered using Whatman filter paper (No. 42) to remove most of 
the acetone. Any remaining acetone was removed by placing the coal in 
a vacuum oven at 100°C for 1.5 hr. prior to use. Some of the acetone-
treated samples were then floated in the Denver laboratory flotation cell 
with MEBC and others were floated with a 2 % sodium carbonate solution. 
For these tests, the air rate was 0.25 cu. ft./min. and the collection 
time was 3 min. The flotation results for the two coals are shown in 
Tables 28 and 29 respectively. Compared to the previous results with 
untreated coals (see Tables 25, and 26), the following differences were 
found. For a particular size fraction of either coal, the flotation 
recovery was lower for the acetone-treated coal than for the untreated 
coal. Although the acetone treatment reduced the recovery of Upper Freeport 
coal for most particle sizes with either MIBC or 2 % sodium carbonate, it 
did not improve ash or sulfur removal. The ash and sulfur removals for 
the flotation were almost the same for acetone-treated and untreated 
flotation feeds. When acetone-treated, Pittsburgh coal was floated, the 
amount of sulfur removed for a particular recovery appeared to be the 
same as when untreated coal was floated. But, the ash removal for a 
given recovery was somewhat lower when Pittsburgh coal was pretreated with 
acetone. 
For another series of tests, amimnia gas was used as a comminuting 
agent. As before, different sizes (+60, -60/+80 and -80/+120 mesh) of 
Upper Freeport coal and Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal were employed. For 
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Table 28. Froth flotation tests of different size fractions of acetone-
treated Upper Freeport coal^ 
Size, mesh Recovery^ Ash cont., % Tot. S cont., % Reduction, % 
(U.S. Std.) % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
Floated with 10 )jl. MIBC 
+60 17.5 14.5 48.2 2.15 4.19 94.0 90.2 
—60/+80 52.5 9.8 55.4 1.78 6.21 83.7 75.9 
-80/+120 79.4 13.1 70.9 2.49 8.66 58.4 47.4 
-120/+170 84.2 12.2 62.1 2.64 7.34 48.8 34.3 
-170/+230 88.2 13.6 60.8 2.75 7.09 37.5 25.6 
-230 93.2 14.8 69.8 2.75 5.55 2.56 12.8 
Floated in 2 % Na,CO-j 
+60 36.8 13.1 63.5 2.16 5.61 89.3 81.7 
-60/+80 78.1 17.6 80.2 3.08 6.83 56.1 38.4 
-80/+120 89.1 18.4 86.2 3.53 5.14 36.3 15.1 
-120/+170 94.6 16.9 86.6 3.39 3.36 22.5 5.3 
-170/+230 97.3 17.9 87.6 3.27 1.87 12.1 1.6 
-230 97.8 18.1 86.6 2.72 1.20 9.9 1.0 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
each test, 50 g. of coal was treated in a closed stainless steel vessel 
with ammonia gas under pressure (150 psia) at room temperature for 1 hr. 
After the ammonia treatment, the coal was removed without washing and 
the sample was subjected to a flotation test in water with 10 yl. of 
MIBC. The product was collected for 3 min. at an air rate of 0.25 cu. ft./ 
min. The flotation results in Table 30 showed that, for each size of 
Upper Freeport coal, neither the recovery not the ash and sulfur removal 
were noticeably different from the results obtained with untreated coal 
Table 29. Froth flotation tests of different size fractions of acetone-
treated Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal* 
Size, mesh 
(U.S. Std.) 
Recovery^ 
% 
Ash cont., % Tot. S cont., % Reduction, % 
Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
Floated with 10 yl. MIBC 
+60 12.2 31.9 48.3 3.16 4.41 91.6 90.4 
-60/+80 21.5 28.1 39.6 2.58 4.59 83.7 82.4 
-80/+120 34.5 21.8 38.7 3.97 4.90 77.2 80.1 
-120/+170 49.4 19.3 45.2 4.14 5.62 70.6 58.2 
-170/+230 59.2 26.2 52.2 4.30 4.88 57.9 43.9 
-230 54.2 35.9 47.6 3.73 4.02 52.8 47.6 
Floated in 2 % Na^COg 
+60 14.7 22.9 10.9 3.67 4.67 73.4 88.1 
-60/+80 26.0 22.0 43.1 3.65 4.69 84.8 78.6 
-80/+120 35.0 12.0 42.0 3.53 4.65 86.7 71.0 
-120/+170 54.7 21.1 45.5 3.71 5.95 64.1 57.1 
-170/+230 69.9 28.7 57.7 4.46 5.21 46.4 33.5 
-230 78.8 35.0 65.6 3.91 3.61 33.5 19.9 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
(see Table 26). The recovery of the largest particles (+60 mesh) was 
slightly higher than the recovery of the largest untreated particles while 
the ash and sulfur reduction were slightly lower for the largest treated 
particles. On the other hand, for each size of Pittsburgh coal, the 
ammonia treatment had a depressing effect on flotation. Since the recovery 
of Pittsburgh coal was low, the products were not analyzed for ash and 
sulfur. 
The previous results showed that chemical comminution with either 
acetone or ammonia gas did not improve flotation recovery or selectivity 
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Table 30. Froth flotation tests of different size fractions of ammonia-
treated coals* 
Size mesh Recovery^ Ash cont., % Tot. S. cont.. % Reduction, % 
(U.S. Std.) % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Tot. S 
UEmer_FreeB2rS_caal 
+60 28.6 11.8 58.2 2.98 4.66 92.5 79.6 
-60/+80 62.4 12.7 66.6 2.32 6.84 75.9 63.9 
-80/+120 83.2 16.6 76.3 3.17 9.28 48.2 37.2 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal 
+60 8.8 
-60/+80 9.6 
-80/+120 9.4 
^Results of a single flotation test for each size of coal. 
Floated with 10 yl. MIBC. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
in the case of Upper Freeport or Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coals. The removal 
of ash and sulfur was either reduced or at best was similar to that achieved 
with untreated coals. Chemical comminution did not seem to improve sig­
nificantly the liberation of mineral impurities from coal particles. When 
particles larger than 0.5 in. in diameter were soaked in acetone overnight, 
the particles were fragmented into smaller particles as the researchers at 
Syracuse Research Corporation (46) had reported. By chemically comminuting 
run-of-mine material (96 % of which was +60 mesh size), Syracuse researchers 
reduced the coal particles to the desired size (92 % of which was +60 mesh 
size) without producing many fines. By using float-sink tests, Syracuse 
workers demonstrated that, for the same recovery, the cumulative sulfur 
content of the float product was much lower for the chemically comminuted 
coal than for coal which was mechanically crushed. Although the size of 
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chemically comminuted material was appropriate for the float-sink test, 
that size was too large for the froth flotation tests. For the froth 
flotation tests, the maximum size of the coal would have been about 60 mesh. 
When three batches of moderately fine Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal 
(-60/+80, -100/+140, and -170/+230 mesh) were soaked in acetone overnight 
and the size of the treated material was analyzed, no size reduction 
appeared to have occurred. 
Chemical comminution seems to liberate large mineral particles when 
applied to large coal particles (0.5 in. in diameter) because the organic 
macérais swell while the mineral matter does not. Since much of the min­
eral matter in fine coal particles (-60 mesh) is not concentrated as single 
particles but usually is dispersed in the coal matrix, it does not seem 
likely that such mineral matter can be liberated by chemical comminution. 
This factor seems to be the main reason that chemical comminution did not 
improve froth flotation selectivity. Furthermore, the comminuting reagents, 
especially acetone, seemed to act as depressants for coal flotation. 
Although the acetone-treated coal was put in a vacuum oven for 1.5 hr., 
some acetone seemed to remain in the coal resulting in poor recoveries. 
Also, hydrophillc mineral matter seemed to be exposed on the coal surface 
when chemical comminution was applied (69). 
Ultrasonic vibration 
Although the ultrasonic vibration technique had been applied previously 
to coal in only a few experiments, it had been used to extract or liberate 
impurities from quartz sands and feldspar. When applied to feldspar grains, 
Eeunivtzer and Dmitriev (80) found that ultrasonic vibration was much more 
effective for liberating impurities than mechanical grinding. 
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It has been recognized that high-intensity ultrasonic vibration pro­
duces micro- and submicro- bubbles in a liquid by cavitation. It is 
possible to take advantage of the ultrasonically induced oscillation of a 
bubble which is trapped between a foreign impurity and a solid particle to 
remove the impurity. The high rate of oscillation of the bubble fatigues 
the material at the interface and causes the impurity to be dislodged. 
In the present study, the ultrasonic vibration technique was applied 
to Upper Freeport coal for the purpose of size reduction and mineral lib­
eration. The method involved subjecting a suspension of coal in water to 
ultrasonic vibration. Several tests were conducted in which a mixture 
composed of 50 g. each of water and crushed Upper Freeport coal in a 150 
ml. beaker was subjected to ultrasonic energy supplied by a model W-375, 
Sonicator cell disruptor. The suspension was treated for either 1 or 5 
min. with a 0.5 in. Sonicator probe tip. For the first two tests, +60 mesh 
coal was used while for the last two tests, -80/+120 mesh material was 
employed. After each test, the treated coal was wet-screened to determine 
the size distribution. Also, each size fraction was analyzed for ash and 
total sulfur. 
The test results in Table 31 show that the particle size distribution 
of the material was changed considerably by the treatment, particularly by 
the longer treatment, with the coarser sizes being reduced in extent and the 
finer sizes, especially the -230 mesh fraction, being increased. The longer 
treatment produced a considerable amount of very fine particles (-230 mesh) 
which were below the optimum size for conventional froth flotation practice. 
The ash analysis of the treated coal is noteworthy. After the treat­
ment, the ash content of the larger particles was much higher than the ash 
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Table 31. Results of treating Upper Freeport coal with ultrasonic trans­
ducer 
Screen size, Feed 1 min. treatment 5 min. treatment 
U.S. Std., Wt. dist., Wt. dist., Ash, Tot. S, Wt. dist., Ash, Tot. S, 
m e s h  %  % % % % % %  
+60 mesh feed 
+60 93.6 65.2 55.2 5.59 40.7 74.5 4.41 
-60/+80 1.1 7.5 29.2 2.81 5.0 60.0 5.03 
-80/+120 0.1 5.5 12.2 2.17 3.5 40.0 4.82 
-120/+170 0.1 3.2 10.8 2.32 2.4 29.8 3.82 
-170/+230 0.1 3.2 10.8 2.28 2.7 22.3 2.96 
-230 5.0 15.4 24.7 3.01 45.7 20.7 2.43 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
-80/+120 mesh feed 
-80/+120 39.3 41.1 30.2 4.24 13.7 52.6 5.31 
-120/+170 43.0 33.4 24.7 4.09 18.8 45.5 5.59 
-170/+230 9.6 12.2 23.2 3.83 16.8 25.6 3.64 
-230 8.1 13.3 22.1 2.48 50.7 14.5 2.19 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
content of the finer particles which indicated selective breakage of the 
softer coal particles rather than the harder mineral particles. In other 
words, the organic material was easily broken by the high-intensity vi­
bration, resulting in finer sizes while the mineral matter was not. No 
consistent results could be obtained from the total sulfur distribution. 
Several flotation tests were conducted to determine the effect of 
the ultrasonic treatment. For these tests, Illinois No. 6 coal (from Elm 
Mine, Trivoli, IL) was used. The coal was stored under a nitrogen 
atmosphere after mining. The coal was crushed with a double-roll crusher. 
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These steps were repeated until all the material was smaller than 50 
mesh. At the same time, the coal was dry screened to remove the fine 
material (-200 mesh). By this procedure, the coal was prepared to be 
within the range of 50 to 200 mesh. Finally, the coal was uniformly split 
into 50 g. samples which were placed in glass jars and stored under 
nitrogen. 
Some of the samples received the ultrasonic treatment and some did 
not before the flotation tests. For each flotation test, 50 g. coal was 
added to 1 liter water along with 40 pi. of collector, and conditioned 
for 5 min. in the flotation cell. Next, 10 yl. of MIBC was injected and 
the pulp was mixed for 30 sec. more. Finally, air was introduced at a 
rate of 0.25 cu. ft./min., and the flotation product was collected for 
3 min. Two kinds of collectors. No. 1 fuel oil and X2-8063 silicone were 
used. The clean coal recoveries in Table 32 are probably too low to be 
meaningful. However, the results suggest that the ultrasonic treatment 
gave a slightly higher recovery of clean coal. On the other hand, the 
ash content of the float product was also slightly higher for the treated 
coal. The size reduction produced by ultrasonic treatment would partly 
explain these results. The finer size of the treated coal would account 
for the higher recovery. Insufficient collector was employed to obtain 
a high recovery, and since Illinois No. 6 coal is difficult to float a 
good separation was not achieved. 
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Table 32. Effect of the ultrasonic treatment on froth flotation of Illinois 
No. 6 coal with MIBC^ 
Ultrasonic trt.. Collector, Recovery^ Ash cont., % Ash rdn., 
min. 40 yl. % Prod. Tails % 
0": . - - 11.7 - -
0 No. 1 fuel oil 12.1 7.9 12.4 92.0 
5 No. 1 fuel oil 20.9 11.7 11.8 79.3 
0 X2 - 8063 16.9 10.7 11.6 84.1 
5 X2 - 8063 18.9 13.8 11.4 77.9 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions with 0.32 lb. 
MIBC/ton coal. 
^Coal recovery on a dry basis. 
^Raw feed. 
Micro-bubble Flotation 
The difficulty of separating extremely fine particles or slimes 
by froth flotation has long been recognized in the mineral processing 
industry. The inefficiency of fine particle flotation is generally 
attributed to the fact that the air bubbles generated by conventional 
flotation equipment are too large for selective particle capture. Thus, 
according to the froth lamella-thickness hypothesis proposed by Hemmings 
(43), very fine particles, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic, collect in 
the film of aqueous lamella which covers the surface of large bubbles. 
Since finely disseminated mineral matter in coal can only be lib­
erated by reducing the coal to extremely fine size, consideration was 
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given to micro-bubble flotation which seems to have the potential for 
separating very fine particles. Although several methods have been used 
to generate micro-bubbles (20, 85, 96), the technique used by Sebba (85) 
appeared most advanced and easiest to apply. Therefore, this technique 
was adopted for the present study and the micro-bubble flotation cell 
shown in Figure 6 was constructed and utilized. The operation of this 
apparatus was described earlier. One purpose of this study was to compare 
the results of micro-bubble and macro-bubble flotation applied to ultra-
fine coal. Another purpose was to study the mechanism of micro-bubble 
attachment to coal particles. 
Micro-bubble flotation phenomena 
At first, the micro-bubble flotation cell was tested with 1000 ml. 
water containing different amounts of MIBC but no coal. The generated 
bubbles were neither stable nor substantial in quantity until 200 yl. 
of MIBC was added. Adding more than 200 yl. of MIBC did not seem to 
produce more bubbles. If it is assumed that the diameter of a micro-
bubble was only one-twentieth that of a macro-bubble, the amount of MIBC 
(200 yl.) appeared to be reasonable for covering the surface of the same 
total volume of bubbles. Also, the bubbles generated with 200 yl. of 
MIBC were so stable that they lasted longer than 5 min. Although, generally 
the micro-bubbles were between 20 and 50 ym. in diameter, some bubbles had 
a diameter of several hundred microns. The bubble size seemed to depend 
mainly on the gap in the ground glass joint used as an air aspirator. 
The gap was maintained by inserting carborundum powder in the joint. 
If the powder was spread uniformly, the resulting bubbles were more uniform. 
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Another factor affecting bubble size was the high turbulence in the 
circulating solution which caused the micro-bubbles to coagulate into 
larger bubbles. 
To examine bubble attachment on coal particles, 20 g. of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (II) coal (+60 mesh) was added to 1000 ml. of water containing 
200 yl. of MEBC. The circulating pump motor was turned on, and the 
suspension was circulated to generate micro-bubbles. Some bubbles became 
attached to coal particles and buoyed them up. The bubble-attachment 
phenomenon was observed and recorded with a stereoscopic camera which was 
described earlier. The photograph presented in Figure 29 shows several 
bubbles attached to a single coal particle which is completely different 
from macro-bubble flotation where several particles may be attached to 
a single macro-bubble. When the bubbles are much smaller than an in­
dividual coal particle, it may be necessary for most of the particle 
surface to be covered with bubbles before the particle will float. 
Therefore , an impure particle containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
regions may not collect enough bubbles to float and will be rejected. 
Consequently , the separation efficiency will be higher than for macro-
bubble flotation where a single large bubble may become attached to a 
hydrophobic region of a single impure particle and float the particle. 
But, this handicap was overcome when micro-bubble flotation was used 
as shown in Figure 29. The micro-bubbles were selectively attached to 
only the hydrophobic part of the surface of any given coal particle. Since 
the buoyant force of one micro-bubble is very small, only coal particles 
with few mineral impurities can be floated. As the particle size becomes 
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Figure 29. Phenomenon of micro-bubble flotation (28 X) of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (II) coal (+60 mesh) in 1000 ml. of water with 
200 yl. of MIBC 
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smaller, the problem of using macro-bubbles becomes more severe. Although 
micro-bubble flotation is needed to separate very fine particles, the 
apparatus used in the present study was not optimized. When the circulating 
pump motor was turned on, the suspension was circulated at very high rates 
which created severe turbulence. Under those conditions, there was a 
greater possibility for mechanical entrapment of impurities in the froth. 
Furthermore, the turbulence caused the bubbles to coagulate, resulting in 
macro-bubbles. When the pump speed was reduced, only a small number of 
large bubbles was generated. 
One way of circumventing this problem would be to use a tall column 
for froth separation. Tall columns have been used experimentally in 
conjunction with macro-bubble flotation. By employing a tall column, 
Mathieu (61) achieved better flotation results in concentrating a molyb­
denum ore than by using a conventional Denver flotation cell. The column 
operated as a counter-current system with the bubbles rising through a 
downward stream of wash-water. The upward flow of mineralized bubbles 
over a long path (26 ft.) should reduce considerably the entrainment 
of undesirable impurities. 
Results of micro-bubble flotation 
A series of flotation tests was conducted with the micro-bubble 
technique to compare the results with those obtained previously by the 
conventional macro-bubble process. The previously prepared Upper Free-
port coal (-60/+80, -120/+170, -170/+230, and -230 mesh) was used for 
this purpose. For each experiment, 50 g. of coal was placed in the 
flotation cell along with 1000 ml. of water. Then, 200 ul. of MIBC was 
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injected and the pump motor was turned on. After 30 sec. of circulation, 
air was supplied under slight pressure to generate micro-bubbles. As the 
coal-containing froth appeared on top of the pulp, it was collected until 
no more coal appeared in the froth. At the end of each test, the tailings 
was recovered from the cell. The collected product and tailings were 
filtered and dried as before. Finally, the dry samples were weighed and 
analyzed. 
Table 33. Micro-bubble flotation tests of Upper Freeport coal^ 
Size, mesh Method Recovery^ Ash cont., % Ash Rdn., 
(U.S. Std.) % Prod. Tails % 
-60/+80 200 yl. MIBC 50.7 7.6 56.9 87.9 
-120/+170 200 Ml. MIBC 85.6 11.7 70.7 50.5 
-170/+230 200 yl. MIBC 89.2 11.6 74.6 43.9 
-230 200 yl. MIBC 88.4 11.7 70.3 46.2 
-230 2 % NagCOg 80.7 9.0 61.1 61.9 
^Results of a single test for each set of conditions. 
Flotation until extinction. 
^Recovery expressed on a dry coal basis. 
The results in Table 33 show that a lower recovery was obtained for 
any given particle size compared to the recovery obtained with the macro-
bubble technique (see Table 26). On the other hand, the floated material 
was cleaner than that obtained with the conventional method. When -230 
mesh coal was floated in 2 % sodium carbonate solution by means of the 
micro-bubble technique, the results were similar to those obtained with 
MIBC. The low recovery may have been due to the fact that the buoyant 
force of the micro-bubbles was not large enough to float the larger coal 
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particles. Also, the high concentration of MIBC may have caused another 
problem because MIBC may behave as a collector when used in high concen­
trations as it may be adsorbed on the mineral surface resulting in a 
dirtier product. 
While these results were interesting it appeared that further improve­
ment in the micro-bubble flotation technique would require additional 
development of the apparatus. 
Application of Kinetic Models 
In a previous section which dealt with theoretical modeling of 
flotation kinetics, equations were developed to represent the kinetics of 
coal flotation. The results of applying these models to a practical system 
are presented below. 
For this purpose, two kinds of bituminous coal, Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) 
and Upper Freeport, were used. From previous experiments, it was recognized 
that Pittsburgh coal usually floats slowly while Upper Freeport coal is 
extremely hydrophobic and floats rapidly. To prepare the feed for testing, 
each coal was crushed with a roll mill and pulverized with a Mikro-sample-
mill using 0.125 in. screen openings. The ground coal was wet-screened 
into separate size fractions (-60/+80, -80/+100, -100/+140, and -170/+230 
mesh). Each coal fraction was stored in water to avoid atmospheric 
oxidation. Flotation experiments were conducted in a 1-liter Denver cell 
with about 50 g. of coal per test. Each of the preceding fractions was 
regarded as being composed of single-size particles. With MIBC as a 
frother, the kinetic experiments were conducted according to the following 
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procedure: 
1. Add 50 g. coal and 1000 ml. water or 2 % sodium carbonate 
solution to flotation cell. 
2. Condition the pulp for 5 min. using an agitator speed of 1300 
IT « p «in* 
3. Add 10 pi. MIBC to the pulp. 
4. Condition the pulp for 30 sec. 
5. Float and collect coal at given time intervals using an air flow 
rate of 0.25 cu. ft./min. 
The collected material was analyzed for its ash content and the ash-
free coal was considered as the valuable component. The flotation results 
are plotted in Figures 30 and 31 for two different coals and various 
particle sizes. At first glance, it appeared that Pittsburgh coal and 
Upper Freeport coal float differently and the rate of flotation of each 
depends on particle concentration to a different power. Also, the finer the 
particle size, the faster the flotation rate and the higher the recovery 
of clean coal achieved with either coal. 
The flotation results for Pittsburgh coal in a 2 % sodium carbonate 
solution were fitted by the previously developed n-th order model (see 
Equation 84). To fit the experimental results, the Gauss-Newton method 
was used with the non-linear estimation procedure of the Statistical 
Analysis System (SAS) (40). Preliminary computer fitting of the n-th 
order model indicated that the flotation of Pittsburgh coal closely 
followed second order kinetics. Therefore, the previously developed 
second order model (Equation 83) was used to fit the experimental results. 
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Figure 31. Kinetic results of Upper Freeport coal with MIBC in plain water 
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The computer program is shown in Table B-1. As shown in Figure 30, the 
second-order model fits the experimental results extremely well. The 
parameters (R and k) found by fitting the second order model are shown 
in Table 34. The calculated ultimate recovery, R, indicates that the 
recovery of fine particles at a prolonged time is higher than that of 
the coarse particles at a prolonged time. Also, the higher rate constant 
for the fine particles means that fine particles float more rapidly than 
coarse particles. When the standard errors of the ultimate recovery, R, 
and the rate constant, k, for the 95 % confidence interval were calculated 
(shown in Table 34), the values were found to be relatively small which 
further supported the concept that the rate of flotation of Pittsburgh coal 
is second order with respect to particle concentration. 
The preliminary computer fitting of the n-th order model (see Equation 
84) indicated that the flotation of Upper Freeport coal with 10 Vl. MIBC 
in plain water closely followed first order kinetics. Therefore, when 
the previously developed first-order model (see Equation 82) was used to 
fit the experimental results of Upper Freeport coal, it represented the 
flotation kinetics closely as can be seen from Figure 31. Also, standard 
errors of the ultimate recovery and of the rate constants for the 95 % 
confidence interval were very small as shown in Table 34 (see Table B-2 
for computer program). The results indicate that the rate of flotation of 
Upper Freeport coal with 10 yi. MIBC in plain water was first order with 
respect to particle concentration. The larger rate constants and higher 
ultimate recoveries of the finer particles (Table 34) indicate that the 
finer particles floated more rapidly and provided a higher recovery over a 
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Table 34. Calculated constants for the kinetic models under different 
conditions 
Size, mesh Ultimate recovery Rate constant, cm."~^/g." ^  min. 
(U.S. Std.) Std. error ÎE Std. error 
Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal; 10 yl. MIBC & 2 % Na^CO^^ 
-100/+140 0.71 0.061 2.08 0.46 
-170/+230 0.92 0.168 2.33 0.95 
Upper Freeport coal; 10 yl. MIBC ^  
-60/+80 0.66 0.000 1.95 0.07 
-80/+100 0.79 0.015 2.66 0.32 
-100/+140 0.99 0.029 7.76 3.76 
-170/+230 1.00 0.015 16.36 8.82 
Upper Freeport coal; 2 % Na^COo^ 
-60/+80 0.98 0.010 1.65 0.09 
-80/+100 0.99 0.023 2.22 0.37 
-100/+140 1.00 0.005 13.08 1.99 
-170/+230 1.00 0.005 27.15 7.52 
c 
Mixture of Upper Freeport coal; 10 yl. MIBC 
-60/+80 & 
-170/+230 0.76 0.027 
^Second order flotation model. 
^First order flotation model. 
^Mixture of -60/4-80 mesh (64 %) and -170/+230 mesh (36 %) . 
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prolonged time than the coarser particles. 
To investigate the flotation of Upper Freeport coal in more detail, 
another series of experiments were conducted with different sizes. In 
this series, each size of coal was floated in a 2 % sodium carbonate 
solution without MIBC. When the previously developed model was fitted 
to the experimental data in the same way as above, it was found that the 
first order model represented the experimental results extremely well 
(Figure 32). The supporting standard errors of the ultimate recovery and 
of the rate constant are shown in Table 34. Also, the finer particles 
provided a higher ultimate recovery and a larger rate constant compared 
to those for the coarser particles. These results were similar to the 
preceding results with MIBC. Therefore, the two series of experiments 
showed that the order of the flotation kinetics for Upper Freeport coal 
did not change between flotation in plain water with MIBC and flotation 
in a 2 % sodium carbonate without MIBC although the recovery and rate 
constants were somewhat different for the two cases. 
Although it was found that the flotation rates of Pittsburgh coal 
and Upper Freeport coal depend on particle concentration differently, 
the cause of this difference is not clear. Swanson et^ (97) discussed 
the kinetics of oil agglomeration. Swanson and coworkers suggested that 
second order kinetics is due to the fact that the rate is proportional 
to the frequency of binary collisions between particles. But, this 
mechanism does not seem very plausible in the case of froth flotation. 
After analyzing Glembotskii's kinetic model, Klassen and Mokrousov (52) 
believed the flotation order to represent the number of mineral particles 
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Figure 32. Kinetic results of Upper Freeport coal in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution without 
MIBC 
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adsorbed simultaneously by one air bubble, which most frequently equals 
one, less frequently 2, and seldom 3 or more. Although Klassen's view 
of the flotation order has not been proved, it still appears reasonable. 
Different flotation conditions seem to result in different flota­
tion orders. An alkaline solution with MIBC seems to depress the flota­
tion of coal. This may be the reason that Pittsburgh coal exhibited 
second-order kinetics when the coal was floated in a 2 % sodium 
carbonate solution with MIBC. 
When a mixture of fine and coarse particles of Upper Freeport coal 
was floated with MIBC in plain water, interesting results were obtained. 
For this test a mixture was prepared with 36 % coarse particles (-60/+80 
mesh) and 64 % fine particles (-170/+230 mesh) . The mixture was floated 
with 10 yl. MIBC in plain water and the flotation results are shown in 
Figure 33 together with the flotation results for monosize feeds. The 
experimental results for the mixture were fitted by Equation 85 which is 
designed to represent a multi-size feed which obeys first-order kinetics 
as follows: 
[1 - exp (Kgt)]} (85) 
Equation 85 is the application of Equation 78 for a mixture of two 
sizes. In fitting Equation 85 to the data, it was assumed that the rate 
constant for each particle size in the mixture was the same as that for 
the case of a monosize feed (see Table 34). The least square method was 
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Figure 33. Kinetic results of the mixture of Upper Freeport coal with MIBC in plain water 
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used in fitting Equation 85 to the experimental data. The results of 
fitting Equation 85 to the mixture is shown in Figure 33. Equation 85 
seemed to represent the experimental results of the mixture successfully 
with a small standard error in the ultimate recovery as shown in Table 34. 
To examine whether each size of particles floats completely in­
dependently in a mixture, the monosize, first-order model was applied to 
the mixture. Therefore, Equation 86, which is the addition of Equation 
82 with the weight fraction of each particle size, (k^), was used with 
the same parameters in Table 34. 
1 1 1 
T = P (xj RqI {1 [1 - exp ( )]} + P (x?) " FT 
^ ^ ^ K^t K^t 2"-
1 
[1 - exp ( )]} (86) 
K2t 
The curve predicted by Equation 86 is shown in Figure 33 and it is some­
what higher than the experimental points, which indicates that the flo­
tation of one size of particles is not completely independent of another 
size of particles present. 
The presence of fine particles with coarse particles may have changed 
the rheology of the coarse particle suspension. Fine particles floated 
more readily than coarse particles so that fine particles may inhibit 
bubble attachment of coarse particles. Klassen and Mokrousov (52) explained 
the above phenomena as follows. When a mixture of fine and coarse particles 
is floated in a suspension, the fine particles are more easily attached 
to air bubbles because the total surface area of the fine particles is 
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larger and the distance between the fine particles and the air bubbles 
is shorter. While the fine particles are being floated preferentially, 
the action of the frother diminishes so that when the coarse particles 
are floated subsequently, conditions are less favorable. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Flotation characteristics of Iowa and Appalachian coals 
Numerous froth flotation experiments were conducted in a 1-liter 
Denver flotation cell to investigate the flotation characteristics of 
two Iowa coals in which various conditions were applied to study the 
effects of different parameters. The flotation characteristics of two 
Appalachian coals were determined also for comparison. The conclusions 
are as follows: 
1. Increasing the concentration of MIBC as a frother did not have much 
effect on clean coal recovery of Iowa coals (Dahm and Star mine coals). 
On the other hand, the recovery of Appalachian coals (Upper Freeport and 
Pittsburgh coals) increased greatly with increasing concentration of MIBC 
until 95 % or more of the coal was recovered. 
2. Iowa coals floated very slowly with MIBC alone. On the other 
hand, Appalachian coals floated much faster under the same conditions. 
3. When the flotation of various coals was conducted in a sodium 
carbonate solution using MIBC as a frother, the following phenomena were 
observed: 
(a) In the case of Iowa Dahm coal, the recovery decreased 
gradually with an increase in alkali concentration. 
(b) In the case of Iowa Star coal, the recovery decreased slightly 
as the alkali concentration was riased to 2 %, and then increased slightly 
as the alkali concentration was raised further. 
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(c) In the case of Pittsburgh coal, the recovery decreased 
markedly as the alkali concentration was raised to 0.25 % and then in­
creased greatly as the alkali concentration was raised further. 
The removal of sulfur and ash decreased linearly as the recovery increased. 
4. A wet oxidation pretreatment in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution 
decreased the subsequent recovery of clean coal by froth flotation for 
either Iowa coals or Appalachian coals. 
5. When an oily collector (No. 1 or No. 200 LLS fuel oil) was added 
to float various coals with MIBC, the following results were obtained: 
(a) In the case of Iowa Star coal, the addition of either oily 
collector up to a dose of 2.6 lb./ton coal did not increase the recovery. 
(b) In the case of Iowa Dahm coal, a large increase in coal 
recovery was achieved when 3 lb./ton or more of No. 200 LLS fuel oil was 
added. Only a slight increase in recovery was achieved with large amounts 
of No. 1 fuel oil. Sulfur and ash removals were not improved with oily 
collectors. 
(c) In the case of Pittsburgh coal, increasing the dosage of 
either oily collector raised the recovery and improved sulfur removal. 
6. When the flotation of various coals was conducted in a 2 % sodium 
carbonate solution both with and without the oxidative pretreatment step, 
and the alkaline pulp was dosed first with fuel oil and then with MIBC, 
the following phenomena were observed; 
(a) In the case of Dahm coal, the recovery either remained constant 
or decreased gradually with increases in oil dosage up to a level of 
2.6 lb./ton. 
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(b) In the case of Pittsburgh coal, since a high recovery was 
achieved with MIBC alone, the addition of an oily collector had little 
effect on the results. 
7. Stepwise addition of either No. 1 or No. 200 LLS fuel oil during 
a flotation test with a 2 % sodium carbonate solution with MIBC increased 
Dahm coal recovery significantly compared to adding all the oil at once. 
8. The results of multi-stage flotation tests with Dahm coal indicated 
the the highest recovery was obtained by using three stages in which MIBC 
was used in the first stage, alkali in the second and fuel oil in the 
third. Considering sulfur and ash removals, the cleanest coal was obtained 
in the second stage (alkaline solution) and the dirtiest in the third 
stage (fuel oil). 
9. Different agitator speeds (900 or 1300 r.p.m.) and air rates 
(0.25 to 0.5 cu.ft./min.) had little effect on either flotation recovery 
or sulfur and ash removals in the case of either Star or Upper Freeport 
coal in the presence of MIBC. 
Size reduction and degree of liberation 
With different sizes of two Appalachian coals, Pittsburgh coal and 
Upper Freeport coal, flotation tests were conducted to investigate the 
effect of particle size on froth flotation. The flotation feed and products 
were analyzed microscopically to study pyrite liberation. The possibility 
of improving the liberation of mineral matter by application of either 
chemical comminution or ultrasonic vibration was also investigated. The 
conclusions are as follws: 
1. Generally as the particle size decreased the flotation recovery 
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of both coal and ash-forming mineral matter increased. However, at first 
the recovery of coal increased more rapidly than the recovery of mineral 
matter so the selectivity of the process increased. But beyond an overall 
recovery of about 70 %, the recovery of mineral matter increased more 
rapidly than the recovery of coal so that the selectivity decreased. 
2. Microscopic examination of the products of several flotation 
tests with Upper Freeport coal showed that a good separation of pure coal 
particles and free pyrite particles was achieved. The problem of poor 
separation was due to inadequate liberation of the pyrite. 
3. The treatment of Appalachian coals with chemical comminuting agents 
(acetone liquid or ammonia vapor) did not improve the subsequent separation 
of these coals from ash-forming mineral matter by froth flotation. When 
moderately fine Pittsburgh coal was acetone treated, no size reduction was 
observed. 
4. An ultrasonic vibration technique significantly reduced the particle 
size of Upper Freeport coal. Fragmentation tended to be selective so 
that the resulting fines had a lower ash content than the remaining coarse 
particles. 
Micro-bubble flotation 
The phenomenon of bubble-particle attachment was studied both 
theoretically and experimentally. The study considered the relative sizes 
of bubbles and particles. A micro-bubble flotation apparatus was built 
and several experiments were conducted with Upper Freeport coal to compare 
the results with those obtained with conventional macro-bubble flotation. 
The following conclusions were reached: 
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1. In micro-bubble flotation, the bubbles appeared to be selectively 
attached to the hydrophobic part of the coal surface. When Upper Freeport 
coal was separated by micro-bubble flotation with MIBC, the float product 
was cleaner than that obtained by conventional macro-bubble flotation. 
2. The adhesion work for micro-bubble attachment is different from 
that for macro-bubble attachment. But, adhesion occurs spontaneously 
in either case if the contact angle between coal and air bubble is positive. 
3. When a small spherical particle adheres to a large air bubble, the 
maximum size limit of the particle is only a function of the contact angle 
between the particle and the bubble for stable flotation. On the other 
hand, when a spherical air bubble adheres to a flat particle surface, 
the bubble size is determined by the contact angle. 
Flotation kinetics 
A general kinetic model was proposed to represent coal flotation 
for different particle sizes and different kinetic orders with respect to 
particle concentration. The proposed second order model represented 
the kinetics of slowly-floating and uniformly-sized Pittsburgh coal 
successfully. On the other hand, the proposed first order model rep­
resented the kinetics of rapidly-floating and uniformly-sized Upper 
Freeport coal extremely well. Different flotation conditions did not 
change the kinetic order when Upper Freeport coal was floated but did 
change the rate coefficient. 
The proposed model also represented well the flotation kinetics of 
Upper Freeport coal consisting of two sizes of particles. 
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Recommendations 
1. It is necessary to liberate mineral matter from coal prior to froth 
flotation. More efficient techniques need to be developed which will 
unlock mineral particles without reducing coal to extremely fine sizes. 
2. The cause of the unusual response of either Iowa coals or 
Appalachian coals to froth flotation in an alkaline solution is obscure 
and should be further investigated. 
3. Better flotation reagents are needed for more effective separation 
of mineral matter from coal. Good depressants for mineral matter which 
do not affect the hydrophobicity of coal particles are needed especially. 
4. A more advanced wet oxidation technique should be developed to 
selectively oxidize pyrite particles. 
5. A model compound study is necessary to determine the hydrophobic 
properties of the major mineral constituents of coal. 
6. Experimental measurement of the contact angle of coal under 
different conditions is necessary for theoretical analysis of particle 
and bubble sizes. 
7. A more advanced technique should be developed for micro-bubble 
flotation. This technique should generate uniformly sized, micro-bubbles 
with a quiescent pulp condition. 
8. With the proposed kinetic models, more study is desirable 
to represent the flotation of mixed particles of different sizes, and of 
different flotation orders. 
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APPENDIX A. 
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 
OBTAINED FOR FROTH FLOTATION OF COALS 
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Table A-1. Effect of MIBC on froth flotation of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) 
coal and Star coal^ 
MIBC, 
yl. 
Recovery, 
% 
Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., 7, ; Reduction, % 
Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. 
.S_Xll_£Oâl 
0 44.6 6.0 15.1 0.58 1.38 75.8 74.7 
0 46.8 6.2 14.3 0.61 1.32 72.2 71.1 
2.5 63.4 6.7 16.0 0.74 1.44 58.1 52.9 
2.5 64.0 7.0 16.7 0.78 1.35 57.1 49.3 
5.0 65.7 
5.0 68.1 
7.5 73.1 6.8 20.5 0.74 1.71 52.7 46.0 
10.0 81.8 6.6 26.6 0.74 2.62 47.5 44.1 
10.0 83.8 6.5 26.4 0.78 2.14 44.8 25.4 
15.0 94.1 7.5 62.3 0.75 4.49 34.0 27.2 
15.0 94.8 7.7 63.9 0.80 3.76 31.5 20.6 
20.0 95.7 
20.0 95.5 
25.0 96.3 8.0 74.9 0.73 5.36 26.7 22.2 
25.0 96.0 8.1 74.2 0.74 5.16 27.8 22.6 
Star_cgal 
10.0 51.4 13.2 19.8 1.59 4.76 58.6 73.9 
10.0 52.9 13.5 19.5 1.53 5.45 56.3 76.0 
20.0 54.2 13.3 20.0 1.48 4.89 56.0 73.6 
20.0 63.0 13.6 20.6 1.61 5.53 47.2 66.9 
40.0 53.5 13.6 19.4 1.55 5.65 56.4 76.0 
40.0 53.2 12.8 20.1 1.62 5.00 58.0 73.1 
60.0 51.5 10.8 20.5 1.40 4.77 64.2 76.2 
60.0 54.7 10.5 21.5 1.44 5.02 62.9 74.3 
80.0 58.2 9.8 24.2 1.36 4.45 63.9 70.2 
80.0 60.5 10.2 24.2 1.51 5.58 60.7 70.7 
^Floated to extinction. 
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Table A-2. Froth flotation of Dahm coal in various conditions? 
MIBC, NagCOg, Oxidation^ Recovery, 
yl. % rain. % 
5 0 0 74.9 
10 0 0 76.8 
15 0 0 73.8 
20 0 0 72.2 
25 0 0 74.7 
10 0 15 73.5 
10 1 15 68.8 
10 2 15 62.3 
10 2 15 67.3 
^Floated to extinction. 
^Pretreated at 80°C. 
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Table A-3. Effect of sodium carbonate on froth flotation of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (I) coal in the presence of MIBC® 
NanCOo 9 i Oxidation^ Recovery, Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont.,% Reduction, % min. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
0 0 81.8 6.6 26.6 0.74 2.62 47.5 44.1 
0 0 83.3 6.5 26.4 0.78 2.14 44.8 35.4 
0.25 0 61.6 7.0 15.6 0.66 1.21 58.0 53.3 
0.25 0 60.5 7.1 15.4 0.69 1.28 58.6 54.8 
0.5 0 64.2 7.0 16.6 0.67 1.19 56.0 49.7 
0.5 0 64.1 7.1 16.3 0.60 1.55 56.4 59.2 
1.0 0 84.6 7.4 26.8 0.71 2.50 39.6 39.1 
1.0 0 82.9 7.4 26.7 0.62 2.40 42.6 44.3 
2.0 0 94.2 8.1 55.3 0.76 4.78 29.8 28.1 
2.0 0 94.7 8.2 55.3 0.71 4.78 27.4 27.4 
3.0 0 94.9 - - - - - — 
3.0 0 94.8 - - - - - -
4.0 0 95.4 8.8 56.2 0.82 5.39 23.5 23.9 
4.0 0 95.4 8.7 56.2 0.69 5.39 23.7 27.3 
0 15 82.2 6.7 27.6 0.70 1.86 47.1 36.5 
0 15 79.8 6.6 24.5 0.71 1.64 48.2 36.8 
0.25 15 55.0 6.9 14.7 0.59 1.33 63.7 64.9 
0.25 15 54.0 6.9 14.2 0.62 1.29 63.6 63.9 
0.5 15 63.0 - - - - - -
0.5 15 55.8 - - - - - -
1.0 15 70.3 7.3 17.7 0.67 1.65 50.7 51.0 
1.0 15 72.9 7.2 19.4 0.63 1.88 50.2 52.6 
2.0 15 88.9 8.0 32.2 0.76 3.02 33.6 33.2 
2.0 15 87.5 7.7 31.3 0.67 2.64 36.9 36.0 
3.0 15 89.8 - - - - - -
3.0 15 91.6 - - - - - -
4.0 15 93.7 8.5 45.8 0.73 4.01 26.8 21.1 
4.0 15 93.1 8.3 45.5 0.73 3.52 28.8 26.4 
^Concentration of MIBC: 10 yl. (0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal). 
Oxidation temperature: 80°C. 
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Table A-4. Effect of sodium carbonate on froth flotation of Iowa coals 
in the presence of MIBC® 
Na.COg, Recovery, 
% 
Star coal 
Dahm coal 
0 51.4 
0 52.9 
2 49.2 
2 45.2 
4 51.4 
4 50.5 
8 55.7 
0 81.0 
1 69.8 
1 64.7 
2 70.1 
2 62.9 
3 50.5 
4 54.1 
^Concentration of MIBC: 10 yl. (0.32 lb./ton coal). 
Floated to extinction. 
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Table A-5. Effect of sodium bicarbonate on froth flotation of Pittsburgh 
No. 8 (I) coal in the presence of MIBC^ 
NaHCOg, Oxidation^ Recovery, Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., % Reduction, % 
% min. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
0 0 81.8 6.6 26.6 0.74 2.62 47.5 44.1 
0 0 83.3 6.5 26.4 0.78 2.14 44.8 35.5 
0.5 0 86.6 6.8 33.0 0.54 2.24 42.9 39.1 
0.5 0 87.8 7.0 36.2 0.57 2.01 42.1 33.0 
1.0 0 92.3 7.3 55.1 0.56 4.08 38.9 37.9 
1.0 0 93.0 7.3 55.9 0.67 3.84 36.0 31.3 
2.0 0 95.9 8.1 70.9 0.61 5.45 27.3 27.8 
2.0 0 95.9 8.2 71.0 0.63 5.37 27.4 27.3 
4.0 0 96.4 8.3 73.0 0.54 5.68 24.5 28.0 
0 15 82.2 6.7 27.6 0.70 1.86 47.1 36.5 
0 15 79.8 6.6 24.5 0.71 1.64 48.3 36.8 
0.5 15 64.6 7.1 16.6 0.58 1.28 56.1 54.7 
0.5 15 67.9 7.1 18.0 0.65 1.41 54.6 50.6 
1.0 15 76.0 7.3 21.8 0.67 1.85 48.5 46.6 
1.0 15 71.7 7.5 20.9 0.55 1.78 52.2 56.1 
2.0 15 94.0 7.6 62.2 0.66 5.06 34.4 32.9 
2.0 15 95.2 7.9 60.8 0.69 4.95 28.4 27.0 
4.0 15 97.0 8.1 77.0 0.74 5.71 22.9 19.4 
^Concentration of MIBC: 10 yl. (0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal). 
Floated to extinction . 
Oxidation temperature: 80°C. 
Table A-6. Effect of No. 1 fuel oil on froth floation of Pittsburgh No. 8 (I) coal^ 
MIBC, Na CO , Oxidation, Recovery, Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., % Reduction, % 
Wl. % min. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
5 0 0 74.2 6.5 22.0 0.56 1.34 53.9 45.4 
5 0 0 75.5 6.9 21.8 0.57 1.66 50.8 48.6 
10 0 0 91.3 7.1 46.8 0.71 3.10 38.6 29.5 
10 0 0 91.3 7.1 46.8 0.61 3.10 38.8 32.7 
5 2 0 94.7 8.1 57.3 0.70 4.85 28.5 28.1 
5 2 0 93.5 8.0 57.3 0.67 4.85 33.3 33.6 
5 2 15 93.3 8.0 49.9 0.66 4.10 30.1 31.3 
5 2 15 93.4 8.0 49.9 0.64 4.10 30.1 31.3 
10 2 0 94.2 8.0 57.2 0.65 4.33 30.4 29.0 
10 2 0 94.2 8.1 57.2 0.67 4.33 30.4 28.4 
10 2 15 94.6 8.1 58.1 0.76 5.02 29.0 27.4 
10 2 15 94.4 8.2 58.1 0.70 5.02 29.6 29.9 
^Concentration of No. 1 fuel oil: 10 jjI. (0.32 lb. No. I fuel oil/ton coal). 
Floated to extinction. 
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Table A-7. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of Dahm coal in the 
presence of MIBC& 
Fuel oil, Recovery, Ash cont., % Inorg. S cont., % Reduction, % 
yl. % Prod. Tails Prod. Tails Ash Inorg. S 
NOi_l_fuel_oil 
0 50.5 9.8 15.5 1.01 2.44 60.8 70.3 
5 52.3 - - - - - -
10 52.5 - - - - - -
20 57.5 9.9 16.5 0.96 2.62 55.2 66.9 
40 58.9 9.5 16.5 0.95 2.66 54.7 66.1 
80 57.7 9.1 16.0 0.94 2.66 56.4 67.5 
120 62.7 - - - - - -
160 64.8 - - - - - -
No. 200 fuel oil 
0 50.5 9.8 15.5 1.01 2.44 60.8 70.3 
10 51.1 - - - - - -
20 56.6 8.9 16.4 0.95 2.55 58.5 67.3 
40 58.0 8.7 17.4 0.97 2.77 59.2 67.4 
80 67.8 8.3 19.3 0.97 3.08 52.6 60.1 
120 85.5 - - - - - -
140 88.4 - - - - - -
160 93.4 8.3 48.7 1.1? 9.02 29.3 36.0 
^Concentration of MIBC: 10 yl. (0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal) 
Floated for 10 min. 
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Table A-8. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of untreated Dahin 
coal* 
Fuel oil. Recovery, 
Ml. % 
No. 1 fuel oil 
0 70.1 
0 62.9 
20 59.6 
40 58.2 
80 50.5 
No. 200 fuel oil 
0 70.1 
0 62.9 
20 51.3 
20 45.8 
40 60.1 
40 45.8 
80 56.8 
80 52.6 
^Floated in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution with 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton 
coal. 
Floated to extinction. 
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Table A-9. Effects of fuel oils on froth flotation of pretreated Dahm 
coal& 
Fuel oil. Recovery, 
Ml. % 
No. 1 fuel oil 
0 
0 
20 
40 
80 
80 
No. 200 fuel oil 
0 
0 
20 
40 
80 
80 
62.3 
67.3 
63.5 
69.6 
61.7 
67.8 
62.3 
67.3 
56.9 
6 1 . 2  
52.7 
48.1 
^Coal pretreated with oxygen in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution for 
15 min. at 80°C. 
Concentration of MIBX: 10 yl. (0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal). 
Floated to extinction. 
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Table A-10. Flotation rates of coals in different cell sizes^ 
Flotation time. Recovery, % c 
min. 1-liter cell° 4-liter cell 
Each fraction Cumulative Each I fraction Cumulative 
PittsburghJNg^ 
_8_IIl_çoal 
2 88.0 88.0 83.2 83.2 
5 5.9 93.9 8.2 91.4 
8 0.7 94.6 2.4 93.8 
]0 0.2 94.8 0.4 94.2 
Dahm_coal 
2 21.3 21.3 13.2 13.2 
5 15.3 36.6 11.1 24.3 
8 10.5 47.1 9.7 34.0 
10 5.5 52.6 4.6 38.6 
15 9.2 61.8 9.7 48.3 
20 6. G 68.6 6.0 54.3 
30 10.3 78.9 9.7 64.0 
^Average of duplicate tests with 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal. 
^Floated with 50 g. coal/1000 ml. H2O at 1300 r.p.m., and 0.5 cu. ft. 
air/min. 
'^Floated with 200 g. coal/4000 ml. H2O at 1800 r.p.m., and 0.978 cu. 
ft. air/min. 
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Table A-11. Kinetic results of Pittsburgh No. 8 (II) coal in an alkaline 
solution with MIBC^ 
Flotation time, Cumulative recovery^ % 
min. -100/+140 mesh -170/+230 mesh 
1 9.2 11.4 
3 17.5 19.0 
5 23.5 24,1 
8 29.6 31.5 
10 33.8 37.2 
15 39.7 45.5 
20 44.7 51.5 
30 50.2 60.1 
^Floated in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution with 0.32 lb. MlBC/ton 
coal. 
Recovery on the dry and ash-free basis. 
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Table A-12. Kinetic results of Upper Freeport coal with MEBC in plain 
water® 
Flotation time, 
rain. 
Cumulative recovery^ % 
-60/+80'' -80/+100 -100/+140 -170/+230 
1 42.1 56.7 87.3 94.2 
2 66.9 94.9 98.0 
3 57.7 71.0 96.2 98.6 
5 61.2 
6 74.2 96.8 98.8 
10 63.7 77.1 96.8 98.8 
^Floated with 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal. 
^Recovery on the dry and ash-free basis. 
'^Indicate the size fraction between 60 and 80 mesh. 
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Table A-13. Kinetic results of Upper Freeport coal in an alkaline solution^ 
Flotation time, Cumulative recovery^ % 
min. -60/+80^ -80/+100 -100/+140 -170/+230 
1 59.0 70.0 93.6 96.6 
2 75.4 80.4 97.1 98.4 
3 82.6 87.2 97.9 98.8 
5 88.4 92.5 98.6 99.0 
8 92.0 95.7 
10 99.1 99.2 
11 93.9 97.0 
15 95.5 97.0 
^Floated in a 2 % sodium carbonate solution without MIBC. 
^Recovery on the dry and ash-free basis. 
^Indicates the size fraction between 60 and 80 mesh. 
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Table A-14. Kinetic results of the mixture of Upper Freeport coal with 
MIBC in plain water& 
Flotation time, Cumulative recovery^ % 
min. -60/+80 MixtureC -170/+230 
1 42.1 48.0 94.2 
2 62.5 98.0 
3 57.7 67.9 98.6 
5 61.2 
6 72.0 98.8 
10 63.7 74.9 98.8 
^Floated with 0.32 lb. MIBC/ton coal. 
^Recovery on the dry and ash-free basis. 
^Mixture with 36 % coarse particles (-60/+80 mesh) and 64 % fine 
particles (-170/+230 mesh). 
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APPENDIX B. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR KINETIC 
MODELS OF FROTH FLOTATION OF COALS 
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Table B-1. The SAS computer program used for the second-order model of 
coal flotation 
DATA A; 
INPUT T Y ; 
CARDS; 
(data input) 
PROC NLIN BEST = 10 
PARAMETER R = 0 TO 1 K = 0.0001 TO 20 BY 0.05; 
S = 0.0705*K*T; 
E = L0G(1 + S); 
MODEL Y = R*(l - E/S); 
DER.R = - E/S; 
DER.K = -R*(S/(1 + S) - E)/(K*S); 
OUTPUT OUT = B PREDICTED = PY RESIDUAL = RY; 
PROC PLOT DATA = B; 
PLOT Y*T = PY*T = '.'/OVERLAY HPOS = 60 VPOS = 50; 
PROC PRINT DATA = B; 
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Table B-2. The SAS computer program used for the first-order model of 
coal flotation 
DATA A; 
INPUT T Y; 
CARDS; 
(data input) 
PROC NLIN BEST = 10; 
PARAMETER R = 0 TO 1 K = 0.0001 TO 20 BY 0.05; 
E = EXP(-K*T) ; 
Z = 1/(K*T); 
MODEL Y = R*(l - Z*(l - E)) ; 
DER.R =1 - Z*(l - E); 
DER.K = -R*(E/Z - 1 + E)/(T*K*K); 
OUTPUT OUT = B PREDICTED = PY RESIDUAL = RY ; 
PROC PLOT DATA = B; 
PLOT Y*T = PY*T = '.'/OVERLAY HPOS = 60 VPOS = 50; 
PROC PRINT DATA = B; 
